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Preface
Minimal graded free resolutions are an important and central topic in algebra.
They are a useful tool for studying modules over finitely generated graded K-
algebras. Such a resolution determines the Hilbert series, the Castelnuovo-Mumford
regularity and other invariants of the module.
This thesis is concerned with the structure of minimal graded free resolutions.
We relate our results to several recent trends in commutative algebra.
The first of these trends (see [13, 22, 33, 34, 49]) deals with relations between
properties of the Stanley-Reisner ring associated to a simplicial complex and the
Stanley-Reisner ring of its Alexander dual.
Another development is the investigation of the linear part of a minimal graded
free resolution by Eisenbud and Schreyer in [26].
Several authors were interested in the problem to give lower bounds for the Betti
numbers of a module. In particular, Eisenbud-Koh [24], Green [31], Herzog [32]
and Reiner-Welker [42] studied the graded Betti numbers which determine the linear
strand of a minimal graded free resolution.
Bigraded algebras occur naturally in many research areas of commutative alge-
bra. A typical example of a bigraded algebra is the Rees ring of a graded ideal. In
[21] Cutkosky, Herzog and Trung used this bigraded structure of the Rees ring to
study the Castelnuovo-Mumford regularity of powers of graded ideals in a polynomial
ring. Conca, Herzog, Trung and Valla dealt with diagonal subalgebras of bigraded
algebras in [20]. Aramova, Crona and De Negri studied homological properties of
bigraded K-algebras in [3].
This thesis is divided in 6 chapters. Chapter 1 introduces definitions, notation
and gives a short survey on those facts which are relevant in the following chapters.
Recently Yanagawa [53] introduced the category of square-free modules over
a polynomial ring S = K[x1, . . . , xn]. This concept generalizes Stanley-Reisner
rings associated to simplicial complexes. In Chapter 2 we define the generalized
Alexander dual for square-free S-modules. This definition is a natural extension
of the well-known Alexander duality for simplicial complexes. Miller [40] studied
Alexander duality in a more general situation. In the case of square-free S-modules
his definition and ours coincide.
We extend homological theorems on Stanley-Reisner rings to square-free S-
modules. Bayer, Charalambous and S. Popescu introduced in [13] the extremal
Betti numbers, which are a refinement of the Castelnuovo-Mumford regularity and
of the projective dimension of a finitely generated graded S-module. Theorem 2.2.9
states that there is a 1-1 correspondence between the extremal Betti numbers of a
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square-free S-module and the extremal Betti numbers of its dual. This generalizes
results in [13]. The local cohomology of a square-free S-module is computed (see
Theorem 2.3.4) and as an application we show in Corollary 2.3.5 that a square-free
S-module N is Cohen-Macaulay of dimension d if and only if the dual N∗ has an
(n− d)-linear resolution. We also show that the projective dimension of N is equal
to the regularity of N∗. These results extend theorems of Eagon-Reiner [22] and
Terai [49]. Furthermore, we generalize a result of Herzog-Hibi [33] and Herzog-
Reiner-Welker [34]. We prove that N is sequentially Cohen-Macaulay if and only if
N∗ is componentwise linear (see Theorem 2.4.6).
Chapter 3 is devoted to the study of the linear part of a minimal graded free
resolution associated to a finitely generated graded module. Roughly speaking we
obtain the linear part by deleting all entries in the matrices of the maps in the
minimal graded free resolution which are not linear forms. The result is again a
complex. Eisenbud and Schreyer introduced in [26] this construction and proved
that this complex is eventually exact for finitely generated graded modules over
an exterior algebra. We define the invariant lpd (the linear part dominates) of a
module as the smallest integer i such that the linear part is exact in homological
degree greater than i. We show in Theorem 3.2.8 that for a finitely generated
graded module M over a Koszul algebra we have lpd(M) = 0 if and only if M
is componentwise linear. Furthermore, we give in Theorem 3.3.4 a bound for the
invariant lpd for certain modules over the exterior algebra.
Let S be a standard graded polynomial ring over a field K and let M be a finitely
generated graded S-module. We write βSi,i+j(M) for the graded Betti numbers of
M . Assume that the initial degree of M is d, i.e. we have Mi = 0 for i < d and
Md 6= 0. We are interested in the numbers βlini (M) = βSi,i+d(M) for i ≥ 0. These
numbers determine the rank of the free modules appearing in the linear strand of
the minimal graded free resolution of M . Let p = max{i : βlini (M) 6= 0} be the
length of the linear strand. In [32] Herzog conjectured the following:
Let M be a kth-syzygy module whose linear strand has length p, then
βlini (M) ≥
(
p+ k
i+ k
)
for i = 0, . . . , p.
This conjecture is motivated by a result of Green [31] (see also Eisenbud-Koh
[24]) that contains the case i = 0, k = 1. For k = 0 these lower bounds were shown
by Herzog [32]. Reiner and Welker proved them in [42] for k = 1, if M is a monomial
ideal.
In Chapter 4 we prove in Theorem 4.2.13 the conjecture for k = 1. For k > 1 we
get the following weaker result (Corollary 4.2.8): If βlinp (M) 6= 0 for p > 0 and M is
a kth-syzygy module, then βlinp−1(M) ≥ p+k. We also show that the conjecture holds
in full generality for finitely generated Zn-graded S-modules (see Theorem 4.3.4).
The first three sections of this chapter are concerned with the question above.
Finally, in Section 4.4 we study a problem related to results in [14, 36, 41]. We
fix integers d ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ k ≤ (n+d−1
d
)
. Let B(d, k) be the set of Betti sequences
{βSi,j(I)} where I is a graded ideal with d-linear resolution and βS0,d(I) = k. We
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consider the following partial order: {βSi,j(I)} ≥ {βSi,j(J)} if βSi,j(I) ≥ βSi,j(J) for all
integers i, j. We show that, independent of the characteristic of the base field, there
is a unique minimal and a unique maximal element in B(d, k) (see Corollary 4.4.8).
Chapter 5 is devoted to study homological properties of a bigraded algebra R =
S/J where S is a standard bigraded polynomial ring over a field K and J ⊂ S is
a bigraded ideal. First we consider the x-regularity regS,x(R) and the y-regularity
regS,y(R) of R as defined by Aramova, Crona and De Negri in [3]. In Theorem 5.1.5
we give a homological characterization of these regularities which is similar to that
in the graded case (see [5]). As an application we generalize a result of Trung [50]
concerning d-sequences (Corollary 5.2.3). Moreover, we prove that regS,x(S/J) =
regS,x(S/bigin(J)) where bigin(J) is the bigeneric initial ideal of J with respect to
the bigraded reverse lexicographic order induced by y1 > . . . > ym > x1 > . . . > xn
(see Theorem 5.3.6).
It was shown in [21] (or [38]) that for j  0, reg(Ij) is a linear function cj + d
in j for a graded ideal I in a polynomial ring. In Section 5.4 we give, in case that I
is equigenerated, bounds j0 such that for j ≥ j0 the function is linear and give also
a bound for d. Our methods can also be applied to compute reg(Sj(I)) where Sj(I)
is the jth-symmetric power of I.
In Section 5.5 we introduce the generalized Veronese algebra. For a bigraded K-
algebra R and ∆˜ = (s, t) ∈ N2 with (s, t) 6= (0, 0) we set R∆˜ =
⊕
(a,b)∈N2 R(as,bt). In
the same manner as it is done for diagonal subalgebras in [20], we prove in Corollary
5.5.5 that regS∆˜,x(R∆˜) = 0 and regS∆˜,y(R∆˜) = 0 if s 0 and t 0.
It is in general impossible to describe a minimal graded free resolution of a graded
ideal in a polynomial ring explicitly. Nevertheless in some special cases there exist
nice descriptions of the resolutions and in particular one gets formulas for the graded
Betti numbers of the given ideal. For example Eliahou and Kervaire studied in [27]
minimal graded free resolutions of the so-called stable ideals which, in characteristic
zero, are exactly the Borel fixed ideals. In Chapter 6 we introduce two classes of
ideals which generalize stable ideals. We compute the Koszul cycles of the corre-
sponding quotient rings and obtain formulas for the Betti numbers of these ideals
(see Corollary 6.1.4 and Corollary 6.2.10).
Note on references: Most of this material has been submitted, or published
elsewhere. The results will appear in [43, 44, 45, 46]. To avoid endless citations,
we do not quote single results.
Tim Ro¨mer
February 2001

CHAPTER 1
Background
This chapter contains a brief introduction to the concepts and results used in
this dissertation.
For a more detailed exposition of the contents of Sections 1.1 and 1.5 see Bruns-
Herzog [16]. Section 1.2 is concerned with homological algebra (see Weibel’s book
[52] for a systematic treatment). The Koszul complex and the Cartan complex are
explained in Sections 1.3 and 1.4. These complexes can be found in the book of
Bruns-Herzog [16] and in the article of Aramova-Herzog [5]. The topic of Section
1.6 are Rees- and symmetric algebras of graded ideals. We refer to the book [51] of
Vasconcelos where these algebras are studied in detail. In Section 1.7 we introduce
aspects of the Gro¨bner basis theory. A good reference for this theory is Eisenbud’s
book [23]. The aim of Section 1.8 is to recall basic definitions and facts about
simplicial complexes. A more detailed introduction for this material is given in
Stanley’s book [48].
We assume that the reader has fundamental knowledge about commutative al-
gebra based on an introductory text like Matsumura [39].
1.1. Graded rings and modules
Throughout this work all rings are assumed to be Noetherian, commutative or
skew-commutative and with identity. All considered modules are finitely generated
unless otherwise stated and we fix an infinite field K.
Definition 1.1.1. Let (G,+) be an arbitrary abelian group. A ring R is called a
G-graded ring if there exists a family {Rg : g ∈ G} of Z-modules such that R admits
a decomposition R =
⊕
g∈GRg as a Z-module with RgRh ⊆ Rg+h for all g, h ∈ G. A
finitely generated R-module M is called a G-graded R-module if there exists a family
{Mg : g ∈ G} of Z-modules such that M admits a decomposition M =
⊕
g∈GMg as
a Z-module with RgMh ⊆Mg+h for all g, h ∈ G.
We call u ∈ M homogeneous of degree g if u ∈ Mg for some g ∈ G and set
deg(u) = g. For g ∈ G we say that Mg is a homogeneous component of M . An ideal
I ⊂ R is G-graded if I = ⊕g∈G Ig with Ig = I ∩Rg.
Definition 1.1.2. Let R be a G-graded ring, M and N finitely generated G-graded
R-modules and ϕ : M → N an R-linear map. ϕ is said to be homogeneous of degree
h for some h ∈ G if ϕ(Mg) ⊆ Ng+h for all g ∈ G. We call ϕ homogeneous if it is
homogeneous of degree 0.
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For g ∈ G the (twisted) module M(g) is the G-graded module with M(g)h =
Mg+h. Note that, if ϕ : M → N is homogeneous of degree h, then the induced map
ϕ˜ : M(−h)→ N is homogeneous.
If G equals Z, Z2 or Zn, we say that R is a graded, a bigraded or a Zn-graded
ring and M is a graded, a bigraded or a Zn-graded R-module. Let M be a bigraded
module and let u ∈ M be homogeneous with deg(u) = (a, b). In this situation we
set: degx(u) = a and degy(u) = b.
We observe that every bigraded module M has a natural graded structure by
setting Mi =
⊕
(a,b)∈Z2, a+b=iM(a,b). Analogously every Zn-graded module M has a
natural graded structure by setting Mi =
⊕
u∈Zn, |u|=iMu.
Let R be a graded ring and M a finitely generated graded R-module. Then
indeg(M) = min{d ∈ Z : Md 6= 0} is said to be the initial degree of M .
Example and Definition 1.1.3. In particular the following rings will be considered
in this thesis:
(i) Let S = K[x1, . . . , xn] be the polynomial ring in n-variables. S has a graded
structure induced by deg(xi) = 1.
(ii) S = K[x1, . . . , xn] has also a Zn-graded structure by setting deg(xi) = εi
where εi denotes the ith-unit vector of Zn.
(iii) Let S = K[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym] be the polynomial ring in n+m-variables.
Then S has a bigraded structure induced by deg(xi) = (1, 0) and deg(yj) =
(0, 1).
(iv) Let E = K〈e1, . . . , en〉 be the exterior algebra over an n-dimensional vector
space V with basis e1, . . . , en. Then E has a graded structure induced by
deg(ei) = 1.
(v) Let deg(ei) = εi. Then E = K〈e1, . . . , en〉 has a Zn-graded structure.
The polynomial rings of (i), (ii) and (iii) will be called (standard) graded, bigraded
and Nn-graded polynomial rings. Similarly the exterior algebras of (iv) and (v) are
said to be (standard) graded and Nn-graded exterior algebras.
Definition 1.1.4. A ring R is said to be a
(i) standard graded, bigraded or Nn-graded K-algebra if R = S/I where S is
a standard graded, bigraded or Nn-graded polynomial ring and I ⊂ S is a
graded, bigraded or Zn-graded ideal.
(ii) standard skew-commutative graded or Nn-graded K-algebra if R = E/I
where E is a standard graded or Nn-graded exterior algebra and I ⊂ E
is a graded or Zn-graded ideal.
Every ring R appearing in this thesis will be of the form as in 1.1.4 and in order
to simplify notation we omit the term “standard” occasionally. Let R be one of the
K-algebras in 1.1.4. If R1 has a K-basis x = x1, . . . , xn, we set m = (x1, . . . , xn) to
be the graded maximal ideal of R.
Definition 1.1.5. In the framework of the theory of categories we formulate:
(i) Let R be a graded, bigraded or Nn-graded K-algebra respectively. We
denote withMZ(R),Mbi(R) andMZn(R) the abelian categories of finitely
generated graded, bigraded or Zn-graded R-modules respectively.
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(ii) Let R be a skew-commutative graded or Nn-graded K-algebra respectively.
We also denote withMZ(R) andMZn(R) the abelian categories of finitely
generated graded or Zn-graded left and right R-modules M respectively,
satisfying ru = (−1)|deg(r)|| deg(u)|ur for all homogeneous elements r ∈ R
and u ∈M .
In all cases the morphisms are the homogeneous homomorphisms.
If the reader is not familiar with categories, then just read these definitions as
the collection of modules with some properties.
Let R be a graded or Nn-graded K-algebra respectively. In the sequel we some-
times use the following notation:
MN(R) = {M ∈MZ(R) : M =
⊕
i∈N
Mi}
or
MNn(R) = {M ∈MZn(R) : M =
⊕
u∈Nn
Mu}.
We say that M ∈ MN(R) is N-graded and M ∈ MNn(R) is Nn-graded. For
a bigraded K-algebra R we distinguish certain subrings of R. We define Rx =⊕
a∈NR(a,0) and Ry =
⊕
b∈NR(0,b). We consider Rx and Ry as subrings of R. Ob-
serve that Rx and Ry have also the structure of a graded K-algebra. If M ∈Mbi(R),
then M(a,∗) =
⊕
b∈ZM(a,b) ∈ MZ(Ry) and M(∗,b) =
⊕
a∈ZM(a,b) ∈ MZ(Rx). In this
situation we set mx ⊂ Rx and my ⊂ Ry to be the graded maximal ideals of Rx and
Ry.
If in addition M ∈ Mbi(R) is Zn × Zm-graded, we write M(u,v) for the homoge-
neous component (u, v) for u ∈ Zn and v ∈ Zm. Finally, we construct graded rings
out of given rings.
Definition 1.1.6. Let R be a ring. A filtration C on R is a descending chain
R = C0 ⊃ . . . ⊃ Ci ⊃ . . .
of ideals such that CiCj ⊆ Ci+j for all i and j.
We have:
Proposition 1.1.7. Let R be a ring, C a filtration on R and M a finitely generated
R-module. Then
grC(R) =
⊕
i∈N
Ci/Ci+1
is a standard graded ring with multiplication (a+Ci+1)(b+Cj+1) = ab+Ci+j+1 for
a ∈ Ci and b ∈ Cj. Furthermore,
grC(M) =
⊕
i∈N
CiM/Ci+1M
is a finitely generated grC(R)-module with scalar multiplication (a+Ci+1)(u+Ck+1M)
= au+ Ck+i+1M for a ∈ Ci and u ∈ CkM .
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Observe that, if the ring R is G-graded for an abelian group G, then grC(R) has
a natural bigraded structure. For a homogeneous element r ∈ Ci we write [r] for
the residue class r + Ci+1 of r. We say that [r] has the (filtration) degree i and the
internal degree deg(r). Analogously grC(M) is bigraded. Note that, for j ∈ Z, the
twisted module grC(M)(−j) is equal to
⊕
i∈NCi−jM/Ci+1−jM .
Example 1.1.8. Let R be a (commutative or skew-commutative) graded K-algebra
with maximal ideal m. The filtration given by Ci = mi is called the m-adic filtration
on R. We set grm(R) = grC(R).
1.2. Homological algebra
We assume that the reader is familiar with homological methods in commutative
algebra, but we introduce some notation and recall the basic definitions. We restrict
ourself to the case that the ring is a graded K-algebra and use in this thesis that
most of the results in this section can also be applied to K-algebras of the form of
1.1.4.
Definition 1.2.1. Let R be a graded K-algebra. A (graded) complex is a collection
of finitely generated graded R-modules {Fi : i ∈ Z} and homogeneous R-linear maps
δi : Fi → Fi−1 with Im(δi+1) ⊆ Ker(δi). We write (F , δ) or just F for a complex.
We call (G, δG) a subcomplex of (F , δF) if Gi is a submodule of Fi for all integers
i and δG = δF|G. To every complex we associate the homology groups Hi(F) =
Ker(δi)/Im(δi+1), which are again graded modules.
A complex F can also be written as
. . .→ Fi+1 → Fi → Fi−1 → . . .
where the arrows represent the maps δi. Let F be a complex and i ∈ Z. We call
w ∈ Ker(δi) a cycle. If in addition w ∈ Im(δi+1), then w is said to be a boundary. For
a cycle w we denote the residue class in H(F) with [w]. If needed, it is customary
to write F i = F−i for i ∈ Z.
Remark 1.2.2. Let R be a graded K-algebra. There is a definition which is dual
to that of a complex. A (graded) cochain complex is a collection of finitely generated
graded R-modules {F i : i ∈ Z} and homogeneous R-linear maps δi : F i → F i+1
with Im(δi) ⊆ Ker(δi+1). We also write F for the cochain complex. In the sequel we
present most of the definitions and results for complexes. We leave it to the reader
to write down the corresponding cochain version.
We define:
Definition 1.2.3. A complex F is said to be exact at the homological degree i ∈ Z
if Hi(F) = 0. We call F exact if Hi(F) = 0 for all integers i.
One defines homomorphisms between complexes in the following way:
Definition 1.2.4. Let (F , δF) and (G, δG) be complexes. A complex homomorphism
ϕ : F → G is a collection of homogeneous maps ϕi : Fi → Gi such that ϕi ◦ δFi+1 =
δGi+1◦ϕi+1. Moreover, ϕ is said to be a monomorphism, epimorphism or isomorphism
if all ϕi are monomorphisms, epimorphisms or isomorphisms.
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Note that for a complex F and M ∈ MZ(R) we have that F ⊗R M , M ⊗R F ,
HomR(F ,M) and HomR(M,F) are again complexes (resp. cochain complexes) with
complex maps induced by δ ⊗RM , M ⊗R δ, HomR(δ,M) and HomR(M, δ).
Definition 1.2.5. Let R be a graded K-algebra and M ∈ MZ(R). A complex F
with Fi = 0 for i < 0 is a graded free resolution of M if all Fi are finitely generated
graded free R-modules, Hi(F) = 0 for i 6= 0 and H0(F) = M .
A well-known result in homological algebra is:
Proposition 1.2.6. Let R be a graded K-algebra and M,N ∈MZ(R). Let F be a
graded free resolution of M and G a graded free resolution of N . Then
TorRi (M,N) ∼= Hi(F ⊗R N) ∼= Hi(M ⊗R G)
and
ExtiR(M,N) ∼= H i(HomR(F , N))
where TorRi (M,N) and Ext
i
R(M,N) denote the i
th Tor- and Ext-groups associated
to M and N .
It is possible to assign a distinguished free resolution to a finitely generated
graded module by the following construction.
Construction 1.2.7. Let R be a graded K-algebra and M ∈ MZ(R). We choose
a homogeneous minimal system of generators g1, . . . , gt of M with deg(gi) = di.
Define F0 =
⊕t
i=1R(−di) with homogeneous basis f1, . . . , ft and deg(fi) = di.
The assignment fi 7→ gi induces a surjective homogeneous map δ0 from F0 to M .
The kernel K0 of δ0 is again a finitely generated graded R-module. Choose a ho-
mogeneous minimal system of generators g′1, . . . , g
′
t′ of K0 with deg(g
′
i) = d
′
i. Set
F1 =
⊕t′
i=1R(−d′i) with homogeneous basis f ′1, . . . , f ′t′ and deg(f ′i) = d′i. We define
δ1 : F1 → F0 by δ1(f ′i) = g′i. By repeating this procedure one gets a graded free
resolution of M .
It is easy to see that, for all i ≥ 0, one has δi+1(Fi+1) ⊆ mFi. If we set
Fi =
⊕
j∈Z
R(−j)βRi,j(M),
we obtain
βRi,j(M) = dimK Tor
R
i (M,K)j
which we call the graded Betti numbers of M for all i, j ∈ Z. Moreover, βRi (M) =∑
j β
R
i,j(M) is said to be the i
th-total Betti number of M . In fact, for every other
graded free resolution G of M with the property δi+1(Gi+1) ⊆ mGi for all integers
i, there exists a complex isomorphism ϕ : F → G. Therefore also G is uniquely
determined by the Betti numbers βRi,j(M). This leads to the following definition.
Definition 1.2.8. Let R be a graded K-algebra and M ∈ MZ(R). The minimal
graded free resolution (F , δ) of M is the unique graded free resolution of M with
δi+1(Fi+1) ⊆ mFi for all i ≥ 0.
Since the minimal graded free resolution is unique up to a base change, also the
kernels of the maps inherit this property.
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Definition 1.2.9. Let R be a graded K-algebra, M ∈MZ(R) with minimal graded
free resolution (F , δ) and k ≥ 1. Then Ωk(M) = Ker(δk−1) is said to be the kth-
syzygy module of M .
Note that for i ≥ k we have βRi,i+j(M) = βRi−k,i−k+j+k(Ωk(M)) because of trivial
reasons.
Example 1.2.10. Let S = K[x1, x2] be the graded polynomial ring in two variables.
Then K = S/m has the following minimal graded free resolution:
0→ S(−2)→ S(−1)⊕ S(−1)→ S → 0.
Therefore the only non-zero graded Betti numbers are βS0,0(K) = 1, β
S
1,1(K) = 2 and
βS2,2(K) = 1.
We introduce several invariants to a graded module.
Definition 1.2.11. Let R be a graded K-algebra and M ∈MZ(R). Then
pdR(M) = sup{i ∈ Z : βRi,j(M) 6= 0 for some j ∈ Z}
is said to be the projective dimension of M and
regR(M) = sup{j ∈ Z : βRi,i+j(M) 6= 0 for some i ∈ Z}
is called the Castelnuovo-Mumford regularity of M .
If it is clear from the context which ring is meant, we write reg(M) and pd(M) in-
stead of regR(M) and pdR(M). We give a simple example. Let S = K[x1, . . . , xn]. It
follows from Hilbert’s syzygy theorem (see [16]) that pdS(M) ≤ n and regS(M) <∞
for M ∈MZ(S). Bayer, Charalambous and Popescu introduced in [13] a refinement
of the projective dimension and the regularity.
Definition 1.2.12. Let S = K[x1, . . . , xn] be the graded polynomial ring and M ∈
MZ(S). A graded Betti number βSi,i+j(M) 6= 0 is said to be extremal if βSl,l+r(M) = 0
for all r ≥ j and all l ≥ i with (l, r) 6= (i, j).
Let βSi1,i1+j1(M), . . . , β
S
it,it+jt(M) be all extremal Betti numbers of M with i1 <
. . . < it. Then j1 = regS(M) and it = pdS(M).
In the case of the polynomial ring there are only finitely many non-zero Betti
numbers of a module M and a nice way to present these numbers is the so-called
Betti diagram of M :
M 0 . . . i . . .
0 βS0,0(M) . . . β
S
i,0(M) . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
j βS0,j(M) . . . β
S
i,i+j(M) . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The entry at the ith-column and jth-row is βSi,i+j(M). Usually we write a “ − ”
instead of a 0 and omit all rows and columns without any non-zero entry. Then
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pdS(M) is the maximal p ∈ N such that the column p has a non-zero entry. Fur-
thermore, regS(M) is the maximal r ∈ Z such that the row r has a non-zero entry.
Extremal Betti numbers correspond to upper left corners of a block of zeros.
Example 1.2.13. Let S = K[x1, . . . , x6] and
I = (x1x2, x1x3, x1x4, x1x5, x1x6, x2x3, x3x4, x5x6).
We used CoCoA [18] to compute the Betti diagram of I:
I 0 1 2 3 4 5
1 - - - - - -
2 8 14 11 5 1 -
3 - 2 3 1 - -
4 - - - - - -
Thus pd(I) = 4, reg(I) = 3 and there are two extremal Betti numbers βS3,3+3(I) and
βS4,4+2(I).
Sometimes we need to compare the regularity of modules in a short exact se-
quence (see for example [23, 20.19]).
Lemma 1.2.14. Let R be a graded K-algebra and M1,M2,M3 ∈MZ(R). If
0→M1 →M2 →M3 → 0
is a short exact sequence, then
(i) regR(M1) ≤ sup{regR(M2), regR(M3) + 1}.
(ii) regR(M2) ≤ sup{regR(M1), regR(M3)}.
(iii) regR(M3) ≤ sup{regR(M1)− 1, regR(M2)}.
A special class of graded K-algebras is defined as follows.
Definition 1.2.15. A graded K-algebra R is called a Koszul algebra if regR(K) = 0.
Remark 1.2.16. For example, every graded polynomial ring is a Koszul algebra.
Avramov and Eisenbud proved in [11] that every finitely generated graded module
M over a Koszul algebra R has regR(M) < ∞. Recently Avramov and Peeva [12]
showed the converse.
Let R be a graded K-algebra and M ∈ MZ(R). For d ∈ Z we write M〈d〉 for
the submodule of M which is generated by all homogeneous elements u ∈ M with
deg(u) = d. For the following definitions see [33].
Definition 1.2.17. Let R be a graded K-algebra and M ∈MZ(R).
(i) Let d ∈ Z. Then M has a d-linear resolution if βRi,i+j(M) = 0 for all i ≥ 0
and all j 6= d.
(ii) M is componentwise linear if for all integers d the module M〈d〉 has a d-linear
resolution.
Example 1.2.18. By definition a graded module with a d-linear resolution has
regularity d. In particular, the module is generated in degree d. For i < d we have
M〈i〉 = 0. For i ≥ d the module M〈i〉 = mi−dM has a linear resolution by 2.4.3. It
follows that M is componentwise linear.
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Obviously indeg(M) ≤ reg(M). We observe that:
Lemma 1.2.19. Let R be a graded K-algebra and M ∈MZ(R). Then indeg(M) =
regR(M) if and only if M has a linear resolution.
Remark 1.2.20. As mentioned in the beginning of this section all these concepts
can also be applied to bigraded or Nn-graded K-algebra.
(i) Let R be a bigraded K-algebra and M ∈Mbi(R). For i, a, b ∈ Z we define
βRi,(a,b)(M) = dimK Tor
R
i (M,K)(a,b)
as the ith-bigraded Betti numbers of M in bidegree (a, b). Let F be the
minimal bigraded free resolution of M . Then
Fi ∼=
⊕
(a,b)∈Z2
R(−(a, b))βRi,(a,b)(M).
(ii) Let R be an Nn-graded K-algebra and M ∈MZn(R). For i ∈ N and u ∈ Zn
we define
βRi,u(M) = dimK Tor
R
i (M,K)u
as the ith Zn-graded Betti numbers of M in degree u. Let F be the minimal
Zn-graded free resolution of M . Then
Fi ∼=
⊕
u∈Zn
R(−u)βRi,u(M).
In the case of bigraded K-algebras Aramova, Crona and De Negri introduced in
[3] the following notion.
Definition 1.2.21. Let R be a bigraded K-algebra and M ∈Mbi(R). Then
regR,x(M) = sup{a ∈ Z : βSi,(a+i,b)(M) 6= 0 for some i, b ∈ Z}
is the x-regularity of M and
regR,y(M) = sup{b ∈ Z : βSi,(a,b+i)(M) 6= 0 for some i, a ∈ Z}
is the y-regularity of M .
Again, for a finitely generated bigraded module over a bigraded polynomial ring
these invariants are finite. If the ring is obvious from the context, we write regx(M)
and regy(M) instead of regR,x(M) and regR,y(M).
1.3. The Koszul complex
Let S = K[x1, . . . , xn] be the standard graded polynomial ring and M ∈MZ(S).
Consider the graded free S-module L of rank j which is generated in degree 1, and
let
∧
L be the exterior algebra over L. Then
∧
L inherits the structure of a bigraded
S-module. If z ∈ ∧i L and z has S-degree k, we give z the bidegree (i, k). We call
i the homological degree (hdeg for short) and k the internal degree (deg for short) of
z.
We consider maps µ ∈ L∗ = HomS(L, S). Note that L∗ is again a graded
free S-module generated in degree −1. It is well-known (see [16]) that µ defines a
homogeneous S-homomorphism ∂µ :
∧
L→ ∧L of (homological) degree −1.
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Recall that, if we fix a basis e1, . . . , ej of L, then
∧i L is the graded free S-module
with basis consisting of all monomials eJ = ej1 ∧ . . .∧ eji with J = {j1 < . . . < ji} ⊆
[j]. One has
∂µ(ej1 ∧ . . . ∧ eji) =
i∑
k=1
(−1)α(k,J)µ(ejk)ej1 ∧ . . . eˆjk . . . ∧ eji
where we set α(F,G) = |{(f, g) : f > g, f ∈ F, g ∈ G}| for F,G ⊆ [n] and where eˆjk
indicates that ejk is omitted in the exterior product. Let e
∗
1, . . . , e
∗
j be the basis of
L∗ with e∗i (ei) = 1 and e
∗
i (ek) = 0 for k 6= i. In order to simplify the notation we set
∂i = ∂e∗i . Then ∂µ =
∑j
k=1 µ(ek)∂
k.
Straightforward calculations yield (most of them are done in [16]):
Lemma 1.3.1. Let z, z˜ ∈ ∧L be bihomogeneous elements, f ∈ S and µ, ν ∈ L∗.
(i) f∂µ = ∂fµ.
(ii) ∂µ + ∂ν = ∂µ+ν.
(iii) ∂µ ◦ ∂µ = 0.
(iv) ∂µ ◦ ∂ν = −∂ν ◦ ∂µ.
(v) ∂µ(z ∧ z˜) = ∂µ(z) ∧ z˜ + (−1)hdeg(z)z ∧ ∂µ(z˜).
We fix a graded free S-module L of rank n and K-linearly independent linear
forms l1, . . . , ln ∈ S1. Let e = e1, . . . , en be a homogeneous basis of L, and µ ∈ L∗
with µ(ei) = li. For j = 1, . . . , n let L(j) be the graded free submodule of L
generated by e1, . . . , ej.
Definition 1.3.2. Let M ∈MZ(S). Then (K(j;M), ∂) denotes the Koszul complex
of M with respect to l1, . . . , lj where K(j;M) = K(l1, . . . , lj;M) =
∧
L(j)⊗SM and
∂ is the restriction of ∂µ ⊗S idM to
∧
L(j) ⊗S M . We denote the homology of the
complex K(j;M) with H(j;M) = H(l1, . . . , lj;M) and call it the Koszul homology
of M with respect to l1, . . . , lj.
If not stated otherwise, we set li = xi for all i ∈ [n]. The homology class of a
cycle z ∈ K(j;M) is denoted with [z]. If the module is obvious from the context, we
write K(j) and H(j) instead of K(j;M) and H(j;M). Observe that for M ∈MN(S)
we have Ki(j;M)i+k = 0 for all i ≥ 0 and k < 0.
For a homogeneous element z ∈ Ki(j) we can write z uniquely as z = ek∧∂k(z)+
rz such that ek divides none of the monomials of rz.
Lemma 1.3.3. Let M ∈MZ(S) and z ∈ Ki(j) be a homogeneous cycle of bidegree
(i, l). For all k ∈ [n] the element ∂k(z) is a homogeneous cycle of bidegree (i−1, l−1).
Proof. Applying 1.3.1 we obtain
0 = ∂(z) = ∂(ek ∧ ∂k(z) + rz) = xk∂k(z)− ek ∧ ∂(∂k(z)) + ∂(rz).
We conclude that ∂(∂k(z)) = 0 and the assertion follows. 
The importance of the Koszul complex is among other things based on the fol-
lowing result.
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Proposition 1.3.4. Let M ∈ MZ(S) and li = xi for all i ∈ [n]. The Koszul
complex K(n;S) is the minimal graded free resolution of K = S/m. Then for all
i ∈ Z
Hi(n;M) ∼= TorSi (K,M)
are isomorphic as graded K-vector spaces.
Thus we may compute the graded Betti numbers of a module with the help of
the corresponding Koszul homology. Another crucial point is:
Proposition 1.3.5. Let M ∈ MZ(S) and j ∈ [n − 1]. The following sequence is
exact:
. . .→ Hi(j;M)(−1) lj+1→ Hi(j;M)→ Hi(j + 1;M)→ Hi−1(j;M)(−1)
lj+1→ . . .→ H0(j;M)(−1) lj+1→ H0(j;M)→ H0(j + 1;M)→ 0.
The map Hi(j;M)→ Hi(j + 1;M) is induced by the inclusion of the corresponding
Koszul complexes and the image of a cycle [z] is [z]. Furthermore, Hi(j + 1;M)→
Hi−1(j;M)(−1) is given by sending a cycle [z] to [∂j+1(z)]. Finally, Hi(j;M)(−1) lj+1→
Hi(j;M) is just the multiplication map with lj+1.
Remark 1.3.6. Let S be a standard graded Nn-graded polynomial ring. Every
definition and result mentioned so far has an Zn-graded analogue. If e1, . . . , en
forms a basis of L with ∂(ei) = xi, then we set deg(ei) = εi for all i ∈ [n]. Now we
replace everywhere “graded” by “Zn-graded”. In particular, for M ∈ MZn(S), the
modules Ki(j) and Hi(j) are Zn-graded. The long exact sequence of 1.3.5 is also
homogeneous with respect to the Zn-grading.
Considering the bigraded polynomial ring S = K[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym] we in-
troduce some more notation. Let K(k, l;M) and H(k, l;M) denote the Koszul com-
plex and the Koszul homology of M with respect to x1, . . . , xk and y1, . . . , yl. If
it is obvious from the context, we write K(k, l) and H(k, l) instead of K(k, l;M)
and H(k, l;M). Note that K(k, l;M) = K(k, l;S) ⊗S M . Here K(k, l;S) is the
exterior algebra of a graded free S-module with basis e1, . . . , ek, f1, . . . , fl where
deg(ei) = (1, 0) and deg(fj) = (0, 1). The differential ∂ is induced by ∂(ei) = xi and
∂(fj) = yj. For a cycle z ∈ K(k, l;M) we write [z] for the corresponding homology
class in H(k, l;M).
Finally, we obtain two long exact sequences from 1.3.5 relating the homology
groups: For k ∈ [n− 1] and l ∈ [m]
. . .→ Hi(k, l;M)(−1, 0) xk+1→ Hi(k, l;M)→ Hi(k + 1, l;M)→ Hi−1(k, l;M)(−1, 0)
xk+1→ . . .→ H0(k, l;M)(−1, 0) xk+1→ H0(k, l;M)→ H0(k + 1, l;M)→ 0
and for k ∈ [n] and l ∈ [m− 1]
. . .→ Hi(k, l;M)(0,−1) yl+1→ Hi(k, l;M)→ Hi(k, l + 1;M)→ Hi−1(k, l;M)(0,−1)
yl+1→ . . .→ H0(k, l;M)(0,−1) yl+1→ H0(k, l;M)→ H0(k, l + 1;M)→ 0.
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1.4. The Cartan complex
The aim of this section is to find a complex for modules over an exterior algebra
which is analogue to the Koszul complex for modules over a polynomial ring.
Let E = K〈e1, . . . , en〉 be the standard graded exterior algebra over an n-
dimensional K-vector space V with basis e1, . . . , en.
For a sequence v = v1, . . . , vm of linear forms vi ∈ E1 the Cartan complex
C(v;E) is defined to be the free divided power algebra E{x1, . . . , xm} together with
a differential δ. The free divided power algebra E{x1, . . . , xm} is generated over
E by the divided powers x(j)i for i = 1, . . . ,m and j ≥ 0, satisfying the relations
x
(j)
i x
(k)
i =
(j+k)!
j!k! x
(j+k)
i . We set x
(0)
i = 1 and x
(1)
i = xi for i = 1, . . . ,m. Therefore
C(v;E) is the free E-module with basis x(a) = x(a1)1 · · ·x(am)m for a ∈ Nm. We set
Ci(v;E) =
⊕
a∈Nn, |a|=iEx
(a). The E-linear differential δ on C(v;E) is defined as
follows: For x(a) = x(a1)1 · · ·x(am)m we set δ(x(a)) =
∑
ai>0 vix
(a1)
1 · · ·x(ai−1)i · · ·x(am)m .
Now δ ◦ δ = 0 and C(v;E) is indeed a complex. If not otherwise stated, we set
vi = ei for i ∈ [n].
Definition 1.4.1. Let M ∈MZ(E). We set
Ci(v;M) = Ci(v;E)⊗E M and Ci(v;M) = HomE(Ci(v;E),M).
The complexes {Ci(v;M)} and {Ci(v;M)} are called Cartan complex and Cartan
cocomplex of M with respect to v. We denote the ith-homology module of these
complexes with
Hi(v;M) and H i(v;M).
We call Hi(v;M) the ith-Cartan homology and H i(v;M) the ith-Cartan cohomology
of M with respect to v.
The elements of Ci(v;M) may be identified with homogeneous polynomials∑
may
a in the variables y1, . . . , ym and coefficients ma ∈ M where ya = ya1 · · · yam
for a ∈ Nm, a = (a1, . . . , am). An element maya ∈ Ci(v;M) is characterized by the
following property:
may
a(x(b)) =
{
ma b = a,
0 b 6= a.
Set yv =
∑n
i=1 viyi, then
δi : Ci(v;M) −→ Ci+1(v;M), f 7→ yvf.
There is a natural grading of the complexes and their homology. We set
deg xi = 1, Cj(v;M)i = spanK(max(b) : |a|+ |b| = i, |b| = j),
and
deg yi = −1, Cj(v;M)i = spanK(mayb : |a| − |b| = i, |b| = j).
It turns out that E is injective. A reference for the next result is [6].
Proposition 1.4.2. Let M ∈MZ(E). Then
(i) M∗ = HomE(M,E) ∈MZ(E).
(ii) ( )∗ is an exact contravariant functor.
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We also cite another result from [6]: For a K-vector space W we define W∨ =
HomK(W,K).
Lemma 1.4.3. Let M ∈MZ(E). Then
(M∗)i ∼= (Mn−i)∨.
In [5, 4.2] the following is shown:
Proposition 1.4.4. Let M ∈ MZ(E). Then for all i ∈ N there is an isomorphism
of graded E-modules
Hi(v;M)∗ ∼= H i(v;M∗).
Cartan homology can be computed recursively (see [5, 4.1, 4.3]).
Proposition 1.4.5. Let M ∈ MZ(E). Then for all j ∈ [m − 1] there exist exact
sequences of graded E-modules
. . .→ Hi(v1, . . . , vj;M)→ Hi(v1, . . . , vj+1;M)→ Hi−1(v1, . . . , vj+1;M)(−1)
→ Hi−1(v1, . . . , vj;M)→ Hi−1(v1, . . . , vj+1;M)→ . . . ,
and
. . .→ H i−1(v1, . . . , vj+1;M)→ H i−1(v1, . . . , vj;M)→ H i−1(v1, . . . , vj+1;M)(+1)
→ H i(v1, . . . , vj+1;M)→ H i(v1, . . . , vj;M)→ . . . .
Finally, we have:
Proposition 1.4.6. Let v = v1, . . . , vn be a basis of E1. The Cartan complex
C(v;E) is the minimal graded free resolution of the residue class field K of E. In
particular, for all M ∈MZ(E):
TorEi (K,M) ∼= Hi(v;M) and ExtiE(K,M) ∼= H i(v;M)
as graded modules.
1.5. Local cohomology
Local cohomology is a useful tool in commutative algebra. In this thesis we use
this theory only in a special situation where we can give a nice explicit description.
Let S = K[x1, . . . , xn] be the standard Nn-graded polynomial ring.
Construction 1.5.1. Let M ∈MZn(S). We define the cochain complex
L(M) : 0→ L0 → L1 → . . .→ Ln → 0
where
Li =
⊕
G⊆[n], |G|=i
MxG .
Here MxG is the localization of M at the multiplicative set {(xG)n : n ∈ N}. The
differential map d is composed of the maps
(−1)α(i,G)nat : MxG →MxG∪{i} for i 6∈ G.
This complex is called the Cˇech complex of M .
Definition 1.5.2. Let M ∈ MZn(S). We define H im(M) = H i(L(M)) as the ith-
local cohomology module of M .
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Local cohomology can be used to compute the depth and the (Krull-) dimension
of a module. The following result is due to Grothendieck.
Theorem 1.5.3. Let M ∈MZn(S). Then:
(i) H im(M) = 0 for i < depth(M) and i > dim(M).
(ii) Hdepth(M)m (M) 6= 0 and Hdim(M)m (M) 6= 0.
Recall that M ∈MZn(S) is Cohen-Macaulay if depth(M) = dim(M).
Corollary 1.5.4. Let M ∈ MZn(S) and d ∈ [n]. Then M is Cohen-Macaulay of
dimension d if and only if H im(M) = 0 for all i 6= d.
We set ωS = S(−ε1 − . . .− εn). This module is also called the canonical module
of S. Next we present one of the consequences of the so-called local duality theorem
of Grothendieck.
Proposition 1.5.5. Let M ∈MZn(S). For u ∈ Zn and all integers i we have
ExtiS(M,ωS)u ∼= Hn−im (M)−u
as a K-vector space.
At the end of this section we give a characterization of the Castelnuovo-Mumford
regularity by local cohomology (see [16]).
Proposition 1.5.6. Let M ∈MZn(S). Then
regS(M) = sup{j ∈ Z : H im(M)j−i 6= 0 for some i ∈ Z}.
1.6. The Rees algebra and the symmetric algebra of an ideal
Let Sx = K[x1, . . . , xn] be the standard graded polynomial ring with maximal
ideal mx. For studying powers of graded ideals I = (f1, . . . , fm) ⊂ Sx it is use-
ful to consider the algebra R(I) = Sx[f1t, . . . , fmt] ⊂ Sx[t] where t is a further
indeterminate.
Definition 1.6.1. Let I ⊂ Sx be a graded ideal. Then R(I) is called the Rees
algebra of I.
Let S = K[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym] be another polynomial ring. We define
ϕ : S → R(I), xi 7→ xi, yj 7→ fjt,
and let J = Ker(ϕ). Then S/J ∼= R(I). If I is generated in one degree, we may
assume that S is standard bigraded, J is a bigraded ideal and R(I) = S/J . In this
situation Ij ∼= (S/J)(∗,j)(−jd) as Sx-modules for all j ∈ N.
There exists another important construction related to ideals. As above let
I = (f1, . . . , fm) ⊂ Sx be a graded ideal. Let F be the minimal graded free resolution
of I. We may identify the map F1 → F0 with an m × t-matrix (aij) for some
t ≥ 0 and aij ∈ mx. This matrix is also called the relation matrix of I. We
define J = (g1, . . . , gt) ⊂ S = K[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym] with gj =
∑m
i=1 aijyi for
j = 1, . . . , t and set S(I) = S/J .
Definition 1.6.2. Let I ⊂ Sx be a graded ideal. Then S(I) is called the symmetric
algebra of I.
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Similarly if I is generated in one degree, we may assume that S is standard
bigraded, J is a bigraded ideal and S(I) = S/J . We also consider the finitely gen-
erated Sx-module Sj(I) = (S/J)(∗,j)(−jd), which we call the jth-symmetric power
of I.
There exists always a surjective map from S(I) to R(I).
Definition 1.6.3. Let I ⊂ Sx be a graded ideal. I is said to be of linear type if
R(I) ∼= S(I).
Before we can give an example for ideals of linear type, we introduce a special
class of ideals.
Definition 1.6.4. A sequence of elements f1, . . . , fr in a ring is called a d-sequence
if:
(i) f1, . . . , fr is a minimal system of generators of the ideal I = (f1, . . . , fr).
(ii) (f1, . . . , fi−1) : fi ∩ I = (f1, . . . , fi−1).
A well-known fact is (see for example [51]):
Proposition 1.6.5. Let I ⊂ Sx be a graded ideal. If I can be generated by a
d-sequence, then I is of linear type.
Hence there exists a large class of ideals which are of linear type.
Example 1.6.6. The following examples can be found in [37].
(i) The sequence x1, . . . , xj is a d-sequence in Sx.
(ii) Let K[xij] be the standard graded polynomial ring in n × n + 1 variables.
The maximal minors of the n× (n+ 1)-matrix (xij) form a d-sequence.
1.7. Gro¨bner bases
Let S = K[x1, . . . , xn] be the standard graded polynomial ring. For u ∈ Nn we
call xu = xu11 · · ·xunn a monomial in S.
Let F be a finitely generated graded free S-module with homogeneous basis
f = f1, . . . , ft and deg(fi) = di ∈ Z. We also call elements xuei monomials (in F ).
Definition 1.7.1. A (degree refining) term order on F is a total order > of the
monomials of F which satisfies the following conditions. For i, j ∈ [t] and monomials
xu, xu
′
, xu
′′ ∈ S one has:
(i) If deg(xufi) > deg(xu
′
fj), then xufi > xu
′
fj.
(ii) If xufi > xu
′
fj, then xu
′′
xufi > x
u′′xu
′
fj.
Example 1.7.2. Usually we consider the following term orders:
(i) The (degree) lexicographic term order >lex: Let xufi >lex xu
′
fj if the first
non-zero component from the left of
(
n∑
k=1
(uk − u′k) + di − dj, u1 − u′1, . . . , un − u′n, j − i)
is positive.
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(ii) The (degree) reverse-lexicographic term order >rlex: Let xufi >rlex xu
′
fj if
the first non-zero component from the left of
(
n∑
k=1
(uk − u′k) + di − dj, u′n − un, . . . , u′1 − u1, j − i)
is positive.
Note that if F = S, then in both examples x1 > . . . > xn.
Definition 1.7.3. Let > be a term order on F and let g ∈ F be a homogeneous
element with unique representation g =
∑
u,i λu,ix
ufi with λu,i ∈ K. Then in>(g) =
max{xufi : λu,i 6= 0} is called the initial monomial of g.
This notion has many nice properties. For example, let g1, . . . , gt ∈ F be homo-
geneous elements such that in>(g1), . . . , in>(gt) are K-linearly independent. Then
g1, . . . , gt are also K-linearly independent.
Now we associate to every finitely generated graded submodule M of F a module
which can be useful in studying M .
Definition 1.7.4. Let > be a term order on F and M ∈MZ(S) a graded submodule
of F . The initial module in>(M) of M with respect to > is the submodule of F
generated by all in>(g) with g ∈M .
A special class of Zn-graded submodules of F are:
Definition 1.7.5. Let M ∈ MZ(S) be a graded submodule of F . M is said to
be a monomial submodule of F if, for all homogeneous elements f ∈ M with f =∑
u,i λu,ix
ufi where 0 6= λu,i ∈ K, it follows that xufi ∈M .
We observe that in>(M) is a monomial module. In particular, monomial sub-
modules of S are called monomial ideals. It is easy to see that every monomial ideal
I ⊂ S has a unique minimal system of generators xu1 , . . . , xut , which we denote
with G(I). It is well-known (see for example [30]) that:
Proposition 1.7.6. Let > be a term order on F and M ∈ MZ(S) a graded sub-
module of F . Then for all integers i, j one has
βSi,j(M) ≤ βSi,j(in>(M)).
Usually we consider the reverse lexicographic term order on F . This order has
some nice properties. Let R be a ring, M an R-submodule of an R-module N and
I an ideal of R. Then we define the following submodule of N :
(M :N I) = {f ∈ N : If ⊆M}.
Note that (M :N I) is graded, bigraded or Zn-graded if R,M,N and I admit this
grading. See [23, Chapter 15] for the following observation.
Proposition 1.7.7. Let >rlex be the reverse lexicographic order on F and M ∈
MZ(S) a graded submodule of F . Then for all i ∈ [n] one has:
(i) inrlex(M + (xn, . . . , xi+1)F ) = inrlex(M) + (xn, . . . , xi+1)F.
(ii) (inrlex(M + (xn, . . . , xi+1)F ) :F xi) = inrlex(M + (xn, . . . , xi+1)F :F xi).
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There is another way to associate monomial modules to a given module (for
details see [23]). We write GL(n;K) for the (general linear) group of n×n-matrices
with entries in K and non-vanishing determinant.
Construction 1.7.8. Let >rlex be the reverse lexicographic order on F and M ∈
MZ(S) a graded submodule of F . Every element g ∈ GL(n;K) induces an S-linear
automorphism on F by extending
g(xjek) =
n∑
i=1
gijxiek for g = (gij).
There exists a non-empty open set U ⊆ GL(n;K) and a unique monomial S-module
M˜ with M˜ = inrlex(g(M)) for every g ∈ U . We call M˜ the generic initial module of
M and denote it with gin(M). The elements of U are called generic for M .
A nice property is that gin(M) is Borel-fixed, i.e. gin(M) = b(gin(M)) for all
b ∈ B where B is the Borel subgroup of GL(n;K), which is generated by all upper
triangular matrices.
In the sequel we consider monomial ideals I ⊂ S. We need the following notation.
For a monomial 1 6= xu ∈ S we set
m(u) = m(xu) = max{i : xi divides xu}.
Let m(1) = 0.
Definition 1.7.9. Let I ⊂ S be a monomial ideal. Then:
(i) I is called stable if, for all monomials xu ∈ I and all i ≤ m(u), one has
xix
u/xm(u) ∈ I.
(ii) I is called strongly stable if, for all monomials xu ∈ I, all j such that xj|xu
and all i ≤ j, one has xixu/xj ∈ I.
If char(K) = 0, then it is well-known that Borel-fixed ideals are exactly the
strongly stable ideals. In particular gin(I) is strongly stable.
Remark 1.7.10. It suffices to show the conditions of 1.7.9 for the generators of the
ideal I.
The regularity of an ideal and its generic initial ideal coincides (see [23]).
Proposition 1.7.11. Let I ⊂ S be a graded ideal. Then
regS(S/I) = regS(S/gin(I)).
For stable ideals there exist explicit formulas for the graded Betti numbers (see
[27]).
Proposition 1.7.12. Let I ⊂ S be a stable ideal. Then for all integers i, j
βSi,i+j(I) =
∑
xu∈G(I), |u|=j
(
m(xu)− 1
i
)
.
For example, if a stable ideal I is generated in one degree, then I has a linear
resolution.
It is possible to formulate the whole Gro¨bner basis theory for the bigraded poly-
nomial ring with minor modifications. We recall the main facts for ideals. Let
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S = K[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym] be the bigraded polynomial ring for the rest of the
section.
Definition 1.7.13. A (bidegree refining) term order on S is a total order > of the
monomials of S which satisfies the following conditions. For monomials xuyv, xu′yv′ ,
xu
′′
yv
′′ ∈ S one has:
(i) If the first non-zero component from the left of
(|u|+ |v| − |u′| − |v′|, |v| − |v′|, |u| − |u′|)
is positive, then xuyv > xu′yv′ .
(ii) If xuyv > xu′yv′ , then xu′′yv′′xuyv > xu′′yv′′xu′yv′ .
Example 1.7.14. Usually we consider the (bidegree) reverse-lexicographic term or-
der >rlex on S: Let xuyv >rlex xu
′
yv
′ if the first non-zero component from the left
of
(|u|+ |v| − |u′| − |v′|, |v| − |v′|, |u| − |u′|, u′n − un, . . . , u′1 − u1, v′m − vm, . . . , v′1 − v1)
is positive.
Observe that we have y1 > . . . > ym > x1 > . . . > xn. The bigeneric initial ideal
was introduced in [3].
Construction 1.7.15. Let S = K[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym] be the bigraded polyno-
mial ring, >rlex the reverse lexicographic order on S and J ⊂ S a bigraded ideal.
Let G = GL(n,K) × GL(m,K) and g = (dij, ekl) ∈ G. Then g defines an S-
automorphism by extending g(xj) =
∑
i dijxi and g(yl) =
∑
k eklyk. There exists a
monomial ideal J ′ ⊂ S and a non-empty Zariski open set U ⊆ G such that for all
g ∈ U we have J ′ = in(gJ). We call J ′ the bigeneric initial ideal of J and denote it
with bigin(J). The elements of U are said to be generic for J.
We recall the following definitions from [3]. For a monomial xuyv ∈ S we set
mx(xuyv) = m(u), my(xuyv) = m(v).
Similarly we define
m(L) = max{i : i ∈ L}.
for ∅ 6= L ⊆ [n] and set m(∅) = 0. Let J ⊂ S be a monomial ideal. If G(J) =
{z1, . . . , zt} with deg(zi) = (ai, bi) ∈ N2, we set mx(J) = max{ai} and my(J) =
max{bi}.
Definition 1.7.16. Let J ⊂ S be a monomial ideal. Then:
(i) J is called bistable if, for all monomials w ∈ J , all i ≤ mx(w), all j ≤ my(w),
one has xiw/xmx(w) ∈ J and yjw/ymy(w) ∈ J .
(ii) J is called strongly bistable if, for all monomials w ∈ J , all i ≤ s such that
xs divides w, all j ≤ t such that yt divides w, one has xiw/xs ∈ J and
yjw/yt ∈ J .
If char(K) = 0, then bigin(J) is strongly bistable for every bigraded ideal J .
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1.8. Simplicial complexes
We introduce some objects from “combinatorial commutative algebra”. This
area was created by Hochster and Stanley in the mid-seventies. They used methods
from commutative algebra to solve purely combinatorial problems.
Definition 1.8.1. A simplicial complex ∆ (on [n]) is a collection of subsets of [n]
such that:
(i) {i} ∈ ∆ for i = 1, . . . , n.
(ii) If G ∈ ∆ and F ⊆ G, then F ∈ ∆.
The set [n] is said to be the vertex set of ∆. We call elements of ∆ faces . We define
dim(F ) = |F |−1 as the dimension of a face F ∈ ∆ and dim ∆ = max{dim(F ) : F ∈
∆} as the dimension of ∆. Let F ∈ ∆. Then F is said to be an edge or vertex if
dimF = 1 or dimF = 0. The maximal faces under inclusion are called the facets of
∆.
Example 1.8.2. Let
∆ = {∅, {1}, {2}, {3}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}, {1, 2, 3}}.
Then ∆ is a simplicial complex on [3]. We see that ∆ has only one facet. This type
of a simplicial complex is called a simplex.
To every simplicial complex we associate a dual simplicial complex which turns
out to be useful in the forthcoming chapters. For F ⊆ [n] we set F∨ = [n]− F .
Definition 1.8.3. Let ∆ be a simplicial complex on [n]. We call ∆∗ = {F : F∨ 6∈ ∆}
the Alexander dual of ∆.
Lemma 1.8.4. Let ∆,Γ be simplicial complexes on [n]. Then:
(i) ∆∗ is a simplicial complex on some vertex set.
(ii) ∆∗∗ = ∆.
(iii) If Γ ⊂ ∆, then ∆∗ ⊂ Γ∗.
Let S = K[x1, . . . , xn] be the Nn-graded polynomial ring and E = K〈e1, . . . , en〉
be the Nn-graded exterior algebra. We associate certain algebras to every simplicial
complex.
Definition 1.8.5. Let ∆ be a simplicial complex on [n]. Then
I∆ = (xi1 · · ·xis : {i1, . . . , is} 6∈ ∆), K[∆] = S/I∆
are called the Stanley-Reisner ideal and the Stanley-Reisner ring of ∆. Similarly we
define
J∆ = (ei1 ∧ . . . ∧ eis : {i1, . . . , is} 6∈ ∆), K{∆} = E/J∆
to be the exterior Stanley-Reisner ideal and the exterior face ring of ∆.
CHAPTER 2
Generalized Alexander duality and applications
We study square-free modules, which are a natural extension of the concept of
Stanley-Reisner rings associated to simplicial complexes. A duality operation is
introduced. We give applications generalizing well-known results about Alexander
duality. In this chapter S = K[x1, . . . , xn] denotes the standard graded (or Nn-
graded) polynomial ring and E = K〈e1, . . . , en〉 the standard graded (or Nn-graded)
exterior algebra.
2.1. Square-free modules and generalized Alexander duality
The present section is devoted to the introduction of the so-called category of
square-free modules and definition of a contravariant exact functor on this category.
We need the following notation. For a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Nn, we say that a is
square-free if 0 ≤ ai ≤ 1 for i = 1, . . . , n. Sometimes a square-free vector a and
F = supp(a) ⊆ [n] are identified. If a ∈ Nn is square-free, we set ea = eaj1 ∧ . . .∧eajk
where supp(a) = {j1 < . . . < jk} and we say that ea is a monomial in E. For
monomials u, v ∈ E with supp(v) ⊆ supp(u) there exists a unique monomial w ∈ E
such that vw = u; we set w = v−1u. Notice that, for monomials u, v, w, z ∈ E, the
equalities below hold whenever the expressions are defined:
(v−1u)w = v−1(uw) and (z−1v)(v−1u) = z−1u.
The starting point is a definition introduced by Yanagawa in [53].
Definition 2.1.1. LetN ∈MNn(S). The moduleN is called a square-free S-module
if the multiplication maps Na 3 w 7→ xiw ∈ Na+εi are bijective for all a ∈ Nn and
all i ∈ supp(a).
For example, the Stanley-Reisner ringK[∆] of a simplicial complex ∆ is a square-
free S-module. It is easy to see that, for a ∈ Nn and a square-free S-module
N , we have dimK Na = dimK Nsupp(a) and N is generated by its square-free part
{NF : F ⊆ [n]}. Yanagawa proved in [53, 2.3, 2.4]:
Proposition 2.1.2. Let N,N ′ ∈MNn(S) be square-free S-modules and let ϕ : N →
N ′ be a homogeneous homomorphism. Then Ker(ϕ) and Coker(ϕ) are again square-
free S-modules.
This proposition has consequences on the minimal Nn-graded free resolution of
a square-free S-module.
Corollary 2.1.3. Let N ∈MNn(S) be a square-free S-module. Then, for all integers
i, the ith-syzygy module Ωi(N) in the minimal Nn-graded free S-resolution of N is
a square-free S-module.
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Remark 2.1.4. Let N ∈ MNn(S) be a square-free S-module and F the minimal
Nn-graded free S-resolution of N . The Nn-graded free S-module Fi is generated by
elements f with square-free deg(f) ∈ Nn. We call F a square-free resolution of N .
It is easy to see that N is a square-free S-module if and only if N has a square-free
resolution.
This leads to the following category.
Definition 2.1.5. Let SQ(S) denote the abelian category of the square-free S-
modules where the morphisms are the homogeneous homomorphisms.
The following construction, which is of crucial importance for this chapter, has
been introduced by Aramova, Avramov and Herzog [1]:
Construction 2.1.6. Let (F , θ) be a complex of Nn-graded free S-modules. We
assume that each Fi has a homogeneous basis Bi such that deg(f) ∈ Nn is square-free
for all f ∈ Bi.
For a ∈ Nn and f ∈ Bi let y(a)f be a symbol to which we assign deg(y(a)f) =
a+deg(f). Now define the Nn-graded free E-module Gl ∈MNn(E) with basis y(a)f
where a ∈ Nn, f ∈ Bi, supp(a) ⊆ supp(f) and l = |a|+ i. For f ∈ Bi and
θi(f) =
∑
fj∈Bi−1
λjx
b−bjfj with λj ∈ K, b = deg(f), bj = deg(fj),
we define homomorphisms Gl → Gl−1 of Nn-graded E-modules by
γl(y(a)f) = (−1)|b|
∑
k∈supp(a)
y(a−εk)fek,
ϑl(y(a)f) = (−1)|a|
∑
fj∈Bi−1
y(a)fjλje
−1
bj
eb.
Set δl = γl +ϑl : Gl → Gl−1. Then (G, δ) is a complex of free Nn-graded E-modules.
If (G ′, δ′) is the complex obtained by a different homogeneous basis B′ of F , then G
and G ′ are isomorphic as complexes of Nn-graded E-modules.
There is an important result:
Theorem 2.1.7. Let N ∈ SQ(S) and (F , θ) be the minimal Nn-graded free S-
resolution of N . Then (G, δ) is the minimal Nn-graded free E-resolution of NE =
Coker(G1 → G0).
Proof. See the proof of [1, 1.3]. There the theorem was shown for S/I where I is a
square-free monomial ideal. The proof holds also in this more general situation. 
For example let ∆ be a simplicial complex. Then (I∆)E = J∆.
Remark 2.1.8. Sometimes we will need the following observation. We may identify
a minimal homogeneous system of generators {f1, . . . , ft} of N with the one of NE.
For all square-free F ⊆ [n] we have NF ∼= (NE)F . If deg(fi) = Gi ⊆ [n], then a
K-basis of NF consists of the elements xHjfi with Hj ⊆ [n] and Hj∪˙Gi = F . Using
the bijection above the corresponding K-basis of (NE)F is eHjfi.
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Recall that N and NE may also be considered as graded modules over S and
E by defining Ni =
⊕
a∈Nn,|a|=iNa and similarly NE. By counting the ranks in the
constructed resolution in 2.1.6 we get the following formulas.
Corollary 2.1.9. Let N ∈ SQ(S). Then:
(i) βEi,i+j(NE) =
∑i
k=0
(
i+j−1
k+j−1
)
βSk,k+j(N) for all i, j ∈ N.
(ii) βEi,a(NE) = β
S
i,a(N) for all square-free a ∈ Nn.
It is a natural question whether the construction 2.1.6 has an inverse. This
means, given a certain E-module with its minimal free E-resolution, we want to
construct an S-module with a free S-resolution.
Definition 2.1.10. Let M ∈ MNn(E). The module M is called a square-free E-
module if one has Ma = 0 for all a ∈ Nn with a is not square-free.
Example 2.1.11. We observe:
(i) The exterior face ring K{∆} associated to a simplicial complex ∆ is a
square-free E-module.
(ii) As a direct consequence of the definition for a square-free S-module N the
E-module NE is a square-free E-module.
Observe that, for a homogeneous homomorphism ϕ : M → M ′ between two
square-free E-modules, one has that Ker(ϕ) and Coker(ϕ) are again square-free
E-modules. This leads to another category.
Definition 2.1.12. Let SQ(E) denote the abelian category of the square-free E-
modules where the morphisms are the homogeneous homomorphisms.
We consider the following construction which is inverse to 2.1.6.
Construction 2.1.13. Let M ∈ SQ(E), (G, δ) be the minimal Nn-graded free
E-resolution of M and Bi be a homogeneous basis of Gi for all i ∈ N. We set
B˜i = {f ∈ Bi : deg(f) is square-free}. We define a complex (F , θ) of S-modules
where Fi is the Nn-graded free S-module with homogeneous basis B˜i. If f ∈ B˜i and
δi(f) =
∑
fj∈B˜i−1
fjλje
−1
bj
eb with b = deg(f), bj = deg(fj) and λj ∈ K,
we set
θi(f) =
∑
fj∈B˜i−1
fjλjx
b−bj .
It follows immediately from the construction that (F , θ) is indeed a complex.
Hence we are able to prove:
Theorem 2.1.14. Let M ∈ SQ(E) and let (G, δ) be the minimal Nn-graded free
E-resolution of M . The constructed complex (F , θ) is the minimal Nn-graded free
S-resolution of MS = Coker(F1 → F0) and MS ∈ SQ(S).
Proof. All the free S-modules Fi are square-free S-modules by definition. Thus by
2.1.2 we get that MS ∈ SQ(S) because it is the cokernel of the homogeneous map
between F1 and F0. Let (F˜ , θ˜) be the minimal Nn-graded free S-resolution of the
S-module MS. By the first construction (see 2.1.7) we get a minimal Nn-graded
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free E-resolution (G˜, δ˜) of the E-module (MS)E. The definitions are made such that
(MS)E = M . Therefore G˜ ∼= G as complexes, since both complexes are minimal
Nn-graded free E-resolutions of M . If we apply the second construction to (G˜, δ˜),
we get (F˜ , θ˜). All in all it follows that F˜ ∼= F as complexes and hence (F , θ) is the
minimal Nn-graded free S-resolution of the S-module MS. 
We get immediately:
Corollary 2.1.15. Let N ∈ SQ(S) and M ∈ SQ(E). We write NE for the square-
free E-module defined in 2.1.7 and MS for the square-free S-module defined in 2.1.14.
Then
(MS)E ∼= M and (NS)E ∼= N.
Consider two square-free S-modules N , N ′ and a homogeneous homomorphism
ϕ : N → N ′. Take the minimal Nn-graded free S-resolution (F , θ) of N and the
minimal Nn-graded free S-resolution (F ′, θ′) of N ′ with homogeneous bases {Bi}
and {B′i}. It is well-known that ϕ induce a complex homomorphism ϕ : F → F ′.
By construction 2.1.7 we get minimal Nn-graded free E-resolutions (G, δ) and (G ′, δ′)
of NE and N ′E. Let f ∈ Bi and ϕi(f) =
∑
f ′j∈B′i λjx
b−b′jf ′j where b = deg(f) and
b′j = deg(f
′
j). Then we define a complex homomorphism
ψ : G → G ′, y(a)f 7→
∑
f ′j∈B′i
y(a)fjλje
−1
bj
eb,
for a ∈ Nn, f ∈ Bi and supp(a) ⊆ supp(f). Now ψ induces a homogeneous homo-
morphism ψ : ME →M ′E.
Similarly two square-free E-modules M , M ′ and a homogeneous homomorphism
ψ : M → M ′ induce a homogeneous homomorphism ϕ : MS → M ′S. It turns out
that these assignments define functors.
Definition 2.1.16. Let
F : SQ(S)→ SQ(E), N 7→ NE
and
G : SQ(E)→ SQ(S), M 7→MS.
From the above discussion we observe:
Proposition 2.1.17. F and G are additive covariant exact functors of abelian cat-
egories. In particular the categories SQ(S) and SQ(E) are equivalent.
We give a simple example.
Example 2.1.18. Let Γ ⊆ ∆ be simplicial complexes. Then IΓ/I∆ is an element of
SQ(S) and JΓ/J∆ is one of SQ(E). We obtain
(IΓ/I∆)E = JΓ/J∆ and (JΓ/J∆)S = IΓ/I∆.
In 1.8 we saw that there exists a duality operation on simplicial complexes. The
next goal will be to extend this duality to the category of square-free modules. Recall
that the functor
( )∗ : MZ(E)→MZ(E), M 7→ HomE(M,E)
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is contravariant and exact (see 1.4.2). Moreover, we have:
Lemma 2.1.19. Let Γ ⊆ ∆ be simplicial complexes. Then
(JΓ/J∆)∗ ∼= J∆∗/JΓ∗ .
Proof. We observe that (E/J∆)∗ = HomE(E/J∆, E) ∼= (0 :E J∆) = J∆∗ . Consider
the exact sequence
0→ JΓ/J∆ → E/J∆ → E/JΓ → 0.
Since the functor ( )∗ is contravariant and exact, we get the exact sequence
0→ (E/JΓ)∗ → (E/J∆)∗ → (JΓ/J∆)∗ → 0.
The assertion follows. 
For example K{∆}∗ = J∆∗ . Thus we define:
Definition 2.1.20. Let M ∈ SQ(E). We call M∗ the generalized Alexander dual
of M .
This gives us a hint how to define the generalized Alexander dual for elements
in SQ(S).
Definition 2.1.21. Let N ∈ SQ(S). We call
N∗ = ((NE)∗)S
the generalized Alexander dual of N .
Note that
( )∗ : SQ(S)→ SQ(S), N 7→ N∗,
is a contravariant exact functor.
We may also define the generalized Alexander dual without referring to the
exterior algebra. Let N ∈ SQ(S) and F → N → 0 be a minimal square-free
resolution of N . We call F1
d1→ F0 → N a square-free presentation of N . Since ( )∗ is
a contravariant exact functor, the sequence 0→ N∗ → F ∗0
d∗1→ F ∗1 is exact. Therefore
the generalized Alexander dual of N is Ker(d∗1). Let PF = (xi : i ∈ F ) ⊂ S for
F ⊆ [n]. One obtains the following explicit description of N∗.
Remark 2.1.22. Let N ∈ SQ(S) and F1 d1→ F0 → N → 0 be a square-free presen-
tation of N . Furthermore, let Fi =
⊕
G⊆[n] S(−G)β
S
i,G(N) for i ∈ {0, 1} and
d1(f1G,j) =
∑
H⊆[n]
βS0,H(N)∑
k=1
λG,jH,kx
deg(f1G,j)−deg(f0H,k)f 0H,k
where {f iG,j : G ⊆ [n], j ∈ {1, . . . , βSi,G(N)}, deg(f iG,j) = G} is a homogeneous basis
of Fi. Then N∗ is the kernel of
F ∗0
d∗1→ F ∗1
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where F ∗i =
⊕
G⊆[n](S/PG)
βSi,G(N),
d∗1(f
0,∗
H,k) =
∑
G⊆[n]
βS1,G(N)∑
j=1
λG,jH,kf
1,∗
G,j
and {f i,∗G,j : G ⊆ [n], j ∈ {1, . . . , βSi,G(N)}, deg(f i,∗G,j) = 0} is a homogeneous system
of generators of F ∗i .
Proof. For i ∈ {0, 1} it follows from 2.1.6 that
(Fi)E =
⊕
G⊆[n]
(E/(ei : i ∈ G))(−G)βSi,G(N).(1)
By 2.1.8 we may identify the homogeneous system of generators {f iG,j} of Fi with
the one of (Fi)E for i ∈ {0, 1}. We have
d1,E(f1G,j) =
∑
H⊆[n]
βS0,H(N)∑
k=1
λG,jH,ke
−1
deg(f0H,k)
edeg(f1G,j)f
0
H,k.
Dualizing (1), we obtain
((Fi)E)∗ =
⊕
G⊆[n]
HomE((E/(ei : i ∈ G))(−G), E)βSi,G(N).
Observe that we get a system of generators {f i,∗G,j} for ((Fi)E)∗ with
f i,∗G,j(f
i
H,k) =
{
eG H = G and j = k,
0 else.
Computing d∗1,E yields
d∗1,E(f
0,∗
H,k) = f
0,∗
H,k ◦ d1,E =
∑
G⊆[n]
βS1,G(N)∑
j=1
λG,jH,kf
1,∗
G,j.
It follows that
((Fi)E)∗ ∼=
⊕
G⊆[n]
(E/(ei : i ∈ G))βSi,G(N).
Construction 2.1.13 implies
F ∗i = (((Fi)E)
∗)S =
⊕
G⊆[n]
(S/PG)β
S
i,G(N).
Again by 2.1.8 we identify the homogeneous generators of F ∗i and ((Fi)E)
∗. Finally,
d∗1(f
0,∗
H,k) = (d
∗
1,E)S(f
0,∗
H,k) =
∑
G⊆[n]
βS1,G(N)∑
j=1
λG,jH,kf
1,∗
G,j.
This concludes the proof. 
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2.2. Extremal Betti numbers
In this section we describe the relation of the extremal Betti numbers of N and
N∗ for N ∈ SQ(S). First we study the behaviour of the so-called distinguished
pairs introduced by Aramova and Herzog in [5] under duality. Let M ∈ MZ(E)
and v = v1, . . . , vn be a basis for E1. Consider the long exact homology sequence
of 1.4.5
. . .→ Hi(v1, . . . , vj−1;M)→ Hi(v1, . . . , vj;M)→ Hi−1(v1, . . . , vj;M)(−1)
→ Hi−1(v1, . . . , vj−1;M)→ Hi−1(v1, . . . , vj;M)→ . . .
To simplify the notation we set: Hi(k;M) = Hi(v1, . . . , vk;M) for i > 0 and
H0(k;M) = (0 :M/(v1,... ,vk−1)M vk)/vk(M/(v1, . . . , vk−1)M). Let Hi(0;M) = 0 for
i ≥ 0. Notice that H0(k;M) is not the 0th-Cartan homology of M with respect to
v1, . . . , vk. We obtain the exact sequence
. . .→ H1(j − 1;M)→ H1(j;M)→ H0(j;M)(−1)→ 0.
The following lemma leads to the concept of distinguished pairs [5, 9.5].
Lemma 2.2.1. Let M ∈ MZ(E), 1 ≤ l ≤ n and j ∈ Z. The following statements
are equivalent:
(i) (1) H0(k;M)j = 0 for k < l and H0(l;M)j 6= 0,
(2) H0(k;M)j′ = 0 for all j′ > j and all k ≤ l + j − j′.
(ii) For all i ≥ 0
(1) Hi(k;M)i+j = 0 for k < l and Hi(l;M)i+j 6= 0,
(2) Hi(k;M)i+j′ = 0 for all j′ > j and all k ≤ l + j − j′.
(iii) Condition (ii) is satisfied for some i.
Moreover, if the equivalent conditions hold, then Hi(l;M)i+j ∼= H0(l;M)j for all
i ≥ 0.
Definition 2.2.2. Let M ∈ MZ(E). A pair of numbers (l, j) satisfying the equiv-
alent conditions of 2.2.1 is called a homological distinguished pair (for M).
The author proved in his Diplom thesis [47] (see [45] for a published proof):
Theorem 2.2.3. Let M ∈MZ(E). The following statements are equivalent:
(i) (l, j) is a homological distinguished pair for M .
(ii) (l, n− j − l + 1) is a homological distinguished pair for M∗.
Moreover, if the equivalent conditions hold, then Hi(l;M)i+j ∼= Hi(l;M∗)i+n−j−l+1
for all integers i.
We quote the following result in [5]:
Proposition 2.2.4. Let M ∈MZ(E) and j ∈ Z. The formal power series PMj (t) =∑
i≥0 β
E
i,i+j(M)t
i is the Hilbert series of a graded K[y1, . . . , yn]-module. In particular
if PMj (t) 6= 0, then there exists a polynomial Qj(t) ∈ Z[t] and an integer dj ∈ N with
dj ≤ n such that
PMj (t) =
Qj(t)
(1− t)dj and ej = Qj(1) 6= 0.
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Let N ∈ SQ(S). Set k(j) = max({k : βSk,k+j(N) 6= 0} ∪ {0}). If PNEj (t) 6= 0,
then 2.1.9 yields
PNEj (t) =
∑k(j)
k=0 β
S
k,k+j(N)t
k(1− t)k(j)−k
(1− t)k(j)+j .(2)
As in [5, 9.2, 9.3] we conclude from this expression:
Proposition 2.2.5. Let N ∈ SQ(S) and j ∈ N with PNEj (t) 6= 0. We have
dj(NE) = k(j) + j and ej(NE) = βSk(j),k(j)+j(N).
Let M ∈MZ(E). As shown in [5], if PMj (t) 6= 0, there exists a basis v of E1 and
an integer i 0 such that dj(M) = n+ 1−min{k : Hi(k;M)i+j 6= 0} and ej(M) =
dimK Hi(n− dj(M) + 1;M)i+j. Thus if (l, j) is a homological distinguished pair for
M , we have
dj(M) = n+ 1− l and ej(M) = dimK Hi(l;M)i+j.
Therefore 2.2.3 implies:
Corollary 2.2.6. Let M ∈ MZ(E). If (l, j) is a homological distinguished pair for
M , then dj(M) = dn−j−l+1(M∗) and ej(M) = en−j−l+1(M∗).
The definition of an extremal Betti number together with (2) imply:
Lemma 2.2.7. Let N ∈ SQ(S). The following statements are equivalent:
(i) βSi,i+j(N) is an extremal Betti number of N .
(ii) i = k(j) and dj′(NE)− dj(NE) < j′ − j for all j′ > j with Pj′(t) 6= 0.
Proof. Assume that βSi,i+j(N) is an extremal Betti number of N . It follows that
βSi′,i′+j′(N) = 0 for all integers i
′ ≥ i and j′ ≥ j with (i′, j′) 6= (i, j). Furthermore,
βSi,i+j(N) 6= 0. In particular, we obtain k(j) = i. For all integers j′ > j we get
k(j′) < k(j). Hence by 2.2.5
dj′(NE)− dj(NE) = k(j′) + j′ − k(j)− j < j′ − j.
Thus we proved (ii).
Conversely, assume that the assertion of (ii) holds. Since i = k(j), we get
βSi,i+j(N) 6= 0 and βSi′,i′+j(N) = 0 for i′ > i.
Let j′ > j. If PNEj′ (t) = 0, then
(∗) βSi′,i′+j′(N) = 0 for i′ ≥ i.
Otherwise we have PNEj′ (t) 6= 0. By 2.2.5 and the assumption we get that k(j′) −
k(j) = dj′(NE)− dj(NE)− (j′ − j) < 0. Thus (∗) also holds in this case. It follows
that βSi,i+j(N) is an extremal Betti number of N . 
Lemma 2.2.8. Let N ∈ SQ(S). The following statements are equivalent:
(i) βSi,i+j(N) is an extremal Betti number of N .
(ii) (n+ 1− i− j, j) is a homological distinguished pair for NE.
Moreover, if the equivalent conditions hold, then βSi,i+j(N) = dimK H0(n+1−i−j)j.
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Proof. For all integers j and s we set lsj = inf{k : Hs(k,NE)s+j 6= 0}. Furthermore,
let dj(NE) = −∞ if PNEj (t) = 0. As observed above, there exists a basis of E1
and an integer s  0 such that for all integers j we have dj(NE) = n + 1 − lsj and
ej(NE) = dimK Hs(lsj)s+j. Fix this s for the rest of the proof.
Assume that βSi,i+j(N) is an extremal Betti number of N . By 2.2.7 this is equiv-
alent to i = k(j) and dj′(NE)− dj(NE) < j′− j for all j′ > j with Pj′(t) 6= 0. Using
2.2.5 we obtain that
lsj = n+ 1− dj(NE) = n+ 1− i− j
and
lsj′ = n+ 1− dj′(NE) > n+ 1 + j − j′ − dj(NE) = (n+ 1− j − i) + j − j′.
This is another way to say that (n+ 1− i− j, j) is a distinguished pair for NE.
Moreover, we get that
βSi,i+j(N) = dimK Hs(n+ 1− i− j;NE)s+j = dimK H0(n+ 1− i− j)j
where the last equality follows from 2.2.1. 
We are ready to prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 2.2.9. Let N ∈ SQ(S). The following statements are equivalent:
(i) βSi,i+j(N) is an extremal Betti number of N .
(ii) βSj,j+i(N
∗) is an extremal Betti number of N∗.
Moreover, if the equivalent conditions hold, then βSi,i+j(N) = β
S
j,j+i(N
∗).
Proof. By 2.2.8 we get that βSi,i+j(N) is an extremal Betti number of N if and only
if (n + 1 − i − j, j) is a homological distinguished pair for NE and βSi,i+j(N) =
dimK H0(n+ 1− i− j;NE)j.
By 2.2.3 this is equivalent to the fact that (n + 1 − i − j, i) is a homological
distinguished pair for N∗E and H0(n+ 1− i− j;NE)j ∼= H0(n+ 1− i− j;N∗E)i.
Again by 2.2.8 this means that βSj,j+i(N
∗) is an extremal Betti number of N∗
and βSj,j+i(N
∗) = dimK H0(n+ 1− i− j;N∗E)i. The assertion follows. 
In particular one has:
Corollary 2.2.10. Let Γ ⊂ ∆ be simplicial complexes on the vertex set [n]. Let
I∆ ⊂ IΓ ⊂ S = K[x1, . . . , xn] be the corresponding ideals in the polynomial ring.
The following statements are equivalent:
(i) βSi,i+j(IΓ/I∆) is an extremal Betti number of IΓ/I∆.
(ii) βSj,j+i(I∆∗/IΓ∗) is an extremal Betti number of I∆∗/IΓ∗.
Moreover, if the equivalent conditions hold, then βSi,i+j(IΓ/I∆) = β
S
j,j+i(I∆∗/IΓ∗).
In the case Γ = ∅ this is a result in [13].
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2.3. Local cohomology of square-free modules
In this section we want to relate homological invariants of a square-free S-module
to equivalent properties of its dual module.
We need to compute the local cohomology of square-free S-modules. Let N ∈
SQ(S). Recall the following cochain complex from 1.5.1:
L : 0→ L0 → L1 → . . .→ Ln → 0,
with
Li =
⊕
G⊆[n], |G|=i
NxG .
Here NxG is the localization of N at the multiplicative set {(xG)n : n ∈ N} where
the differential map d is composed of the maps
(−1)α(i,G)nat : NxG → NxG∪{i}
for i 6∈ G. By 1.5.2 we have H im(N) = H i(L).
In [53, 2.9] Yanagawa gave an explicit description of the homogeneous compo-
nents of this cochain complex.
Lemma 2.3.1. Let N ∈ SQ(S), i ∈ {0, . . . , n} and F ⊆ [n]. Then
(Li)−F ∼=
⊕
F⊆G⊆[n], |G|=i
NG.
The induced differential is given by
di(y) =
∑
j 6∈G
(−1)α(j,G)xjy for G ⊆ [n], |G| = i, y ∈ NG.
In the sequel we use this description to calculate H im(N)−F for F ⊆ [n]. The
main observation is that the homogeneous components of H im(N) can be interpreted
in terms of certain homogeneous components of the Cartan cohomology of NE (see
1.4 for details and notation).
Theorem 2.3.2. Let N ∈ SQ(S), e = e1, . . . , en be a basis for E1 and F ⊆ [n].
We have
H i(e;NE)F ∼= H i+|F |m (N)−F .
Proof. Let N ∈ SQ(S). Then NE ∈ SQ(E). Assume that {f1, . . . , ft} is a minimal
homogeneous system of generators of N with deg(fj) = dj ∈ Nn square-free. We set
Dj = supp{dj}. By 2.1.8 this is also a minimal homogeneous system of generators
of NE. Fix F ⊆ [n] for the rest of the proof. We show that the cochain complexes
of K-vector spaces {Ci(e;NE)F : i ∈ N} and {(Li+|F |)−F : i ∈ N} are isomorphic (as
cochain complexes). This yields the theorem, because then the induced homology
modules are equal.
Let i ∈ N. A K-basis of Ci(e;NE)F consists of the elements eIfjyb where b ∈ Nn
is square-free, I ⊆ [n], I ∩ Dj = ∅, I + Dj − supp(b) = F and |b| = i. Applying
2.3.1 it follows that a K-basis of (Li+|F |)−F ∼=
⊕
F⊆G⊆[n], |G|=i+|F |NG is given by
xIfj where I ⊆ [n], I ∩Dj = ∅, F ⊆ I +Dj and |I|+ |Dj| = i+ |F |. Observe that
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these K-vector spaces have the same dimension. We define a K-linear isomorphism
for all i ∈ N by
ϕi : Ci(e;NE)F → (Li+|F |)−F , eIfjyb 7→ (−1)α(J,Dj)xIfj
where J = ([n]− F ) ∩ I.
We claim that ϕ = {ϕi} is a cochain complex isomorphism. Since all ϕi induce
a bijection between bases, it is enough to show that ϕ is a cochain complex homo-
morphism. Let δ and d denote the induced differentials on the cochain complexes
{Ci(e;NE)F} and {(Li+|F |)−F}. Let eIfjyb be an arbitrary element of the described
K-basis of Ci(e;NE)F . On the one hand
di ◦ ϕi(eIfjyb) = di((−1)α(J,Dj)xIfj)
=
∑
i6∈I+Dj
(−1)α(J,Dj)+α(i,I+Dj)xixIfj =
∑
i6∈I+Dj
(−1)α(J,Dj)+α(i,I+Dj)xI+{i}fj.
On the other hand
ϕi+1 ◦ δi(eIfjyb) = ϕi+1(
∑
i∈[n]
eieIfjy
b+εi) = ϕi+1(
∑
i/∈I+Dj
(−1)α(i,I)eI+{i}fjyb+εi).
Here we used the fact that NE is a square-free E-module, ei ∧ ei = 0 and ei ∧ ej =
−ej ∧ ei. The last expression equals∑
i/∈I+Dj
(−1)α(i,I)+α(Ji,Dj)xI+{i}fj
where, for all i ∈ [n]− I, we set J i = ([n]− F ) ∩ (I + {i}). Fix i ∈ [n]− (I + Dj).
Since I +Dj = supp(b) + F , we obtain that i /∈ F . Hence J i = J + {i}. Then
α(i, I) + α(J i, Dj) = α(i, I) + α(i,Dj) + α(J,Dj) = α(J,Dj) + α(i, I +Dj).
It follows that di ◦ ϕi(eIfjyb) = ϕi+1 ◦ δi(eIfjyb) and this concludes the proof. 
Let F ⊆ [n] and W be a K-vector space. We set F∨ = [n] − F and W∨ =
HomK(W,K).
Lemma 2.3.3. Let M ∈ SQ(E) and F ⊆ [n]. We have
(M∗)F ∼= (MF∨)∨.
Proof. The proof of [5, 3.4] can also be applied to the multigraded case. 
We are able to generalize a result of Yanagawa (see [53, 3.4]).
Theorem 2.3.4. Let N ∈ SQ(S) and F ⊆ [n]. Then
ExtiS(N,ωS)F ∼= Hn−im (N)−F ∼= TorS|F∨|−i(K,N∗)F∨ .
Proof. The first isomorphism is the local duality of Zn-graded S-modules (see 1.5.5),
while the second follows from 1.4.4, 1.4.6, 2.1.9, 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 because
Hn−im (N)−F ∼= Hn−i−|F |(e;NE)F ∼= (Hn−i−|F |(e;NE)F )∨ ∼=
Hn−i−|F |(e;N∗E)F∨ ∼= TorE|F∨|−i(K,N∗E)F∨ ∼= TorS|F∨|−i(K,N∗)F∨ .

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The next result generalizes theorems by Eagon-Reiner [22] and Terai [49].
Corollary 2.3.5. Let N ∈ SQ(S). Then:
(i) dim(N) ≥ n− indeg(N∗).
(ii) N is Cohen-Macaulay of dim(N) = d if and only if N∗ has an (n−d)-linear
resolution.
(iii) reg(N) = pd(N∗).
Proof. Yanagawa proved in [53, 2.5] that, for all integers i, we have ExtiS(N,ωS) ∈
SQ(S). Hence by the definition of a square-free S-module it suffices to show that all
square-free components of ExtiS(N,ωS) are zero to conclude that Ext
i
S(N,ωS) = 0.
By 1.5.5 we get that H im(N) = 0 if and only if for all F ⊆ [n] one has H im(N)−F = 0.
We use this fact in the sequel.
Proof of (i): By 1.5.3 and 2.3.4 we get:
dim(N) = max{i : H im(N) 6= 0} = max{i : H im(N)−F 6= 0, |F | ⊆ [n]}
≥ max{i : H im(N)−F 6= 0, |F | ⊆ [n], |F | = i}
= n−min{i : Hn−im (N)−F 6= 0, |F | ⊆ [n], |F | = n− i}
= n−min{i : TorS0 (K,N∗)F∨ 6= 0, |F | ⊆ [n], |F∨| = i} = n− indeg(N∗).
Proof of (ii): It follows from 1.5.4 that N is Cohen-Macaulay of dimension d if
and only if
H im(N)
{
= 0 i 6= d,
6= 0 i = d.
Similarly to (i) by 2.3.4 this is equivalent to say that N∗ has an (n − d)-linear
resolution.
Proof of (iii): By 1.5.6 one has
reg(N) = max{j : H im(N)j−i 6= 0 for some i ∈ N}
= max{j : H im(N)−F 6= 0 for some i ∈ N, F ⊆ [n], −|F | = j − i}.
Applying 2.3.4 yields:
reg(N) = max{j : TorS|F∨|−n+i(K,N∗)F∨ 6= 0 for some i ∈ N, F ⊆ [n], −|F | = j−i}
= max{j : TorSj (K,N∗)j+n−i 6= 0 for some i ∈ N} = pd(N∗).
The last two equalities hold because a square-free S-module has only non-zero
square-free Betti numbers (see 2.1.4). 
A further corollary is a formula relating the Ext-groups of NE and N∗.
Corollary 2.3.6. Let N ∈ SQ(S). Then
dimK ExtiE(K,NE)n−i−j =
i∑
k=0
(
i+ j − 1
j + k − 1
) ∑
F⊆[n], |F |=k+j
dimK Ext
j
S(N
∗, ωS)F∨ .
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Proof. By 1.4.6 we have
dimK ExtiE(K,NE)n−i−j = dimK H
i(e;NE)n−i−j = dimK(H i(e;NE)n−i−j)∨.
It follows from [5, 3.4] that
dimK(H i(e;NE)n−i−j)∨ = dimK Hi(e;NE)∗i+j
By 1.4.4 and since Cartan-homology computes the Tor-groups of N∗E and K (see
1.4.6), the last expression is equal to
dimK Hi(e;N∗E)i+j = dimK Tor
E
i (K,N
∗
E)i+j.
Applying 2.1.9 and 2.3.4 this is exactly
i∑
k=0
(
i+ j − 1
k + j − 1
)
dimK TorSk (K,N
∗)k+j
=
i∑
k=0
(
i+ j − 1
k + j − 1
) ∑
F⊆[n], |F |=j+k
dimK TorSk (K,N
∗)F
=
i∑
k=0
(
i+ j − 1
k + j − 1
) ∑
F⊆[n], |F |=j+k
dimK Ext
j
S(N
∗, ωS)F∨ .
Hence we proved the corollary. 
2.4. Sequentially Cohen-Macaulay and componentwise linear modules
We study what the property to be componentwise linear for a square-free S-
module means for the Alexander dual. For the following definition see for example
[48, 2.9].
Definition 2.4.1. Let N ∈ SQ(S). Then N is said to be sequentially Cohen-
Macaulay if it has a finite filtration 0 = N0 ⊂ N1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Nd = N of submodules
Ni ∈ SQ(S) satisfying two conditions:
(i) Each quotient Ni/Ni−1 is a Cohen-Macaulay module.
(ii) dim(N1/N0) < dim(N2/N1) < . . . < dim(Nd/Nd−1) where ’dim’ denotes the
Krull dimension.
Any finite filtration of N satisfying these conditions is called a CM-filtration of N .
We have:
Lemma 2.4.2. Let N ∈ SQ(S) be sequentially Cohen-Macaulay and 0 = N0 ⊂
N1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Nd = N the corresponding CM-filtration of N . Then for all i ∈ [d] one
has
dim(Ni) = dim(Ni/Ni−1) > dim(Ni−1).
Proof. We prove by induction on i ∈ [d] that dim(Ni) = dim(Ni/Ni−1) > dim(Ni−1).
The case i = 1 is trivial.
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Let i > 0. By the induction hypothesis and the dimension condition of the
filtration we have dim(Ni−1) = dim(Ni−1/Ni−2) < dim(Ni/Ni−1). Therefore we
deduce from the exact sequence
0→ Ni−1 → Ni → Ni/Ni−1 → 0,
that dim(Ni) = dim(Ni/Ni−1). 
Analogously to [34] one has:
Lemma 2.4.3. Let R be a standard graded Koszul algebra and N ∈ MZ(R). If N
has an i-linear resolution, then mN has an (i+ 1)-linear resolution.
Proof. We have the exact sequence
0→ mN → N → N/mN → 0.
Since N has an i-linear resolution, N is generated in degree i. Thus N/mN ∼=⊕
K(−i) has an i-linear resolution because R is a Koszul algebra. Hence by 1.2.14
regR(mN) ≤ max{i, i+ 1}.
One has regR(mN) ≥ i+ 1 because indeg(mN) = i+ 1. It follows that regR(mN) =
i+ 1. 
Lemma 2.4.4. Let R be a standard graded K-algebra and N, N ′, N ′′ ∈ MZ(R).
Let
0→ N ′ → N → N ′′ → 0
be an exact sequence. If N ′, N ′′ have i-linear resolutions, then N has an i-linear
resolution.
Proof. Consider for all j, t ∈ Z the long exact Tor-sequence
. . .→ TorRj (K,N ′)j+t → TorRj (K,N)j+t → TorRj (K,N ′′)j+t → . . . .
For t 6= i the right and left hand Tor-groups vanish and therefore also the middle
one. 
Lemma 2.4.5. Let R be a standard graded K-algebra and N ∈ MZ(R). For all
integers i we have the following exact sequence:
0→ N〈indeg(N)〉〈i〉 → N〈i〉 → (N/N〈indeg(N)〉)〈i〉 → 0.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that indeg(N) = 0. For i < 0 the
assertion is trivial. Let i ≥ 0. One has
N〈i〉/N〈0〉〈i〉 = N〈i〉/miN〈0〉 = (N/N〈0〉)〈i〉.

We are now able to prove the main theorem of this section, which generalizes a
result of Herzog-Hibi in [33] and Herzog-Reiner-Welker in [34].
Theorem 2.4.6. Let N ∈ SQ(S). The following statements are equivalent:
(i) N is sequentially Cohen-Macaulay.
(ii) N∗ is componentwise linear.
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Proof. (i)⇒(ii): Let N be sequentially Cohen-Macaulay with a CM-filtration 0 =
N0 ⊂ N1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Nd = N of square-free submodules. By 2.4.2 we have dim(Ni) =
dim(Ni/Ni−1) > dim(Ni−1) for all i ∈ [d]. We prove (ii) by induction on d. The case
d = 0 is trivial, and d = 1 was shown in 2.3.5 because N∗ is componentwise linear
if it has a linear resolution (see 1.2.18).
Assume d > 1. Consider the exact sequence
0→ Nd−1 → N → N/Nd−1 → 0.
Dualizing is an exact functor and we get the exact sequence
0→ (N/Nd−1)∗ → N∗ → N∗d−1 → 0.
Let td = dim(N) and td−1 = dim(Nd−1). Since N/Nd−1 is Cohen-Macaulay of
dimension td, it follows from 2.3.5 that (N/Nd−1)∗ has an (n− td)-linear resolution.
This implies that (N/Nd−1)∗ is componentwise linear and all generators lie in degree
(n − td) (see 1.2.18). By the induction hypothesis N∗d−1 is componentwise linear.
2.3.5 yields that N∗d−1 is generated in degrees greater or equal to n− td−1 > n− td
and N∗ is generated in degrees greater or equal to n− td. Therefore we get
(N/Nd−1)∗ = (N/Nd−1)∗〈n−td〉 = N
∗
〈n−td〉.
We have to check that N∗〈i〉 has an i-linear resolution for all integers i. By 2.4.5 the
sequence
0→ (N/Nd−1)∗〈i〉 → N∗〈i〉 → (N∗d−1)〈i〉 → 0
is exact. Now (ii) follows from 2.4.4.
(ii)⇒(i): Let N∗ be componentwise linear. We define d = n−indeg(N∗). Observe
that N∗〈n−d〉 ∈ SQ(S). Then also N∗/N∗〈n−d〉 ∈ SQ(S). We prove by induction on
d ∈ N that N is sequentially Cohen-Macaulay of dimension d. If d = 0, or d > 0 and
N∗ = N∗〈n−d〉, then N
∗ has a linear resolution and the assertion follows from 2.3.5.
Assume that d > 0 and N∗ 6= N∗〈n−d〉. The following sequence is exact
0→ N∗〈n−d〉 → N∗ → N∗/N∗〈n−d〉 → 0.(3)
We claim that N∗/N∗〈n−d〉 is componentwise linear. One has to show that, for all
integers i, the module (N∗/N∗〈n−d〉)〈i〉 has an i-linear resolution. If (N
∗/N∗〈n−d〉)〈i〉 = 0,
there is nothing to prove. Let (N∗/N∗〈n−d〉)〈i〉 6= 0. By 2.4.5 we have the exact
sequence
0→ (N∗〈n−d〉)〈i〉 → N∗〈i〉 → (N∗/N∗〈n−d〉)〈i〉 → 0.
By the assumption we know that N∗〈i〉 and (N
∗
〈n−d〉)〈i〉 have an i-linear resolution. It
follows from 1.2.14 that regS((N∗/N∗〈n−d〉)〈i〉) ≤ i. Since indeg((N∗/N∗〈n−d〉)〈i〉) = i,
the claim follows from 1.2.19.
Let d′ = n − indeg(N∗/N∗〈n−d〉). We have n − d′ > n − d, equivalently d′ < d.
Dualizing (3) we obtain the exact sequence
0→ (N∗/N∗〈n−d〉)∗ → N → (N∗〈n−d〉)∗ → 0.
By the induction hypothesis we know that the module (N∗/N∗〈n−d〉)
∗ is sequentially
Cohen-Macaulay of dimension d′. Therefore we get a CM-filtration 0 = N0 ⊂ N1 ⊂
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. . . ⊂ Nt−1 = (N∗/N∗〈n−d〉)∗ ⊂ Nt = N . Since also Nt/Nt−1 ∼= (N∗〈n−d〉)∗ is Cohen-
Macaulay of dimension d > d′ = dim(Nt−1) = dim(Nt−1/Nt−2) (see 2.3.5), the
module N is sequentially Cohen-Macaulay, as desired. 
CHAPTER 3
The linear part of a minimal graded free resolution
We study the linear part of a minimal graded free resolution associated to a given
module. For the construction of this complex and related results see Eisenbud and
Schreyer [26]. We define the invariant lpd of a module as the smallest integer i such
that the linear part is exact in homological degree greater than i. We show that for
a finitely generated graded module M over a Koszul algebra we have lpd(M) = 0 if
and only if M is componentwise linear. Furthermore, we prove that for square-free
modules (see Chapter 2) the invariant lpd is always finite and we give a bound for
this number. The last mentioned result is joint work with Herzog.
In this chapterR is always a standard graded (commutative or skew-commutative
resp.) K-algebra unless otherwise stated.
3.1. Preliminaries
The main construction associates a new complex to the graded minimal free
resolution of a module. See 1.1 for details about filtered modules.
Construction 3.1.1. Let R be a standard graded commutative or skew-commu-
tative K-algebra and M ∈ MZ(R). Consider the minimal graded free resolution
(F , ∂) of M . For all integers i we have
grm(Fi)(−i) =
⊕
j≥i
mj−iFi/mj+1−iFi ∼= grm(R)β
R
i (M)(−i).
Note that the last isomorphism does not respect the internal degree of bihomoge-
neous elements of grm(Fi)(−i). The differential ∂ induces a bihomogeneous map
∂lini+1 : grm(Fi+1)(−i− 1)→ grm(Fi)(−i),
w + mj+1−(i+1)Fi+1 7→ ∂i+1(w) + mj+1−iFi for w ∈ mj−(i+1)Fi+1.
Since F is a minimal graded free resolution, it is easy to see that the maps {∂lini }
are well-defined and form a complex homomorphism on the complex {grm(Fi)(−i)}.
For w ∈ mj−iFi let [w] ∈ mj−iFi/mj+1−iFi be the residue class in F lini of filtration
degree j.
Definition 3.1.2. The complex constructed in 3.1.1 is called the linear part of
(F , ∂). We write (F lin, ∂lin) for this complex.
We are interested in the following invariant associated to a module.
Definition 3.1.3. Let R, M and (F , ∂) be as in 3.1.1. Define
lpd(M) = inf{j : Hi(F lin) = 0 for i ≥ j + 1}.
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If lpd(M) is a finite number, then we say that the linear part dominates from the
homological degree lpd(M).
Example 3.1.4. The following is known:
(i) Let S = K[x1, . . . , xn] be the graded polynomial ring and M ∈ MZ(S).
Since pdS(M) ≤ n, we have lpd(M) ≤ n.
(ii) Let E = K〈e1, . . . , en〉 be the graded exterior algebra and M ∈ MZ(E).
Eisenbud and Schreyer proved in [26] that lpd(M) <∞ is always satisfied.
3.2. Componentwise linear modules over Koszul algebras
We fix a standard graded commutative Koszul algebra R with graded maximal
ideal m. We study the question for which finitely generated graded R-modules M
we have that lpd(M) = 0. Recall that indeg(M) = min{d ∈ Z : Md 6= 0} is the
initial degree of M .
Lemma 3.2.1. Let M ∈MZ(R). If M has a linear resolution, then lpd(M) = 0.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that indeg(M) = 0. Let (F , ∂) be
the minimal graded free resolution of M . It follows that Fi = R(−i)βRi,i(M) because
M has a linear resolution.
We prove that Hi(F lin) = 0 for i ≥ 1, which implies that lpd(M) = 0. Fix
an integer i ≥ 1. We have to show that Im(∂lini+1) = Ker(∂lini ). Since Im(∂lini+1) ⊆
Ker(∂lini ), it remains to prove that Im(∂
lin
i+1) ⊇ Ker(∂lini ).
Let [w] ∈ F lini be a homogeneous cycle of filtration degree j ≥ i with w ∈
mj−iFi\mj+1−iFi. Since all homogeneous free generators of Fi have degree i, we may
assume that w is homogeneous of degree j. We have ∂i(w) ∈ mj+1−(i−1)Fi−1 because
[w] is a cycle. All homogeneous elements in mj+1−(i−1)Fi−1 have degree greater or
equal to j + 1. Hence ∂i(w) = 0 because ∂i is a homogeneous map. Thus w is
a cycle in Fi and j ≥ i + 1. It follows that there exists a homogeneous element
w′ ∈ Fi+1 with deg(w′) = j and ∂i+1(w′) = w because Hl(F) = 0 for l ≥ 1. Since
by degree reasons w′ ∈ mj−(i+1)Fi+1\mj+1−(i+1)Fi+1, we have that ∂lini+1([w′]) = [w].
This concludes the proof. 
We want to extend the preceding result to componentwise linear modules over
Koszul algebras. In this case it turns out that the inverse implication is also true.
First we characterize the property to be componentwise linear.
Lemma 3.2.2. Let M ∈MZ(R). The following statements are equivalent:
(i) M is componentwise linear.
(ii) M/M〈indeg(M)〉 is componentwise linear and M〈indeg(M)〉 has an indeg(M)-
linear resolution.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that indeg(M) = 0.
(i) ⇒ (ii): Let M be componentwise linear. By definition it follows that M〈0〉
has a linear resolution. It remains to show that for all i ∈ Z the module (M/M〈0〉)〈i〉
has an i-linear resolution. If (M/M〈0〉)〈i〉 = 0, there is nothing to prove. Assume
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that (M/M〈0〉)〈i〉 6= 0. By 2.4.5 we have the exact sequence
0→M〈0〉〈i〉 →M〈i〉 → (M/M〈0〉)〈i〉 → 0.(4)
The assumption implies that M〈i〉 has an i-linear resolution. It follows from 2.4.3
that M〈0〉〈i〉 = miM〈0〉 has also an i-linear resolution. Applying 1.2.14, we get
regR((M/M〈0〉)〈i〉) ≤ i.
Since indeg((M/M〈0〉)〈i〉) = i, we conclude that (M/M〈0〉)〈i〉 has an i-linear resolution
(see 1.2.19).
(ii) ⇒ (i): Assume that M/M〈0〉 is componentwise linear and that M〈0〉 has a
linear resolution. We have to show that for all i ∈ Z the module M〈i〉 has an i-
linear resolution. For i < 0 we get that M〈i〉 = 0 and the claim follows. Let i ≥ 0.
Again by 2.4.5 the sequence (4) is exact for all integers i. Now M〈0〉〈i〉 = miM〈0〉 has
an i-linear resolution by 2.4.3. The module (M/M〈0〉)〈i〉 has an i-linear resolution
by the assumption. Thus by 1.2.14 and 1.2.19 we obtain that M〈i〉 has an i-linear
resolution. 
Next we define a special subcomplex of the minimal graded free resolution of a
module.
Definition 3.2.3. LetM ∈MZ(R) and let (F , ∂) be the minimal graded free resolu-
tion of M . We define the subcomplex (F˜ , ∂˜) of (F , ∂) by F˜i = R(−i)β
R
i,i+indeg(M)(M) ⊆
Fi and ∂˜ = ∂|F˜ .
Observe that by the construction of a minimal graded free resolution in 1.2
∂i+1(F˜i+1) ⊆ F˜i is indeed satisfied for all i ∈ N. Hence ∂˜ is a complex homomorphism
on F˜ . Recall that for w ∈ mj−iFi\mj+1−iFi we write [w] for the corresponding
element in F lin of filtration degree j. Let w be the residue class in F/F˜ and [w] the
residue class in (F/F˜)lin. We need some technical lemmata.
Lemma 3.2.4. Let M ∈ MZ(R) such that M〈indeg(M)〉 has a linear resolution and
let (F , ∂) be the minimal graded free resolution of M . Then:
(i) F˜ is the minimal graded free resolution of M〈indeg(M)〉.
(ii) F/F˜ is the minimal graded free resolution of M/M〈indeg(M)〉.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that indeg(M) = 0.
Proof of (i): See 1.2 for the construction of a minimal graded free resolution of a
module. We prove by induction on i ∈ N that we may choose F˜i to be the ith-graded
free module in the minimal graded free resolution (G, ∂G) of M〈0〉 and ∂Gi = ∂˜i.
Let i = 0. Since
dimK(M〈0〉/mM〈0〉) = dimK((M〈0〉)0) = rank(F˜0),
it follows that G0 = F˜0. Assume that i > 0. By the induction hypothesis we have
that Gj = F˜j and ∂Gj = ∂˜j for j < i. Let Ωi be the i
th-syzygy module of M〈0〉,
that is the kernel of Gi−1 → Gi−2 for i ≥ 2, or the kernel of G0 → M〈0〉 for i = 1.
The module Ωi is generated in degree i because M〈0〉 has a linear resolution. Since
rank(F˜i) = dimK(Ωi)i, we may choose Gi = F˜i and ∂Gi = ∂˜i.
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Proof of (ii): One has the following exact sequence of complexes
0→ F˜ → F → F/F˜ → 0.
We obtain the associated long exact homology sequence
. . .→ Hi(F)→ Hi(F/F˜)→ Hi−1(F˜)→ . . .
This implies that Hi(F/F˜) = 0 for i ≥ 2 because Hi(F) = Hi(F˜) = 0 for i ≥ 1.
Furthermore, we get the exact sequence
0→ H1(F/F˜)→ H0(F˜)→ H0(F)→ H0(F/F˜)→ 0.
One has the following commutative diagram
H0(F˜) −−−→ H0(F)y y
M〈0〉 −−−→ M
where H0(F˜) → M〈0〉, H0(F) → M are isomorphisms and the map M〈0〉 → M is
injective. Hence H0(F˜)→ H0(F) is injective. This implies that H1(F/F˜) = 0 and
H0(F/F˜) ∼= M/M〈0〉. Let i ≥ 1. Since F is minimal, we have ∂i(Fi) ⊆ mFi−1.
Hence ∂i(Fi/F˜i) ⊆ mFi−1/F˜i−1. It follows that F/F˜ is the minimal graded free
resolution of M/M〈0〉. 
The next step is to assume that lpd(M) = 0.
Lemma 3.2.5. Let M ∈MZ(R) such that lpd(M) = 0 and let (F , ∂) be the minimal
graded free resolution of M . We have:
(i) Hi(F˜) = 0 for i ≥ 1.
(ii) The map H0(F˜)→ H0(F) is injective.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that indeg(M) = 0.
Proof of (i): Let i ≥ 1 and w ∈ F˜i be a homogeneous cycle. We have to show
that w is a boundary. Then we obtain that Hi(F˜) = 0.
If w ∈ mj−iF˜i\mj+1−iF˜i, then deg(w) = j because F˜i is generated in degree i.
Since w is also a cycle in F , it follows that [w] is a cycle in F lin. The assumption
lpd(M) = 0 implies that [w] is a boundary in F lin. Hence
w = ∂i+1(w′) + w′′
where w′ ∈ mj−(i+1)Fi+1 and w′′ ∈ mj+1−iFi are homogeneous elements of degree
j. We deduce that w′′ = 0 and w′ ∈ F˜i+1 by degree reasons. Thus w = ∂i+1(w′) =
∂˜i+1(w′).
Proof of (ii): Let w ∈ F˜0 be a homogeneous cycle. We have to show that, if w is a
boundary in F , then it is one of F˜ . Assume that w = ∂1(w′) for some homogeneous
element w′ ∈ F1. If w ∈ mjF˜0\mj+1F˜0, then it follows that j = deg(w) = deg(w′)
and that w′ ∈ mj−t−1F1\mj−(t−1)−1F1 for some integer t ≥ 0. We prove by induction
on t that we find an element w′′ ∈ F˜1 with w = ∂1(w′′). This concludes the proof
because then w = ∂˜1(w′′).
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If t = 0, then we have already that w′ ∈ F˜1 by degree reasons. Otherwise we
assume that t > 0. It follows that [w′] is a cycle in F lin. Since lpd(M) = 0,
there exist homogeneous elements w˜ ∈ mj−t−2F2 and w˜′ ∈ mj−(t−1)−1F1 with w′ =
∂2(w˜) + w˜′. We get
w = ∂1(w′) = ∂1(w˜′).
By the induction hypothesis applied to w˜′ we obtain an element w′′ ∈ F˜1 such that
∂1(w′′) = w. 
As an application of the preceding lemmata we show:
Corollary 3.2.6. Let M ∈ MZ(R) such that lpd(M) = 0 and let (F , ∂) be the
minimal graded free resolution of M . Then:
(i) F˜ is the minimal graded free resolution of M〈indeg(M)〉.
(ii) F/F˜ is the minimal graded free resolution of M/M〈indeg(M)〉.
Proof. By 3.2.5 (i) we have Hi(F˜) = 0 for i ≥ 1. Since F is minimal, it follows that
F˜ is minimal. Hence F˜ is the minimal graded free resolution of M〈indeg(M)〉 because
M〈indeg(M)〉 ∼= H0(F)〈indeg(M)〉 = H0(F˜)〈indeg(M)〉 = H0(F˜)
where the second equality follows from 3.2.5. In particular M〈indeg(M)〉 has a linear
resolution. Applying 3.2.4 we obtain that F/F˜ is the minimal graded free resolution
of M/M〈indeg(M)〉. 
Analogously to 3.2.2 we characterize the invariant lpd(M) of a module M .
Lemma 3.2.7. Let M ∈MZ(R). The following statements are equivalent:
(i) lpd(M) = 0.
(ii) lpd(M/M〈indeg(M)〉) = 0 and M〈indeg(M)〉 has an indeg(M)-linear resolution.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that indeg(M) = 0. Let (F , ∂) be
the minimal graded free resolution of M .
(i)⇒ (ii): Assume that lpd(M) = 0. By 3.2.6 the complex (F˜ , ∂˜) is the minimal
graded free resolution of M〈0〉 and (H, ∂) = (F/F˜ , ∂) is the minimal graded free
resolution M/M〈0〉. Thus M〈0〉 has a linear resolution. It remains to prove that
lpd(M/M〈0〉) = 0, which is equivalent to show that Hi(Hlin) = 0 for i ≥ 1. Let
i ∈ N. We choose a homogeneous free basis of Fi. Let {fi,l} denote the set of
homogeneous free generators of Fi with deg(fi,l) > i and {f˜i,l} denote the set of
homogeneous free generators of Fi with deg(f˜i,l) = i. Then {f˜i,l} is a basis of F˜i and
we may identify {fi,l} with a basis of Hi.
Assume that i > 0 and let 0 6= [w] ∈ H lini be a cycle of filtration degree j with
w ∈ mj−iHi\mj+1−iHi where without loss of generality w ∈ mj−iFi\mj+1−iFi is a
homogeneous element. It follows from the definition of Hi that deg(w) > j. If [w]
is a boundary, then the assertion follows.
We claim that [w] is a cycle in F lin. Since lpd(M) = 0, we know that Hl(F lin) =
0 for l ≥ 1. Hence there exists an element w′ ∈ mj−(i+1)Fi+1 with ∂lini ([w′]) = [w].
We conclude that ∂lini ([w′]) = [w] in Hlin. Thus it remains to prove the claim.
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Since [w] is a cycle, one has
∂i(w) ∈ mj+1−(i−1)Hi−1 = (mj+1−(i−1)Fi−1 + F˜i−1)/F˜i−1.
Hence
∂i(w) =
∑
l
glfi−1,l +
∑
l˜
g˜l˜f˜i−1,l˜
where gl, g˜l˜ ∈ R are homogeneous elements such that gl ∈ mj+1−(i−1). Since
deg(∂i(w)) = deg(w) > j and deg(f˜i−1,l˜) = i−1, it follows that deg(g˜l˜) ≥ j+1−(i−
1). Then g˜l˜ ∈ mj+1−(i−1) and therefore ∂lini ([w]) = 0 because ∂i(w) ∈ mj+1−(i−1)Fi−1.
(ii) ⇒ (i): Conversely, assume that lpd(M/M〈0〉) = 0 and that M〈0〉 has a linear
resolution. It follows from 3.2.4 that (F˜ , ∂˜) is the minimal graded free resolution of
M〈0〉 and that (H, ∂) = (F/F˜ , ∂) is the minimal graded free resolution M/M〈0〉. We
have to show that Hi(F lin) = 0 for i ≥ 1.
Assume that i ≥ 1. Let [w] be a cycle in F lini of filtration degree j such that
w ∈ mj−iFi\mj+1−iFi is homogeneous and ∂i(w) ∈ mj+1−(i−1)Fi−1. We have to find
an element w′ ∈ mj−(i+1)Fi+1 with ∂i+1(w′) = w + w′′ where w′′ ∈ mj+1−iFi. Then
[w] is a boundary in F lini and the assertion follows. One has to consider two cases:
(1): Assume that w ∈ mj+1−iFi+F˜i. Then w = w′+w′′ where w′ ∈ mj+1−iFi and
w′′ ∈ F˜i. Since w 6∈ mj+1−iFi, it follows that w′′ ∈ mj−iF˜i\mj+1−iF˜i. We conclude
that ∂i(w′′) ∈ mj+1−(i−1)F˜i−1 because ∂i(F˜i) ⊂ F˜i−1 and ∂i(w) ∈ mj+1−(i−1)Fi−1.
Hence [w′′] is a cycle in F˜ lin of filtration degree j. By the assumption M〈0〉 has a
linear resolution. It follows from 3.2.1 that Hl(F˜ lin) = 0 for l ≥ 1. Hence there exist
elements w˜ ∈ mj−(i+1)F˜i+1 and w˜′ ∈ mj+1−iF˜i such that ∂i+1(w˜) = w′′ + w˜′. Then
∂i+1(w˜) = w − w′ + w˜′
where −w′ + w˜′ ∈ mj+1−iFi. The assertion follows.
(2): Otherwise we have w 6∈ mj+1−iFi + F˜i. Since w ∈ mj−iFi and [w] is a cycle,
the element 0 6= [w] ∈ mj−iHi/mj+1−iHi is a cycle in Hlin of filtration degree j. By
the assumption lpd(M/M〈0〉) = 0 it follows that Hl(Hlin) = 0 for l ≥ 1. Hence [w] is
a boundary. This is equivalent to the fact that there exist elements w˜′ ∈ mj−(i+1)Fi+1
and w˜′′ ∈ mj+1−iFi + F˜i with ∂i+1(w˜′) = w + w˜′′. Since ∂i(w) = −∂i(w˜′′), we may
apply case (1) to w˜′′. Hence we get w′ ∈ mj−(i+1)Fi+1 and w′′ ∈ mj+1−iFi such that
∂i+1(w′) = w + w′′. This concludes the proof. 
Note that by 1.2.16 one has regR(M) < ∞ for M ∈ MZ(R) because R is a
Koszul algebra. We prove the main theorem in this section. See Yanagawa [53] for
similar results in the case that the ring is a graded polynomial ring.
Theorem 3.2.8. Let M ∈MZ(R). The following statements are equivalent:
(i) lpd(M) = 0.
(ii) M is componentwise linear.
Proof. We prove by induction on t ∈ N that for all modules MZ(R) with t =
regR(M)− indeg(M) the conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent.
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Let t = 0 and regR(M) = indeg(M). Then M has a linear resolution (see 1.2.19).
By 1.2.18 it follows that M is componentwise linear and by 3.2.1 lpd(M) = 0. The
assertion follows.
Let t = regR(M) − indeg(M) > 0. Assume that lpd(M) = 0. By 3.2.7 this
is equivalent to lpd(M/M〈indeg(M)〉) = 0 and M〈indeg(M)〉 has a linear resolution. If
M/M〈indeg(M)〉 = 0, then M = M〈indeg(M)〉 is componentwise linear by 1.2.18. Assume
that M/M〈indeg(M)〉 6= 0. We observe that indeg(M/M〈indeg(M)〉) ≥ indeg(M) + 1. We
have the exact sequence
0→M〈indeg(M)〉 →M →M/M〈indeg(M)〉 → 0.
By 1.2.14 one has regR(M/M〈indeg(M)〉) ≤ regR(M). Then it follows from the induc-
tion hypothesis that lpd(M/M〈indeg(M)〉) = 0 if and only if M/M〈indeg(M)〉 is com-
ponentwise linear. Finally, 3.2.2 implies that this is equivalent to say that M is
componentwise linear. 
3.3. Square-free modules
Let E = K〈e1, . . . , en〉 be the Nn-graded exterior algebra and S = K[x1, . . . , xn]
the Nn-graded polynomial ring. In 2.1 we introduced the categories SQ(S) and
SQ(E) of square-free S-modules and square-free E-modules. We will give bounds
for the invariant lpd of square-free modules.
By 3.1.4 we have:
Corollary 3.3.1. Let N ∈ SQ(S). Then lpd(N) ≤ pdS(N) ≤ n.
We want to give a similar bound for square-free E-modules. First we define
several subcomplexes of the linear part of a minimal Nn-graded free resolution of a
square-free E-module.
Construction 3.3.2. Let M ∈ SQ(E) and let (G, δ) be the minimal Nn-graded
free resolution of M . In 2.1.15 we proved that M = (MS)E. If (F , θ) is the minimal
Nn-graded free resolution of MS, then we may without loss of generality assume that
(G, δ) is the constructed complex in 2.1.6.
In 3.1.1 we observed that grm(E) ∼= E. Hence for all l ∈ N:
Glinl
∼=
⊕
y(a)f∈Al
Ey(a)f
where Al = {y(a)f : a ∈ Nn, f ∈ Bi, supp(a) ⊆ supp(deg(f)) and l = |a|+ i}
(see 2.1.6 for notation). Note that all basis elements of Glinl have the degree l. The
differential is given by
δlinl : G
lin
l → Glinl−1,
y(a)f 7→ (−1)|b|
∑
k∈supp(a)
y(a−εk)fek + (−1)|a|
∑
fj∈Bi−1 with deg(fj)=b−εi
y(a)fjλjeεi .
Let (D−1, ∂−1) = 0 be the zero complex. For j = 0, . . . , pdS(MS) we define (Dj, ∂j)
as the subcomplex of (Glin, δlin) given by
Djl =
⊕
y(a)f∈Al, f∈Bi with i≤j
Ey(a)f ⊆ Glinl , ∂jl = (δlinl )|Djl .
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Observe that by the definition of δlin the map ∂j = {∂jl } is a well defined complex
homomorphism on Dj.
Lemma 3.3.3. Let M ∈ SQ(E) and let (G, δ) be the minimal Nn-graded free reso-
lution of M . For j ∈ {0, . . . , pdS(MS)} one has
Hl(Dj/Dj−1) = 0 for l > pdS(MS).
Proof. We fix j ∈ {0, . . . , pdS(MS)} and l ∈ N. Observe that Djl /Dj−1l is the free
graded E-module ⊕
y(a)f∈Al with f∈Bj
Ey(a)f.
Furthermore, the induced differential on Dj/Dj−1 is given by
∂jl : D
j
l /D
j−1
l → Djl−1/Dj−1l−1 ,
y(a)f 7→ (−1)|b|
∑
k∈supp(a)
y(a−εk)fek for y(a)f ∈ Al, f ∈ Bj, deg(f) = b.
Thus we see that Dj/Dj−1 is a direct sum of |Bj| Cartan cocomplexes which have
values in E and are shifted in homological degree by j (see 1.4). These complexes
have only non-trivial homology in homological degree j. Hence
Hl(Dj/Dj−1) = 0 for l > pdS(MS).

Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 3.3.4. Let M ∈ SQ(E) and let (G, δ) be the minimal Nn-graded free
resolution of M . Then
Hl(Glin) = 0 for l > pdS(MS).
Proof. We use the constructed complexes of 3.3.2. We show by induction on j ∈
{0, . . . , pdS(MS)} that
Hl(Dj) = 0 for l > pdS(MS).
This yields the theorem because DpdS(MS) = Glin.
Assume that j = 0. Since D0 = D0/D−1, the claim follows from 3.3.3. Let j > 0.
One has the following exact sequence of complexes:
0→ Dj−1 → Dj → Dj/Dj−1 → 0.
We get the long exact homology sequence:
. . .→ Hl(Dj−1)→ Hl(Dj)→ Hl(Dj/Dj−1)→ . . .
By the induction hypothesis we have Hl(Dj−1) = 0 for l > pdS(MS). It follows from
3.3.3 that Hl(Dj/Dj−1) = 0 for l > pdS(MS). Thus Hl(Dj) = 0 for l > pdS(MS).
This concludes the proof. 
Applying 3.3.4 we obtain:
Corollary 3.3.5. Let M ∈ SQ(E). Then lpd(M) ≤ pdS(MS) ≤ n.
CHAPTER 4
Bounds for Betti numbers
Let K be a field and S = K[x1, . . . , xn] be the standard graded polynomial ring.
We are interested in the following Betti numbers:
Definition 4.0.6. Let M ∈ MZ(S). For i ∈ N we set βlini (M) = βSi,i+indeg(M)(M).
We call max{i ∈ N : βlini (M) 6= 0} the length of the linear strand of M .
In [32] Herzog conjectured the following:
Conjecture. Let M ∈ MZ(S) and M is a kth-syzygy module whose linear strand
has length p. Then
βlini (M) ≥
(
p+ k
i+ k
)
for i = 0, . . . , p.
The first three sections of this chapter are devoted to prove some special cases
of this conjecture.
In the last section we give upper and lower bounds for all graded Betti numbers
of graded ideals with a fixed number of generators and a linear resolution.
4.1. Preliminaries
In 1.3 we introduced the Koszul complex. We recall the main facts. Let M ∈
MZ(S). We fix a graded free S-module L of rank n which is generated in degree
1. We consider maps µ ∈ L∗ = HomS(L, S). Note that L∗ is again a graded free
S-module generated in degree −1. Then µ defines a homogeneous S-homomorphism
∂µ :
∧
L→ ∧L of (homological) degree −1.
Let e = e1, . . . , en be a basis of L, and µ ∈ L∗ = HomS(L, S) with µ(ei) = xi for
i = 1, . . . , n. For j = 1, . . . , n let L(j) be the graded free submodule of L generated
by e1, . . . , ej. Then (K(j), ∂) is the Koszul complex of M with respect to x1, . . . , xj
where K(j) = ∧L(j)⊗S M and ∂ is the restriction of ∂µ ⊗S idM to ∧L(j)⊗S M .
We denote the homology of the complex K(j) with H(j) and the residue class of
a cycle z ∈ K(j) in H(j) with [z]. Let e∗1, . . . , e∗j be the basis of L∗ with e∗i (ei) = 1
and e∗i (ek) = 0 for k 6= i. In order to simplify the notation we set ∂i = ∂e∗i . For the
long exact sequences of the Koszul homology and further details see 1.3.
Sometimes we perform base changes on L.
Remark 4.1.1. Let 0 6= µ ∈ L(j, e)∗−1 be an arbitrary element. There exists a
basis l = l1, . . . , ln of L, such that lk = ek for k > j, lk ∈
∑j
l=1Kel for k ≤ j and
µ = (lj)∗. Then L(k, e) = L(k, l) for k ≥ j and ∂(li) = yi for i = 1, . . . , n is again a
basis of S1.
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In this chapter we need the following:
Lemma 4.1.2. Let M ∈ MN(S), p ∈ {0, . . . , n} and t ∈ N. Suppose that
Hp(j)p+l = 0 for l = −1, . . . , t− 1. Then:
(i) Hp(j − 1)p+l = 0 for l = −1, . . . , t− 1.
(ii) Hp(j − 1)p+t is isomorphic to a submodule of Hp(j)p+t.
(iii) Hi(j)i+l = 0 for l = −1, . . . , t− 1 and i = p, . . . , j.
Proof. We prove (i) by induction on l for l = −1, . . . , t − 1. If l = −1 there is
nothing to show because Hp(j − 1)p+l = 0 for l < 0. Now let l > −1 and consider
the exact sequence
. . .→ Hp(j − 1)p+l−1 → Hp(j − 1)p+l → Hp(j)p+l → . . . .
Since by the induction hypothesis Hp(j − 1)p+l−1 = 0 and by the assumption
Hp(j)p+l = 0, we get that Hp(j − 1)p+l = 0.
For l = t the exact sequence of the Koszul homology together with (i) yields
0→ Hp(j − 1)p+t → Hp(j)p+t → . . . ,
which proves (ii).
We show by induction on j ∈ [n] that the assertion of (iii) holds. The case j = 1
is trivial and for j > 1 and i = p the assertion is true by the assumption. Now let
j > 1, i > p and consider
. . .→ Hi(j − 1)i+l → Hi(j)i+l → Hi−1(j − 1)i−1+l → . . . .
By (i) we obtain that Hp(j − 1)p+l = 0 for l = −1, . . . , t− 1. By the induction on j
we get that Hi(j − 1)i+l = Hi−1(j − 1)i−1+l = 0. Therefore Hi(j)i+l = 0. 
4.2. Lower bounds for Betti numbers of graded S-modules
The aim of this section is to give lower bounds for the Betti numbers of graded
S-modules, which are related to the conjecture by Herzog. If M ∈ MN(S), then
observe that Ki(j) is generated in degrees greater or equal to i.
We introduce a partial order on the Koszul complex of M . For 0 6= z ∈ Ki(j)
we write
z = mJeJ +
∑
I⊆[n], I 6=J
mIeI
with coefficients in M , and where eJ is the lexicographic largest monomial of all eL
with mL 6= 0. Recall that for I, J ⊆ [n], I = {i1 < . . . < it}, J = {j1 < . . . < jt′}
eI <lex eJ if either t < t′ or t = t′ and there exists a number p with il = jl for all
l < p and ip > jp.
Definition 4.2.1. In the presentation above we call in(z) = mJeJ the initial term
of z.
For I = {i1 < . . . < it} ⊆ [n] we write ∂I = ∂i1 ◦ . . . ◦ ∂it .
Lemma 4.2.2. Let M ∈MN(S), p ∈ {0, . . . , j}, r ∈ {0, . . . , p} and 0 6= z ∈ Kp(j)
be homogeneous such that in(z) = mJeJ . Then for all I ⊆ J with |I| = r the
elements ∂I(z) are K-linearly independent in Kp−r(j). In particular, if z is a cycle,
then {∂I(z) : I ⊆ J, |I| = r} is a set of K-linearly independent cycles.
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Proof. For I ⊆ J with |I| = r we have in(∂I(z)) = mJeJ−I . Since the initial terms
are pairwise disjoint, the elements ∂I(z) are K-linearly independent in Kp−r(j).
We prove by induction on r ∈ {0, . . . , p} that all ∂I(z) are cycles provided z is
a cycle. The case r = 0 is trivial and the assertion for the case r = 1 follows from
1.3.3.
Assume that r > 0. Let I ⊆ J with |I| = r and choose t ∈ I. Then ∂I−{t}(z) is
a cycle by the induction hypothesis. Then 1.3.3 yields that
∂I(z) = ±∂t ◦ ∂I−{t}(z)
is a cycle. 
Lemma 4.2.3. Let M ∈ MN(S), p ∈ [j], t ∈ N and z ∈ Kp(j)p+t. Assume that
Hp−1(j)p−1+l = 0 for l = −1, . . . , t− 1.
(i) If p < j and ∂j(z) = ∂(y) for some y, then there exists z˜ such that z˜ =
z + ∂(r) and ∂j(z˜) = 0. In particular z˜ ∈ Kp(j − 1), and if z is a cycle,
then [z] = [z˜].
(ii) If p = j and ∂j(z) = ∂(y) for some y, then z = 0. In particular if z 6= 0 is
a cycle, then we have 0 6= [∂j(z)] ∈ Hj−1(j)j−1+t.
Proof. To prove (i) we proceed by induction on t ∈ N. If t = 0, then y ∈
Kp(j)p+t−1 = 0, and so ∂j(z) = 0. Thus we choose z˜ = z.
Let t > 0 and assume that ∂j(z) = ∂(y). We see that ∂j(y) is a cycle because
0 = ∂j(∂j(z)) = ∂j(∂(y)) = −∂(∂j(y)).
But ∂j(y) ∈ Kp−1(j)p−1+t−1. Since Hp−1(j)p−1+t−1 = 0, we have that ∂j(y) = ∂(y′)
is a boundary for some y′.
By the induction hypothesis we get y˜ = y+∂(r′) such that ∂j(y˜) = 0. Note that
∂(y˜) = ∂(y) = ∂j(z).
We define
z˜ = z + ∂(ej ∧ y˜) = z + xj y˜ − ej ∧ ∂j(z).
Then
∂j(z˜) = ∂j(z) + xj∂j(y˜)− ∂j(ej) ∧ ∂j(z) + ej ∧ ∂j ◦ ∂j(z) = ∂j(z)− ∂j(z) = 0
and this gives (i).
If p = j, we see that z = me[j] for some m ∈ M and therefore ∂j(z) 6= 0 if and
only if z 6= 0.
We prove (ii) by induction on t ∈ N. For t = 0 there is nothing to show. Let
t > 0 and assume ∂j(z) = ∂(y). By the same argument as in the proof of (i) we
get ∂j(y) = ∂(y′) for some y′. The induction hypothesis implies y = 0, and then
z = 0. 
Lemma 4.2.4. Let M ∈ MN(S), p ∈ {0, . . . , j}, t ∈ N and 0 6= z ∈ Kp(j)p+t.
Assume that Hp(j)p+l = 0 for l = −1, . . . , t − 1 and let r ∈ [j]. If ∂(y) = z in
K(j) for some y and z ∈ Kp(j − r)p+t ⊆ Kp(j)p+t, then there exists an element
y˜ = y + ∂(y′) ∈ Kp+1(j − r)p+1+t−1 such that ∂(y˜) = z.
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Proof. We prove the assertion by induction on j − r. For j = r there is nothing to
show. Let j > r. Since
0 = ∂j(z)
and
z = ∂(y) = ∂(ej ∧ ∂j(y) + r) = xj∂j(y)− ej ∧ ∂(∂j(y)) + ∂(r),
we see that ∂j(y) is a cycle and therefore a boundary by the assumption that
Hp(j)p+t−1 = 0. By 4.2.3 we may assume that y ∈ K(j − 1). By the induction
hypothesis we find the desired y˜ in K(j − r). 
Lemma 4.2.5. Let M ∈ MN(S) and t ∈ N. If βSn−1,n−1+l(M) = 0 for l =
−1, . . . , t − 1 and βSn,n+t(M) 6= 0, then there exists a basis e of L and a cycle
z ∈ Kn(n)n+t such that
(i) [z] ∈ Hn(n)n+t is not zero.
(ii) [∂i(z)] ∈ Hn−1(n)n−1+t are K-linearly independent for i = 1, . . . , n.
In particular βSn−1,n−1+t(M) ≥ n.
Proof. Let e be an arbitrary basis of L. Since βSn,n+t(M) 6= 0, there exists a cycle
z ∈ Kn(n)n+t with 0 6= [z] ∈ Hn(n)n+t. Furthermore, Hn−1(n)n−1+l = 0 for l =
−1, . . . , t − 1. In this situation we have z = me[n] for some socle element m of M
and we want to show that every equation
0 =
n∑
i=1
µi[∂i(z)] = [
n∑
i=1
µi∂
i(z)] with µi ∈ K,
implies µi = 0 for all i ∈ [n]. Assume that there is such an equation where not all µi
are zero. After a base change of L we may assume that
∑n
i=1 µi∂
i = ∂n (see 4.1.1).
We get
0 = [∂n(z)],
contradicting to 4.2.3 (ii). 
Theorem 4.2.6. Let M ∈ MN(S), t ∈ N and p ∈ [n]. If βSp−1,p−1+l(M) = 0 for
l = −1, . . . , t − 1 and βSp,p+t(M) 6= 0, then there exists a basis e of L and a cycle
z ∈ Kp(n)p+t such that
(i) [z] ∈ Hp(n)p+t is not zero.
(ii) [∂i(z)] ∈ Hp−1(n)p−1+t are K-linearly independent for i = 1, . . . , p.
In particular βSp−1,p−1+t(M) ≥ p.
Proof. We have Hp(n)p+t 6= 0 because βSp,p+t(M) 6= 0. Choose 0 6= h ∈ Hp(n)p+t. We
prove by induction on n that we can find a basis e of L(n) and a cycle z ∈ Kp(n)p+t
representing h such that every equation
0 =
p∑
i=1
µi[∂i(z)] = [
p∑
i=1
µi∂
i(z)] with µi ∈ K,
implies µi = 0 for all i. The cases n = 1 and n > 1, p = n were shown in 4.2.5.
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Let n > 1 and p < n. Assume that there is a basis e and such an equation for
a cycle z with [z] = h where not all µi are zero. After a base change of L we may
assume that
∑p
i=1 µi∂
i = ∂n. Then
0 = [∂n(z)],
and therefore ∂n(z) = ∂(y) for some y. By 4.2.3 we can find an element y˜ such that
[y˜] = [z] and y˜ ∈ Kp(n−1)p+t. Now 4.1.2 guarantees that we can apply our induction
hypothesis to y˜ and we find a base change l = l1, . . . , ln−1 of e1, . . . , en−1, [z˜] = [y˜] in
Hp(n−1)p+t (with respect to the new basis) such that [∂i(z˜)] ∈ Hp−1(n−1)p−1+t are
K-linearly independent for i = 1, . . . , p. By 4.1.2 we have Hi(n − 1)i+t ⊆ Hi(n)i+t
for i = p− 1, p. Then z˜ is the desired cycle because [z˜] = [z] in Hp(n)p+t. 
Before we give our main results, we introduce some notation.
Definition 4.2.7. Let M ∈MZ(S) and k ∈ {0, . . . , n}. We define
dk(M) = min({j ∈ Z : βSk,k+j(M) 6= 0} ∪ {regS(M)}).
We are interested in the numbers βk,lini (M) = β
S
i,i+dk(M)
(M) for i ≥ k. Note that
β0,lini (M) = β
lin
i (M). If 0 6= Ωk(M) is the kth-syzygy module in the minimal graded
free resolution of M , then we always have βSi,i+j(M) = β
S
i−k,i−k+j+k(Ωk(M)) for i ≥ k.
Therefore βk,lini (M) = β
lin
i−k(Ωk(M)) for these i. Note that d0(Ωk(M)) = dk(M) + k.
Corollary 4.2.8. Let M ∈ MZ(S) and k ∈ {0, . . . , n}. If βk,linp (M) 6= 0 for some
p > k, then
βk,linp−1 (M) ≥ p.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that M ∈ MN(S). Now apply
4.2.6. 
For the numbers βlini (M) and β
1,lin
i (M) we get more precise results. The next
result was first discovered in [32].
Theorem 4.2.9. Let M ∈MZ(S) and p ∈ {0, . . . , n}. If βlinp (M) 6= 0, then
βlini (M) ≥
(
p
i
)
for i = 0, . . . , p.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that M ∈ MN(S). The asser-
tion follows from 4.2.2 and the fact that there are no non-trivial boundaries in
Ki(n)i+d0(M). 
To prove lower bounds for β1,lini we use slightly different methods. We fix a basis
e of L for the rest of this chapter. Let F be a graded free S-module and > an
arbitrary degree refining term order on F with x1 > . . . > xn (see 1.7 for details).
For a homogeneous element f ∈ F we set in>(f) for the maximal monomial in a
presentation of f . Note that we also defined in(z) for some bihomogeneous z ∈ K(n).
This should not be confused with in>(f).
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Lemma 4.2.10. Let M,F ∈ MZ(S), M ⊂ F and let F be a free module. Assume
that 0 6= z is a homogeneous cycle of K1(n,M) with z =
∑
j≥imjej and in(z) = miei.
Then there exists an integer j > i with 0 6= in>(mj) > in>(mi). In particular mi
and mj are K-linearly independent.
Proof. We have
0 = ∂(z) = mixi +
∑
j>i
mjxj.
Hence there exists an integer j > i and a monomial aj of mj with in>(mi)xi = ajxj
because all monomials have to cancel. Assume that
in>(mi) ≥ in>(mj).
Then
in>(mi)xi > in>(mi)xj ≥ in>(mj)xj ≥ ajxj
is a contradiction. Therefore
in>(mi) < in>(mj).

Construction 4.2.11. Let M,F ∈ MZ(S), M ⊂ F and F be a free module.
Let p ∈ {0, . . . , n} and 0 6= z be a homogeneous cycle of Kp(n,M) with z =∑
J, |J |=pmJeJ , in(z) = mIeI . Assume that I = {1, . . . , p}. For k = 0, . . . , p we
construct inductively sets
Jk = {1, . . . , p− k, j1, . . . , jk}
with jk > p− k + 1, jk 6= ji for i = 0, . . . , k − 1 and
in>(mJk) > in>(mJk−1) > . . . > in>(mJ0).
Set J0 = I. Assume that Jk−1 is constructed. Then we apply 4.2.10 to
∂{1,... ,p−k,j1,... ,jk−1}(z) where in(∂{1,... ,p−k,j1,... ,jk−1}(z)) = mJk−1ep−k+1
and find jk > p − k + 1 such that in>(m{1,... ,p−k,j1,... ,jk−1}∪{jk}) > in>(mJk−1). We
see that jk 6= ji for i = 1, . . . , k − 1 because these eji do not appear with non-zero
coefficient in ∂{1,... ,p−k,j1,... ,jk−1}(z).
Corollary 4.2.12. Let M,F ∈ MZ(S), M ⊂ F and F be a free module. Let p ∈
{0, . . . , n} and 0 6= z be a homogeneous cycle of Kp(n,M) with z =
∑
J, |J |=pmJeJ .
Then there exist p+ 1 coefficients mJ of z, which are K-linearly independent.
Proof. This follows from 4.2.11 because the coefficients there have different leading
terms. 
Theorem 4.2.13. Let p ≥ 1 and M ∈MZ(S) such that β1,linp (M) 6= 0. Then
β1,lini (M) ≥
(
p
i
)
for i = 1, . . . , p.
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Proof. Let
0→M ′ → F →M → 0
be a presentation of M such that F is free and M ′ = Ω1(M). We show that
βlini (M
′) ≥
(
p′ + 1
i+ 1
)
for p′ = p− 1.
Since β1,lini (M) = β
lin
i−1(M
′), this will prove the theorem.
After a suitable shift of the grading of M we may assume that d0(M ′) = 0. Note
that M ′ is a submodule of a free module and we can apply our construction 4.2.11.
Since βlinp′ (M
′) 6= 0, we get a homogeneous cycle 0 6= z in Kp′(n,M ′)p′ . There are
no boundaries except for zero in Ki(n,M ′)i and therefore we only have to construct
enough K-linearly independent cycles in Ki(n,M ′)i to prove the assertion. Assume
that in(z) = m[p′]e[p′] and construct the numbers j1, . . . , jp′ for z by 4.2.11.
Let t ∈ {0, . . . , p′} and set i = p′ − t. We consider the cycles ∂L(z) (see 4.2.2)
with L ∈W = W0∪˙ . . . ∪˙Wt where
Wk = {I ∪ {j1, . . . , jk} : I ⊆ [p′ − k], |I| = t− k} for k ∈ {0, . . . , t}.
We have
|Wk| =
(
p′ − k
t− k
)
and therefore
|W | =
t∑
k=0
(
p′ − k
t− k
)
=
(
p′ + 1
t
)
=
(
p′ + 1
p′ − t+ 1
)
=
(
p′ + 1
i+ 1
)
.
If we show that the cycles ∂L(z) are K-linearly independent, the assertion follows.
We consider L ∈W , L = IL∪{j1, . . . , jkL} for some IL ⊆ [p′−kL], |IL| = t−kL.
By 4.2.11 it is easy to see that
in(∂L(z)) = m{1,... ,p′−kL}∪{j1,... ,jkL}e{1,... ,p′−kL}−IL .
It is enough to show that the initial terms of the cycles are K-linearly independent.
If cycles have different initial monomials in the ei, there is nothing to show. Take
L,L′ and assume that the corresponding cycles have the same initial monomial in
the ei. We have to consider two cases. If kL = kL′ , then IL = IL′ and the cycles are
the same. For kL < kL′ the construction 4.2.11 implies
in(m{1,... ,p′−kL}∪{j1,... ,jkL}) < in(m{1,... ,p′−kL′}∪{j1,... ,jkL′ }),
which proves the K-linearly independence. 
The next corollary summarizes our results related to the conjecture of Herzog.
Corollary 4.2.14. Let M ∈MZ(S) and p ∈ {0, . . . , n}. Suppose that βlinp (M) 6= 0
and M is the kth-syzygy module in a minimal graded free resolution. Then:
(i) If k = 0, then βlini (M) ≥
(
p
i
)
for i = 0, . . . , p.
(ii) If k = 1, then βlini (M) ≥
(
p+1
i+1
)
for i = 0, . . . , p.
(iii) If k > 1 and p > 0, then βlinp−1(M) ≥ p+ k.
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Proof. Statement (i) was shown in 4.2.9. In the proof of 4.2.13 we proved in fact
(ii). Finally, (iii) follows from 4.2.8 since βlini (M) = β
k,lin
i+k (N) if M is the k
th-syzygy
module in the minimal graded free resolution of some module N . 
Recall that a finitely generated graded S-module M satisfies Serre’s condition
Sk if
depth(MP ) ≥ min(k, dimSP )
for all P ∈ Spec(S). We recall the Auslander-Bridger theorem [9]:
Lemma 4.2.15. Let M ∈MZ(S). Then M is a kth-syzygy module in a graded free
resolution if and only if M satisfies Sk.
Proof. The proof is essential the same as in [28] where the local case is treated. 
Corollary 4.2.16. Let M ∈ MZ(S) and p ∈ {0, . . . , n}. Suppose that M satisfies
Sk and βlinp (M) 6= 0. Then:
(i) If k = 0, then βlini (M) ≥
(
p
i
)
for i = 0, . . . , p.
(ii) If k = 1, then βlini (M) ≥
(
p+1
i+1
)
for i = 0, . . . , p.
(iii) If k > 1 and p > 0, then βlinp−1(M) ≥ p+ k.
Proof. According to 4.2.15 the module M satisfies Sk if and only if M is a kth-syzygy
module in a graded free resolution G → N → 0 of some graded S-module N . It is
well-known (see for example [10]) that G = F ⊕H as graded complexes where F is
the minimal graded free resolution of N and H is split exact. Then M splits as a
graded module into Ωk(N)⊕W where W is a graded free S-module. If p = 0, there
is nothing to show. For p > 0 it follows that βlinp (Ωk(N)) 6= 0. Then 4.2.14 applied
to Ωk(N) proves the corollary, since βSi,j(M) ≥ βSi,j(Ωk(N)) for all i, j ∈ N. 
4.3. Lower bounds for Betti numbers of Zn-graded S-modules
The polynomial ring S = K[x1, . . . , xn] is Zn-graded with deg(xi) = εi. Let
M ∈ MZn(S). Recall that M is naturally graded by setting Mi =
⊕
a∈Zn, |a|=iMa.
Therefore all methods from the last section can be applied in the following. Fur-
thermore, the Koszul complex and homology are Zn-graded if we assign the degree
εi to ei. For example, if w ∈ Ma for some a ∈ Zn, then deg(weI) is a +
∑
i∈I εi; or
if z ∈ Ki(j) is homogeneous of degree a, then deg(∂I(z)) = a−
∑
i∈I εi.
For the finer grading we want to prove results which are more precise than those
in the last section. Note that 4.1.2, 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 hold for M ∈ MNn(S). The
proofs are verbatim the same if we replace “graded” by “Zn-graded”. We prove now
a modified version of 4.2.6.
Lemma 4.3.1. Let M ∈MNn(S), p ∈ [j] and t ∈ N. Suppose that Hi(j)i+l = 0 for
i = p− 1, . . . , j, l = −1, . . . , t− 1 and let z ∈ Kp(j)p+t be a Zn-homogeneous cycle
with 0 6= [z] ∈ Hp(j)p+t. Then there exists a Zn-homogeneous cycle z˜ with:
(i) [z˜] = [z] ∈ Hp(j)p+t.
(ii) [∂ji(z˜)] ∈ Hp−1(j)p−1+t are K-linearly independent for i = 1, . . . , p and
some ji ∈ [j].
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Proof. We prove by induction on j ∈ [n] that we find an element [z˜] = [z] and a set
{j1, . . . , jp} such that the cycles [∂ji(z˜)] are K-linearly independent for i = 1, . . . , p.
The cases j = 1 and j > 1, p = j follow from 4.2.3 (ii) because if deg(z) = a ∈ Nn,
then all ∂k(z) have different degrees a−εk and it suffices to show that these elements
are not boundaries.
Let j > 1 and assume that p < j. Again it suffices to show that the cycles
∂ji(z) are not boundaries for a suitable subset {j1, . . . , jp} ⊆ [j]. If such a set
exists, then nothing is to prove. Otherwise there exists a number k ∈ [j] with
[∂k(z)] = 0 and we may assume that k = j. By 4.2.3 we find z˜ such that [z˜] = [z]
in H(j) and z˜ ∈ K(j − 1). By 4.1.2 we can apply our induction hypothesis and
assume that z˜ has the desired properties in H(j − 1). Again by 4.1.2 we have
Hp−1(j − 1)p−1+t ⊆ Hp−1(j)p−1+t and z˜ is the desired element. 
We need the following simple combinatorial tool.
Construction 4.3.2. Let p ∈ [n]. Define inductively a sequence of subsetsWi ⊆ 2[n]
for i = 0, . . . , p. Set
W0 = {∅}.
If Wi−1 is defined, then for every set w ∈ Wi−1 we choose p− i+ 1 different elements
iw1 , . . . , i
w
p−i+1 ∈ [n] such that iwj 6∈ w. Define
Wi = {w ∪ {iwj } : w ∈ Wi−1 and j = 1, . . . , p− i+ 1}.
Lemma 4.3.3. Let Wi be defined as in 4.3.2. Then for i = 0, . . . , p we have
|Wi| ≥
(
p
i
)
.
Proof. We prove this by induction on p ∈ [n]. The case p = 0 is trivial, so let p > 0
and without loss of generality we may assume that W1 = {{1}, . . . , {p}}. The set Wi
is the disjoint union of the sets W 1i = {w ∈Wi : 1 ∈ w} and W 1ˆi = {w ∈Wi : 1 6∈ w}.
The induction hypothesis applied to W 1i and W
1ˆ
i implies
|Wi| = |W 1i |+ |W 1ˆi | ≥
(
p− 1
i− 1
)
+
(
p− 1
i
)
=
(
p
i
)
.

We prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 4.3.4. Let k ∈ [n] and M ∈ MZn(S). If βk,linp (M) 6= 0 for some p ≥ k,
then
βk,lini (M) ≥
(
p
i
)
for i = k, . . . , p.
Proof. Without loss of generality we have that M ∈ MNn(S) after a suitable re-
grading of M . Since βk,linp (M) 6= 0, there exists a Zn-homogeneous cycle z in
Kp(n)p+dk(M) such that 0 6= [z] ∈ Hp(n)p+dk(M) and deg(z) = a for some a ∈
Nn. By the definition of dk(M) and 4.1.2 we have Hi(n)i+l = 0 for i ≥ k and
l = −1, . . . , dk(M)− 1.
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We will construct inductively Wi as in 4.3.2, as well as cycles zw for each w ∈Wi
such that [zw] 6= 0, deg(zw) = a −
∑
i∈w εi, 0 6= [∂i
w
k (zw)] for k = 1, . . . , p − i and
suitable iwk 6∈ w. Furthermore, zw is an element of the Koszul complex with respect
to the variables xi with i 6∈ w. For i ≥ k we take all cycles zw ∈ Ki(n)i+dk(M)
with w ∈ Wp−i which have different Zn-degree. They are not zero and therefore
K-linearly independent in homology. By 4.3.3 there are at least
(
p
p−i
)
=
(
p
i
)
of them
and this concludes the proof.
Let W0 = {∅}. By 4.3.1 we can choose z in a way such that [zij ] = [∂ij(z)] 6= 0
for j = 1, . . . , p and some ij ∈ [n]. Choose z∅ = z and i∅j = ij.
If Wi−1 and zw for w ∈Wi−1 are constructed, then define Wi with Wi−1 and the
given iwk for w ∈Wi−1. For w′ ∈Wi with w′ = w ∪ {iwk }, re-choose zw′ = ∂iwk (zw) by
4.3.1 in such a way that [∂i
w′
j (zw′)] 6= 0 for j = 1, . . . , p− i and some iw′j ∈ [n].
Note that since zw has no monomial which is divided by some ei for i ∈ w, we
can use 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 to avoid these ei in the construction of zw′ again. By 4.1.2
the cycles ∂i
w′
j (zw′) are also not zero in H(n). Clearly iw
′
j 6∈ w′ and the assertion
follows. 
In the Zn-graded setting we prove the desired results about βlini in full generality.
Corollary 4.3.5. Let M ∈ MZn(S) and M is the kth-syzygy module in a minimal
Zn-graded free resolution. If βlinp (M) 6= 0 for some p ∈ N, then
βlini (M) ≥
(
p+ k
i+ k
)
for i = 0, . . . , p.
Proof. This follows from 4.3.4 and the fact that
βlini (M) = β
k,lin
i+k (N) ≥
(
p+ k
i+ k
)
where M is the kth-syzygy module of a Zn-graded S-module N . 
Analogue to 4.2.15 we get:
Lemma 4.3.6. Let M ∈ MZn(S). Then M satisfies Sk if and only if M is a
kth-syzygy module in a Zn-graded free resolution.
Corollary 4.3.7. Let M ∈ MZn(S) and M satisfies Sk. If βlinp (M) 6= 0 for some
p ∈ N, then
βlini (M) ≥
(
p+ k
i+ k
)
for i = 0, . . . , p.
Proof. The assertion follows from 4.3.5 with similar arguments as in the graded
case. 
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4.4. Bounds for Betti numbers of ideals with a fixed number of
generators in given degree and a linear resolution
In this section we are interested in bounds for the graded Betti numbers of
graded ideals of S = K[x1, . . . , xn]. We assume that the field K is infinite. Denote
the lexicographic order on S with >lex and the reverse lexicographic order on S with
>rlex. For the notion of term orders see 1.7.
Definition 4.4.1. Let xu ∈ S with |u| = d.
(i) R(xu) = {xv : |v| = d, xv ≥rlex xu} is said to be the revlex-segment of xu.
For a given d ∈ N and 0 ≤ k ≤ (n+d−1
d
)
we define I(d, k) as the unique
ideal which is generated in degree d by the revlex-segment R(xu) of the
monomial xu with |R(xu)| = k.
(ii) L(xu) = {xv : |v| = d, xv ≥lex xu} is said to be the lex-segment of xu. For
a given d ∈ N and 0 ≤ k ≤ (n+d−1
d
)
we define J(d, k) as the unique ideal
which is generated in degree d by the lex-segment L(xu) of the monomial
xu with |L(xu)| = k.
Lemma 4.4.2. Let d ∈ N and 0 ≤ k ≤ (n+d−1
d
)
. Then:
(i) I(d, k) is a stable ideal.
(ii) J(d, k) is a stable ideal.
Proof. Let xu ∈ G(I(d, k)) and i ≤ m(u). Since xixu/xm(u) >rlex xu, it follows from
the definition of I(d, k) that xixu/xm(u) ∈ I(d, k). By 1.7.10 we obtain that I(d, k)
is a stable ideal. Analogously J(d, k) is a stable ideal. 
For stable ideals there exist explicit formulas for the Betti numbers (see 1.7.12).
Let I ⊂ S be a stable ideal. Then
βSi,i+j(I) =
∑
xu∈G(I), |u|=j
(
m(xu)− 1
i
)
.(5)
If a stable ideal I is generated in one degree, then I has a linear resolution.
Proposition 4.4.3. Let I ⊂ S be a stable ideal generated in degree d ∈ N with
βS0,d(I) = k. Then
βSi,i+j(I) ≥ βSi,i+j(I(d, k))
for all i, j ∈ N.
Proof. Fix d ∈ N and 0 ≤ k ≤ (n+d−1
d
)
. Let l(I) be the number of monomials in Id
which are not monomials in I(d, k)d. We prove the statement by induction on l(I).
If l(I) = 0, then I = I(d, k) and there is nothing to show.
We assume that l(I) > 0. Let xu be the smallest monomial in Id with respect to
>rlex which is not in I(d, k)d and xv be the largest monomial which is in I(d, k)d, but
not in Id. We define the ideal I˜ by G(I˜) = (G(I)\{xu})∪{xv}. Then l(I˜) = l(I)−1,
and I˜ is also stable. Thus by the induction hypothesis
βSi,i+j(I˜) ≥ βSi,i+j(I(d, k)).
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Since xv >rlex xu, the revlex order implies
m(xv) ≤ m(xu).
Therefore (5) yields
βSi,i+j(I) ≥ βSi,i+j(I˜),
which proves the assertion. 
Let gin(I) denote the generic initial ideal of a graded ideal I ⊂ S with respect
to the reverse lexicographic order.
Proposition 4.4.4. Let d ∈ N and I ⊂ S be a graded ideal with d-linear resolu-
tion. Then gin(I) is stable, independent of the characteristic of K, and βSi,i+j(I) =
βSi,i+j(gin(I)) for all i, j ∈ N.
Proof. By 1.7.11 we know that regS(gin(I)) = regS(I). Therefore regS(gin(I)) = d
and gin(I) also has a d-linear resolution. [25, Prop. 10] implies that a Borel-fixed
monomial ideal, which is generated in degree d, has regularity d if and only if it is
stable. Thus we get that gin(I) is a stable ideal, independent of the characteristic
of K. Since I has a linear resolution, we obtain by the main result in [7] that
βSi,i+j(I) = β
S
i,i+j(gin(I)) for all i, j ∈ N. 
Theorem 4.4.5. Let d ∈ N, 0 ≤ k ≤ (n+d−1
d
)
and I ⊂ S be a graded ideal with
d-linear resolution and k generators. Then
βSi,i+j(I) ≥ βSi,i+j(I(d, k))
for all i, j ∈ N.
Proof. This follows from 4.4.3 and 4.4.4. 
Next we show an analogue of 4.4.5 for upper bounds of Betti numbers.
Proposition 4.4.6. Let d ∈ N, 0 ≤ k ≤ (n+d−1
d
)
and I ⊂ S be a graded ideal with
d-linear resolution and k generators. Then
βSi,i+j(I) ≤ βSi,i+j(J(d, k))
for all i, j ∈ N.
Proof. By [41, Thm. 31] we find an ideal L with the same Hilbert function as I and
βSi,i+j(I) ≤ βSi,i+j(L)
for all i, j ∈ N. Furthermore, L has the property that the set of monomials of Lj is
a lex-segment for all j ∈ N. We see that
βS0,d(L) = β
S
0,d(I) = k
because these ideals share the same Hilbert function. It follows that J(d, k) = (Ld),
and in particular that G(J(d, k)) = G(L)d. Therefore
βSi,i+d(I) ≤ βSi,i+d(L) = βSi,i+d(J(d, k)),
for all i, j ∈ N where the last equality follows from (5). 
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Definition 4.4.7. Let d ∈ N, 0 ≤ k ≤ (n+d−1
d
)
. We define B(d, k) as the set of
Betti sequences {βSi,j(I)} where I ⊂ S is a graded ideal with d-linear resolution and
βS0,d(I) = k. On B(d, k) we consider a partial order: We set {βSi,j(I)} ≥ {βSi,j(J)} if
βSi,j(I) ≥ βSi,j(J) for all i, j ∈ N.
Corollary 4.4.8. Let d ∈ N, 0 ≤ k ≤ (n+d−1
d
)
. Then {βSi,j(I(d, k))} is the unique
minimal element and {βSi,j(J(d, k))} is the unique maximal element of B(d, k).

CHAPTER 5
Homological properties of bigraded algebras
This chapter is devoted to study homological properties of bigraded K-algebras
R = S/J where S is a bigraded polynomial ring and J ⊂ S is a bigraded ideal. In
the first section we give a homological characterization of the x- and y-regularity of
R. As applications we reprove a result by Trung [50] and show that the x-regularity
of S/J and S/bigin(J) are the same. It was shown in [21] (or [38]) that for j  0
and a graded ideal I in a polynomial ring, reg(Ij) is a linear function cj+ d in j. In
the fourth section we give, in case that I is equigenerated, bounds j0 such that for
j ≥ j0 the function is linear and give also a bound for d. Finally, we obtain upper
bounds for the x- and y-regularity of generalized Veronese algebras.
5.1. Regularity
Let K be a field with |K| = ∞ and fix a bigraded K-algebra R. Then we may
write R = S/J where S is a bigraded polynomial ring and J ⊂ S is a bigraded ideal.
Set mx = (S(1,0)) ⊂ S, my = (S(0,1)) ⊂ S and m = mx + my.
Following [5] (or [50] under the name filter regular element) we introduce:
Definition 5.1.1. We define:
(i) An element x ∈ R(1,0) is called almost regular for R (with respect to the
x-degree) if (0 :R x)(a,∗) = 0 for a  0. A sequence x1, . . . , xt ∈ R(1,0) is
called almost regular (with respect to the x-degree) if for all i ∈ [t] the xi
is almost regular for R/(x1, . . . , xi−1)R.
(ii) An element y ∈ R(0,1) is called almost regular for R (with respect to the
y-degree) if (0 :R y)(∗,b) = 0 for b  0. A sequence y1, . . . , yt ∈ R(0,1) is an
almost regular sequence (with respect to the y-degree) if for all i ∈ [t] the
yi is almost regular for R/(y1, . . . , yi−1)R.
It is well-known that, provided |K| = ∞, after a generic choice of coordinates
we can achieve that a K-basis of R(1,0) is almost regular for R with respect to the
x-degree and a K-basis of R(0,1) is almost regular for R with respect to the y-degree.
For the convenience of the reader we give a proof of this fact.
Lemma 5.1.2. We have:
(i) If dimK R(1,0) > 0, then there exists an element x ∈ R(1,0) which is almost
regular for R with respect to the x-degree.
(ii) If dimK R(0,1) > 0, then there exists an element y ∈ R(0,1) which is almost
regular for R with respect to the y-degree.
Moreover, the property to be almost regular in (i) or (ii) is a non-empty open con-
dition.
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Proof. By symmetry it is enough to prove the statement (i). Observe that for
M ∈ Mbi(S) every prime ideal of AssS(M) is bigraded (see [23, Ex. 3.5]). We
claim that it is possible to choose 0 6= x ∈ R(1,0) such that for all Q ∈ AssS(0 :R x)
one has Q ⊇ mx. It follows that RadS(AnnS(0 :R x)) ⊇ mx. Hence there exists an
integer i such that mix(0 :R x) = 0 and this proves the lemma.
It remains to show the claim. If P ⊇ mx for all P ∈ AssS(R), then we may
choose 0 6= x ∈ R(1,0) arbitrary because AssS(0 :R x) ⊆ AssS(R). Otherwise there
exists an ideal P ∈ AssS(R) with P 6⊇ mx. In this case we may choose x ∈ R(1,0)
with
x 6∈
⋃
P∈AssS(R), P 6⊇mx
P
since |K| = ∞. Let Q ∈ AssS(0 :R x) be arbitrary. Then x ∈ Q because x ∈
AnnS(0 :R x). We also have that Q ∈ AssS(R) and this implies that Q ⊇ mx by the
choice of x. This gives the claim. Observe that in every case the choice of x is a
non-empty open condition. 
An induction on dimK R(1,0) or dimK R(0,1) yields:
Corollary 5.1.3. We have:
(i) There exists a K-basis x = x1, . . . , xn of R(1,0) such that x is almost regular
for R with respect to the x-degree. Moreover, a generic K-basis of R(1,0)
has this property.
(ii) There exists a K-basis y = y1, . . . , ym of R(0,1) such that y is almost regular
for R with respect to the y-degree. Moreover, a generic K-basis of R(0,1) has
this property.
Let W be a d-dimensional K-vector space with basis f1, . . . , fd. That a generic
K-basis of W satisfies a certain property P means the following: Every element of
GL(d;K) induces a linear automorphism on W . Then there exists a non-empty open
subset U of GL(d;K) such that for all g ∈ U the K-basis g(f1), . . . , g(fd) satisfies
P . We call this K-basis generic for W .
Thus we may always assume that R = S/J where S = K[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym],
x = x1, . . . , xn is almost regular for R with respect to the x-degree and y =
y1, . . . , ym is almost regular for R with respect to the y-degree. To simplify the
notation we do not distinguish between the polynomial ring variables xi or yj and
the corresponding residue classes in R.
Definition 5.1.4. Let x be almost regular for R with respect to the x-degree and
let y be almost regular for R with respect to the y-degree. We define
sxi (R) = max({a : (0 :R/(x1,... ,xi−1)R xi)(a,∗) 6= 0} ∪ {0}),
sx(R) = max{sx1(R), . . . , sxn(R)}
and
syi (R) = max({b : (0 :R/(y1,... ,yi−1)R yi)(∗,b) 6= 0} ∪ {0}),
sy(R) = max{sy1(R), . . . , sym(R)}.
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Recall thatK(k, l;R) = K(k, l) denotes the Koszul complex ofR andH(k, l;R) =
H(k, l) denotes the Koszul homology of R with respect to x1, . . . , xk and y1, . . . , yl
(see 1.3 for details). The following theorem characterizes the x- and y-regularity of
a bigraded K-algebra over S. It is the analogue of the corresponding graded version
in [5]. For its proof we consider
H˜0(k − 1, 0) = (0 :R/(x1,... ,xk−1)R xk) for k ∈ [n]
and
H˜0(n, k − 1) = (0 :R/(mx+y1,... ,yk−1)R yk) for k ∈ [m].
Then the beginning of the long exact Koszul sequence of the Koszul homology of R
for k ∈ [n] is modified to
. . .→ H1(k − 1, 0)(−1, 0) xk→ H1(k − 1, 0)→ H1(k, 0)→ H˜0(k − 1, 0)(−1, 0)→ 0,
and for k ∈ [m] to
. . .→ H1(n, k − 1)(0,−1) yk→ H1(n, k − 1)→ H1(n, k)→ H˜0(n, k − 1)(0,−1)→ 0.
It is easy to see that for k ∈ [n] and i ≥ 1 one has Hi(k, 0)(a,∗) = 0 for a  0.
Similarly for k ∈ [m] and i ≥ 1 one has Hi(n, k)(∗,b) = 0 for b 0.
Theorem 5.1.5. Let x be almost regular for R with respect to the x-degree and y
be almost regular for R with respect to the y-degree. Then
regx(R) = s
x(R) and regy(R) = s
y(R).
Proof. By symmetry it is enough to show this theorem only for x. Let
r(k,0) = max({a : Hi(k, 0)(a+i,∗) 6= 0 for i ∈ [k]} ∪ {0})
for k ∈ [n] and
r(n,k) = max({a : Hi(n, k)(a+i,∗) 6= 0 for i ∈ [n+ k]} ∪ {0})
for k ∈ [m]. Then r(n,m) = regx(R) because H0(n,m) = K. We claim that:
(i) For k ∈ [n] one has r(k,0) = max{sx1(R), . . . , sxk(R)}.
(ii) For k ∈ [m] one has r(n,k) = max{sx1(R), . . . , sxn(R)} = sx(R).
This yields the theorem. We show (i) by induction on k ∈ [n]. For k = 1 we have
the following exact sequence
0→ H1(1, 0)→ H˜0(0, 0)(−1, 0)→ 0
which proves this case. Let k > 1. Since
. . .→ H1(k, 0)→ H˜0(k − 1, 0)(−1, 0)→ 0,
we get r(k,0) ≥ sxk(R). If r(k−1,0) = 0, then r(k,0) ≥ r(k−1,0). Assume that r(k−1,0) > 0.
There exists an integer i such that Hi(k − 1)(r(k−1,0)+i,∗) 6= 0. Then by
. . .→ Hi+1(k, 0)(r(k−1,0)+i+1,∗) → Hi(k − 1, 0)(r(k−1,0)+i,∗)
→ Hi(k − 1, 0)(r(k−1,0)+i+1,∗) → . . .
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we have Hi+1(k, 0)(r(k−1,0)+i+1,∗) 6= 0 because Hi(k−1, 0)(r(k−1,0)+i+1,∗) = 0. This gives
also r(k,0) ≥ r(k−1,0). On the other hand let a > max{r(k−1,0), sxk(R)}. If i ≥ 2, then
by
. . .→ Hi(k − 1, 0)(a+i,∗) → Hi(k, 0)(a+i,∗) → Hi−1(k − 1, 0)(a+i−1,∗) → . . .
we get Hi(k, 0)(a+i,∗) = 0 because Hi(k−1, 0)(a+i,∗) = Hi−1(k−1, 0)(a+i−1,∗) = 0. Sim-
ilarly H1(k, 0)(a+1,∗) = 0. Therefore we obtain that r(k,0) = max{r(k−1,0), sxk(R)} =
max{sx1(R), . . . , sxk(R)} by the induction hypothesis.
We prove (ii) also by induction on k ∈ {0, . . . ,m}. The case k = 0 was shown
in (i), so let k > 0. Assume that a > sx(R). For i ≥ 2 one has
. . .→ Hi(n, k − 1)(a+i,∗) → Hi(n, k)(a+i,∗) → Hi−1(n, k − 1)(a+i,∗) → . . . .
Then we get Hi(n, k)(a+i,∗) = 0 because Hi(n, k−1)(a+i,∗) = Hi−1(n, k−1)(a+i,∗) = 0.
Similarly H1(n, k)(a+1,∗) = 0 and therefore r(n,k) ≤ sx(R). If sx(R) = 0, then
r(n,k) = sx(R). Assume that 0 < sx(R) = r(n,k−1).
There exists an integer i such that Hi(n, k − 1)(sx(R)+i,∗) 6= 0. Consider
. . .→ Hi(n, k − 1)(sx(R)+i,∗) yk→ Hi(n, k − 1)(sx(R)+i,∗) → Hi(n, k)(sx(R)+i,∗) → . . . .
If Hi(n, k)(sx(R)+i,∗) = 0, then Hi(n, k − 1)(sx(R)+i,∗) = ykHi(n, k − 1)(sx(R)+i,∗). This
is a contradiction by Nakayamas lemma because Hi(n, k − 1)(sx(R)+i,∗) is a finitely
generated Sy-module. Hence Hi(n, k)(sx(R)+i,∗) 6= 0 and thus r(n,k) = sx(R). 
5.2. d-sequences
Let S = K[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym] be the bigraded polynomial ring. Observe
that Sx = K[x1, . . . , xn] and Sy = K[y1, . . . , ym] are bigraded subalgebras of S.
Usually we consider Sx and Sy as graded polynomial rings. Recall from 1.6 that a
sequence of elements f1, . . . , fr in a ring is called a d-sequence, if
(i) f1, . . . , fr is a minimal system of generators of the ideal I = (f1, . . . , fr).
(ii) (f1, . . . , fi−1) : fi ∩ I = (f1, . . . , fi−1).
A result in [50] motivated the following proposition.
Proposition 5.2.1. Let J ⊂ S be a bigraded ideal and R = S/J . Then:
(i) regx(R) = 0 if and only if every generic K-basis of R(1,0) is a d-sequence.
(ii) regy(R) = 0 if and only if every generic K-basis of R(0,1) is a d-sequence.
Proof. By symmetry we only have to prove (i). Without loss of generality the K-
basis x = x1, . . . , xn of R(1,0) is an almost regular sequence for R with respect to
the x-degree because by 5.1.3 every generic K-basis of R(1,0) has this property.
By 5.1.5 one has regx(R) = 0 if and only if sx(R) = 0. By definition of sx(R)
this is equivalent to the fact that, for all i ∈ [n] and all a > 0, we have(
(x1, . . . , xi−1) :R xi
(x1, . . . , xi−1)
)
(a,∗)
= 0.
Equivalently, for all i ∈ [n] we obtain (x1, . . . , xi−1) :R xi ∩ (x) = (x1, . . . , xi−1).
This concludes the proof. 
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Remark 5.2.2. If R(1,0) (resp. R(0,1)) can be generated by a d-sequence (not neces-
sarily generic), then the proof of 5.2.1 shows that regx(R) = 0 (resp. regy(R) = 0).
For an application we recall some facts from 1.6. Let I = (f1, . . . , fm) ⊂ Sx be
a graded ideal generated in degree d. Let R(I) denote the Rees algebra of I and
S(I) denote the symmetric algebra of I. Both algebras are bigraded and have a
presentation S/J for a bigraded ideal J ⊂ S. We always assume that R(I) = S/J .
Note that then Ij ∼= (S/J)(∗,j)(−jd) for all j ∈ N. Similarly we may assume that
S(I) = S/J for a bigraded ideal J ⊂ S. We also consider the finitely generated
Sx-module Sj(I) = (S/J)(∗,j)(−jd), which we call the jth-symmetric power of I.
For the notion of an s-sequence see [35]. The following results were shown in
[35] and [50].
Corollary 5.2.3. Let I = (f1, . . . , fm) ⊂ Sx be a graded ideal generated in degree
d. Then:
(i) I can be generated by an s-sequence (with respect to the reverse lexicographic
order) if and only if regy(S(I)) = 0.
(ii) I can be generated by a d-sequence if and only if regy(R(I)) = 0.
Proof. In [35] and [50] it was shown that
(a) I can be generated by an s-sequence (with respect to the reverse lexico-
graphic order) if and only if S(I)(0,1) can be generated by a d-sequence.
(b) I can be generated by a d-sequence if and only if R(I)(0,1) can be generated
by a d-sequence.
Together with 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 these facts conclude the proof. 
5.3. Bigeneric initial ideals
Let S = K[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym] be the bigraded polynomial ring. We study
the relationship between the x-regularity of S/J and the x-regularity of S/bigin(J)
where J ⊂ S is a bigraded ideal. For notation and definitions see 1.7.
As before we set Sx = K[x1, . . . , xn] ⊂ S. Consider Sx as a graded polynomial
ring and set x = x1, . . . , xn. For the convenience of the reader we give a proof of a
well-known fact.
Lemma 5.3.1. Let I ⊂ Sx be a stable ideal and i ∈ [n]. Then:
(i) (x) ((xn,... ,xi+1)+I:Sxxi)(xn,... ,xi+1)+I = 0.
(ii) A homogeneous K-basis of ((xn,... ,xi+1)+I:Sxxi)(xn,... ,xi+1)+I is given by the residue classes
of xu/xm(u) where xu ∈ G(I) with m(u) = i.
Proof. Let M i = ((xn,... ,xi+1)+I:Sxxi)(xn,... ,xi+1)+I . For a monomial x
u ∈ Sx we denote the residue
class in M i with [xu]. We show:
(1) 0 6= [xu/xm(u)] ∈M i for xu ∈ G(I) with m(u) = i.
(2) 0 = (x)[xu/xm(u)] in M i for xu ∈ G(I) with m(u) = i.
(3) A system of homogeneous generators of M i is given by all [xu/xm(u)] with
xu ∈ G(I) and m(u) = i.
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This yields the lemma.
Proof of (1): Let xu ∈ G(I) with m(u) = i. Then xu/xm(u) ∈ ((xn, . . . , xi+1) +
I :Sx xi) and therefore [xu/xm(u)] ∈M i. Since m(u) = i and xu/xm(u) /∈ I, we obtain
that 0 6= [xu/xm(u)] in M i.
Proof of (2): Let j ≤ i. Since I is stable, we get that xjxu/xm(u) ∈ I. Thus
xj[xu/xm(u)] = 0 in M i. By the definition of M i one has xjM i = 0 for j ≥ i + 1.
Thus 0 = (x)[xu/xm(u)] in M i.
Proof of (3): If M i = 0, there is nothing to show. Assume that M i 6= 0. Let
w ∈ Sx with 0 6= [w] inM i. Then w /∈ (xn, . . . , xi+1)+I and xiw ∈ (xn, . . . , xi+1)+I.
Since I is a monomial ideal, we may assume that w = xu is a monomial in Sx. We
obtain that m(u) < i+ 1. We have to consider two cases:
(A) Assume that xixu = xjxu
′ for j ≥ i + 1 and for a monomial xu′ ∈ Sx. This
is a contradiction to m(u) < i+ 1.
(B) Otherwise xixu = xu
′
xu
′′ for xu′ ∈ G(I) and for a monomial xu′′ ∈ Sx. If xi
divides xu′′ , then
xu = xu
′
(xu
′′
/xi) ∈ I
and this is a contradiction to xu /∈ I. Hence xi divides xu′ . Since m(u) < i + 1, it
follows that m(u′),m(u′′) < i+ 1. If |u′′| 6= 0, then
xu = (xu
′
/xi)xu
′′ ∈ I,
because I is stable. This is again a contradiction. Hence
xu = (xu
′
/xi) and m(u′) = i.
The assertion follows. 
We consider a bigraded K-algebra R = S/J where J is a bistable ideal. We
associate invariants to R.
Definition 5.3.2. Let J ⊂ S be a bistable ideal and R = S/J . For i ∈ [n] and
j ≥ 0 we define:
mij(R) = sup({a : (0 :R/(xn,... ,xi+1)R xi)(a,j) 6= 0} ∪ {0}).
In the next proof we need the following notation. For a bistable ideal J and
v ∈ Nm we set J(∗,v) = Ivyv where Iv ⊂ Sx is a monomial ideal, which is stable in
Sx.
Proposition 5.3.3. Let J ⊂ S be a bistable ideal and R = S/J . Then:
(i) For every i ∈ [n] and for j ≥ 0 we have mij(R) ≤ max{mx(J)− 1, 0}.
(ii) For every i ∈ [n] and for j ≥ my(J) we have mij(R) = mimy(J)(R).
Proof. If G(J) = {xukyvk : k = 1, . . . , r}, then Iv = (xuk : vk  v) for v ∈ Nm. This
means that for all xu ∈ G(Iv) one has |u| ≤ mx(J). For fixed v with |v| = j we have
(0 :R/(xn,... ,xi+1)R xi)(∗,v) =
((xn, . . . , xi+1) + Iv :Sx xi)
(xn, . . . , xi+1) + Iv
yv.
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It follows from 5.3.1 that as a graded K-vector space
((xn, . . . , xi+1) + Iv :Sx xi)
(xn, . . . , xi+1) + Iv
yv =
⊕
xu∈G(Iv), m(u)=i
K(xu/xm(u))yv
because Iv is stable. Thus
mij(R) ≤ max{mx(J)− 1, 0},
which is (i).
To prove (ii) we replace J by J(∗,≥my(J)) and may assume that J is generated in
y-degree t = my(J). Then G(J) = {xukyvk : k = 1, . . . , r} where |vk| = t for all
k ∈ [r]. Let |uk| be maximal with m(uk) = i and define ci = max{|uk| − 1, 0}. We
show that mij(R) = c
i for j ≥ t and this gives (ii). By a similar argument as in (i)
we have mis+t(R) ≤ ci for s ≥ 0. If ci = 0, then mij(R) = 0. Assume that ci 6= 0.
We claim that
(∗) 0 6= [(xuk/xi)yvkysn] ∈ (0 :R/(xn,... ,xi+1)R xi)(∗,s+t) for s ≥ 0.
Assume this is not the case, then either
(xu
k
/xi)yv
k
ysn = xlx
u′yv
′
for some u′, v′ and l ≥ i+ 1 which contradicts to m(uk) = i, or
(xu
k
/xi)yv
k
ysn = x
uk
′
yv
k′
xu
′
yv
′
for xuk
′
yv
k′ ∈ G(J). It follows that |v′| = s. Let k1 be the largest integer l such that
yln|yvk
′
. Then
(xu
k
/xi)yv
k
= ((xu
k′
yv
k′
xu
′
)/yk1n )y
v′/ys−k1n ∈ J,
because J is bistable, and this is again a contradiction. Therefore (∗) is true and
we get mis+t(R) ≥ ci for s ≥ 0. This concludes the proof. 
Remark 5.3.4. This proposition could also be formulated if the roles of x =
x1, . . . , xn and y = y1, . . . , ym are exchanged.
It is easy to determine almost regular sequences for S/J where J ⊂ S is a bistable
ideal.
Corollary 5.3.5. Let J ⊂ S be a bistable ideal and R = S/J . Then:
(i) xn, . . . , x1 is an almost regular sequence for R with respect to the x-degree.
(ii) ym, . . . , y1 is an almost regular sequence for R with respect to the y-degree.
Proof. By symmetry it suffices to prove (i). Fix i ∈ [n]. Now 5.3.3 yields
sup{mij(R) : j ∈ N} ≤ max{mx(J)− 1, 0}.
Then
(0 :S/((xn,... ,xi+1)+J) xi)(a,∗) = 0 for a ≥ mx(J).
Thus the assertion follows. 
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We fix the (bidegree) reverse-lexicographic term order >rlex on S (see 1.7.14 for
the definition). Recall that for a bigraded ideal J ⊂ S we write bigin(J) for the
bigeneric initial ideal of J with respect to >rlex.
Observe that for char(K) = 0 the ideal bigin(J) is strongly bistable. See for
example [5] for similar results in the graded case.
Proposition 5.3.6. Let J ⊂ S be a bigraded ideal. If char(K) = 0, then
regx(S/J) = regx(S/bigin(J)).
Proof. Set x = xn, . . . , x1, choose g ∈ G generic for J and let x˜ = x˜n, . . . , x˜1 such
that xi = g(x˜i). By 5.1.3 we may assume that the sequence x˜ is almost regular for
S/J with respect to the x-degree. Furthermore, by 5.3.5 the sequence x is almost
regular for S/bigin(J) with respect to the x-degree. We have
(0 :S/((x˜n,... ,x˜i+1)+J) x˜i) ∼= (0 :S/((xn,... ,xi+1)+g(J)) xi).
Analogously to 1.7.7 it follows that
(0 :S/((xn,... ,xi+1)+g(J)) xi) ∼= (0 :S/((xn,... ,xi+1)+bigin(J)) xi).
By 5.1.5 we get the desired result. 
Remark 5.3.7. Observe the following:
(i) In general it is not true that
regy(S/J) = regy(S/bigin(J)).
For example let S = K[x1, . . . , x3, y1, . . . , y3] and J = (y2x2 − y1x3, y3x1 −
y1x3). Then the minimal bigraded free resolution of S/J is given by
0→ S(−2,−2)→ S(−1,−1)⊕ S(−1,−1)→ S → 0.
Therefore
regx(S/J) = 0 and regy(S/J) = 0.
On the other hand bigin(J) = (y2x1, y1x1, y21x2) with the minimal bigraded
free resolution of S/bigin(J)
0→ S(−2,−2)⊕ S(−1,−2)
→ S(−1,−1)⊕ S(−1,−1)⊕ S(−1,−2)→ S → 0.
Hence
regx(S/bigin(J)) = 0 and regy(S/bigin(J)) = 1.
(ii) It is easy to calculate the x- and the y-regularity of bistable ideals. In
fact, in [3] (see 6.2.9 for a new proof of this result) it was shown that for a
bistable ideal J ⊂ S we have
regx(J) = mx(J) and regy(J) = my(J).
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5.4. Regularity of powers and symmetric powers of ideals
Let S and Sx be as in 5.3. In [21] and [38] it was shown that for a graded ideal
I ⊂ Sx the function regSx(Ij) is a linear function pj + c for j  0. In the case that
I is generated in one degree we give an upper bound for c and find an integer j0 for
which regSx(I
j) is a linear function for all j ≥ j0.
Theorem 5.4.1. Let I = (f1, . . . , fm) ⊂ Sx be a graded ideal generated in degree
d ∈ N. Let R(I) = S/J for a bigraded ideal J ⊂ S. Then:
(i) regSx(I
j) ≤ jd+ regx(R(I)).
(ii) regSx(I
j) = jd + c for j ≥ my(bigin(J)) and some constant 0 ≤ c ≤
regx(R(I)).
Proof. We choose an almost regular sequence x˜ = x˜n, . . . , x˜1 for R(I) over S with
respect to the x-degree. We have that for all j ∈ N the sequence x˜ is almost regular
for Ij over Sx in the sense of [5] (that is x˜ is almost regular for Ij over Sx with
respect to the x-degree) because R(I)(∗,j)(−dj) ∼= Ij as graded Sx-modules and
(0 :R(I)/(x˜n,... ,x˜i+1)R(I) x˜i)(∗,j)(−dj) ∼= (0 :Ij/(x˜n,... ,x˜i+1)Ij x˜i).
Define mij = m
i
j(S/bigin(J)). Since
(0 :R(I)/(x˜n,... ,x˜i+1)R(I) x˜i) ∼= (0 :S/((xn,... ,xi+1)+bigin(J)) xi),
it follows that
jd+mij = r
i
j = max({l : (0 :Ij/(x˜n,... ,x˜i+1)Ij x˜i)l 6= 0} ∪ {0}).
By a characterization of the regularity of graded modules in [5] we have
regSx(I
j) = max{jd, r1j , . . . , rnj }.
Hence the assertion follows from 5.3.3, 5.3.6 and 5.3.7(ii). 
Similarly as in 5.4.1 one has:
Theorem 5.4.2. Let I = (f1, . . . , fm) ⊂ Sx be a graded ideal generated in degree
d ∈ N. Let S(I) = S/J for a bigraded ideal J ⊂ S. Then:
(i) regSx(S
j(I)) ≤ jd+ regx(S(I)).
(ii) regSx(S
j(I)) = jd + c for j ≥ my(bigin(J)) and some constant 0 ≤ c ≤
regx(S(I)).
Blum [15] proved the following with different methods.
Corollary 5.4.3. Let I = (f1, . . . , fm) ⊂ Sx be a graded ideal generated in degree
d.
(i) If regx(R(I)) = 0, then regSx(I
j) = jd for j ≥ 1.
(ii) If regx(S(I)) = 0, then regSx(S
j(I)) = jd for j ≥ 1.
Proof. This follows from 5.4.1 and 5.4.2. 
Next we give a more theoretic bound for the regularity function becoming linear.
Consider a bigraded K-algebra R. Let y ∈ S be almost regular for all TorSi (S/(x), R)
with respect to the y-degree. We define
w(R) = max{b : (0 :TorSi (S/(x),R) y)(∗,b) 6= 0 for some i ∈ [n]}.
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Lemma 5.4.4. Let I = (f1, . . . , fm) ⊂ Sx be a graded ideal generated in degree
d ∈ N.
(i) For j > w(R(I)) we have regSx(I
j+1) ≥ regSx(Ij) + d.
(ii) For j > w(S(I)) we have regSx(S
j+1(I)) ≥ regSx(Sj(I)) + d.
Proof. We prove the case R = R(I). For j > w(R) one has the exact sequence
0→ TorSi (S/(x), R)(∗,j) y→ TorSi (S/(x), R)(∗,j+1).
In [21, 3.3] it was shown that
TorSi (S/(x), R)(a,j) ∼= TorSxi (K, Ij)a+jd
and this concludes the proof. 
Lemma 5.4.5. Let J ⊂ S be a bigraded ideal and R = S/J . Then
H(0,m;R)(∗,j) = 0 for j > regy(R) +m.
Proof. We know that
H(0,m;R) ∼= TorS. (S/(y), R) ∼= H(S/(y)⊗S F)
where F is the minimal bigraded free resolution of R over S. Let
Fi =
⊕
S(−a,−b)βSi,(a,b)(R).
Then by the definition of the y-regularity we have b ≤ regy(R)+m for all βSi,(a,b)(R) 6=
0. Thus (S/(y)⊗S Fi)(∗,j) = 0 for j > regy(R) +m. The assertion follows. 
We get the following exact sequences.
Corollary 5.4.6. Let I = (f1, . . . , fm) ⊂ Sx be a graded ideal generated in degree
d ∈ N.
(i) For j > regy(R(I)) +m we have the exact sequence
0→ Ij−m(−md)→
⊕
m
Ij−m+1(−(m− 1)d)→ . . .→
⊕
m
Ij−1(−d)→ Ij → 0.
(ii) For j > regy(S(I)) +m we have the exact sequence
0→ Sj−m(I)(−md)→
⊕
m
Sj−m+1(I)(−(m− 1)d)→
. . .→
⊕
m
Sj−1(I)(−d)→ Sj(I)→ 0.
Proof. This statement follows from 5.4.5, the definition of the Koszul complex and
the fact that R(I)(∗,j)(−jd) ∼= Ij or S(I)(∗,j)(−jd) ∼= Sj(I) respectively. 
Corollary 5.4.7. Let I = (f1, . . . , fm) ⊂ Sx be a graded ideal generated in degree
d ∈ N. Then:
(i) For j ≥ max{regy(R(I)) +m,w(R(I)) +m} we have
regSx(I
j+1) = d+ regSx(I
j).
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(ii) For j ≥ max{regy(S(I)) +m,w(S(I)) +m} we have
regSx(S
j+1(I)) = d+ regSx(S
j(I)).
Proof. We prove the corollary for R(I). By 5.4.6 and by standard arguments (see
5.5.2 for the bigraded case) we get that for j ≥ regy(R(I)) +m
regSx(I
j+1) ≤ max{regSx(Ij+1−i) + id− i+ 1: i ∈ [m]}.
Since j + 1− i > w(R(I)), it follows from 5.4.4 that
regSx(I
j+1−i) ≤ regSx(Ij+1−i+1)− d ≤ . . . ≤ regSx(Ij+1)− id.
Hence regSx(I
j+1) = regSx(I
j) + d. 
We now consider a special case where regSx(I
j) can be computed precisely.
Proposition 5.4.8. Let J ⊂ S be a bigraded ideal such that R = S/J is a complete
intersection. Let {z1, . . . , zt} be a homogeneous minimal system of generators of
J which is a regular sequence. Assume that degx(zt) ≥ . . . ≥ degx(z1) > 0 and
degy(zk) = 1 for all k ∈ [t]. Then for all j ≥ t
regSx(R(∗,j+1)) = regSx(R(∗,j)).
If in addition degx(zk) = 1 for all k ∈ [t], then for j ≥ 1
regSx(R(∗,j)) = 0.
Proof. The Koszul complex K(z) with respect to {z1, . . . , zt} provides a minimal
bigraded free resolution of R because these elements form a regular sequence (see
[16]). Observe that (∗, j) is an exact functor on complexes of bigraded modules.
Note that K(z)(∗,j) is a complex of free Sx-modules because
Ki(z) ∼=
⊕
{j1,... ,ji}⊆[t]
S(− deg(zj1)− . . .− deg(zji))
and
S(−a,−b)(∗,j) ∼=
⊕
|v|=j−b
Sx(−a)yv as graded Sx-modules.
Hi(K(z)(∗,j)) = 0 for i ≥ 1 and H0(K(z)(∗,j)) = R(∗,j). Let ∂ be the differential of
K(z). By the assumption that degx(zk) > 0 we get ∂(Ki+1(z)) ⊂ (x)Ki(z) for all
i ∈ N. This implies that ∂(Ki+1(z)(∗,j)) ⊂ (x)Ki(z)(∗,j). Hence K(z)(∗,j) is a minimal
graded free resolution of R(∗,j). Then we have for j ≥ t
regSx(R(∗,j)) = max{degx(zt) + . . .+ degx(zt−i+1)− i : i ∈ [t]}
and this is independent of j. If in addition degx(zk) = 1 for all k ∈ [t], then we
obtain
regSx(R(∗,j)) = 0
for j ≥ 1. 
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This proposition can be applied in the following situation. Let I = (f1, . . . , fm) ⊂
Sx be a graded ideal, which is Cohen-Macaulay of codim 2. By the Hilbert-Burch
theorem (see for example [16]) Sx/I has a minimal graded free resolution
0→
m−1⊕
i=1
Sx(−bi) B→
m⊕
i=1
Sx(−ai)→ Sx → Sx/I → 0
where B = (bij) is a m× (m− 1)-matrix with bij ∈ mx and we may assume that the
ideal I is generated by the maximal minors of B. The matrix B is said to be the
Hilbert-Burch matrix of I. If I is generated in degree d, then S(I) = S/J where J
is the bigraded ideal (
∑m
i=1 bijyi : j = 1, . . . ,m− 1).
Corollary 5.4.9. Let I = (f1, . . . , fm) ⊂ Sx be a graded ideal generated in degree
d ∈ N, which is Cohen-Macaulay of codim 2 with m× (m− 1) Hilbert-Burch matrix
B = (bij) and of linear type. Then for j ≥ m− 1:
regSx(I
j+1) = regSx(I
j) + d.
If additionally degx(bij) = 1 for bij 6= 0, then the equality holds for j ≥ 1.
Proof. Since I is of linear type, we have R(I) = S(I) = S/J where J = (
∑m
i=1 bijyi :
j = 1, . . . ,m − 1). One knows that (Krull-) dim(R(I)) = n + 1 (see for example
[16]). Since J is defined by m − 1 equations, we conclude that R(I) is a complete
intersection. Now apply 5.4.8. 
5.5. Bigraded Veronese algebras
The relationship between the regularity of a graded K-algebra and the reg-
ularity of its Veronese subrings were considered by several authors (see for ex-
ample [25]). We study a more general situation. As in the sections before let
S = K[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym] be the bigraded polynomial ring. Fix a bigraded ideal
J ⊂ S and set R = S/J .
Definition 5.5.1. Let ∆˜ = (s, t) 6= (0, 0) for s, t ∈ N. We call
R∆˜ =
⊕
(a,b)∈N2
R(as,bt)
the bigraded Veronese algebra of R with respect to ∆˜.
See [20] for similar constructions in the bigraded case. Note that R∆˜ is again
a bigraded K-algebra. We want to relate regS∆˜,x(R∆˜) and regS∆˜,y(R∆˜) to regx(R)
and regy(R). We follow the way presented in [20] for the case of diagonals.
Lemma 5.5.2. Let
0→Mr → . . .→M0 → N → 0
be an exact complex of finitely generated bigraded R-modules. Then
regR,x(N) ≤ sup{regR,x(Mk)− k : 0 ≤ k ≤ r}
and
regR,y(N) ≤ sup{regR,y(Mk)− k : 0 ≤ k ≤ r}.
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Proof. We prove by induction on r ∈ N the inequality above for regR,x(N). The
case r = 0 is trivial. Now let r > 0, and consider
0→ N ′ →M0 → N → 0
where N ′ is the kernel of M0 → N . Then for every integer a we have the exact
sequence
. . .→ TorRi (M0, K)(a+i,∗) → TorRi (N,K)(a+i,∗) → TorRi−1(N ′, K)(a+1+i−1,∗) → . . .
We get
regR,x(N) ≤ sup{regR,x(M0), regR,x(N ′)− 1} ≤ sup{regR,x(Mk)− k : 0 ≤ k ≤ r}
where the last inequality follows from the induction hypothesis. Analogously we
obtain the inequality for regR,y(N). 
Lemma 5.5.3. Let A and B be graded K-algebras, M ∈MZ(A) and N ∈MZ(B).
Then M ⊗K N ∈MZ(A⊗K B) with
regA⊗KB,x(M ⊗K N) = regA(M) and regA⊗KB,y(M ⊗K N) = regB(N).
Proof. Let F be the minimal graded free resolution of M over A and let G be
the minimal graded free resolution of N over B. Then it is well-known that H =
F ⊗K G is the minimal bigraded free resolution of M ⊗K N over A ⊗K B with
Hi =
⊕
k+l=i Fk ⊗ Gl. Since A(−a) ⊗K B(−b) = (A ⊗K B)(−a,−b), the assertion
follows. 
Theorem 5.5.4. Let ∆˜ = (s, t) 6= (0, 0) for s, t ∈ N. Then
regS∆˜,x(R∆˜) ≤ max{c : c = da/se − i, β
S
i,(a,b)(R) 6= 0 for some i, b ∈ N}
and
regS∆˜,y(R∆˜) ≤ max{c : c = db/te − i, β
S
i,(a,b)(R) 6= 0 for some i, a ∈ N}.
Proof. By symmetry it suffices to show the inequality for regS∆˜,x(R∆˜). Let
0→ Fr → . . .→ F0 → R→ 0
be the minimal bigraded free resolution of R over S. Since ( )∆˜ is an exact functor,
we obtain the exact complex of finitely generated S∆˜-modules
0→ (Fr)∆˜ → . . .→ (F0)∆˜ → R∆˜ → 0.
By 5.5.2 we have
regS∆˜,x(R∆˜) ≤ max{regS∆˜,x((Fi)∆˜)− i}.
Since
Fi =
⊕
(a,b)∈N2
S(−a,−b)βSi,(a,b)(R),
one has
regS∆˜,x((Fi)∆˜) = max{regS∆˜,x(S(−a,−b)∆˜) : β
S
i,(a,b)(R) 6= 0}.
We have to compute regS∆˜,x(S(−a,−b)∆˜). Let M0, . . . ,Ms−1 be the relative Verone-
se modules of Sx and N0, . . . , Nt−1 the relative Veronese modules of Sy. That is
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Mj =
⊕
k∈N(Sx)ks+j for j = 0, . . . , s−1 and Nj =
⊕
k∈N(Sy)kt+j for j = 0, . . . , t−1.
Then
S(−a,−b)∆˜ =
⊕
(k,l)∈N2
(Sx)ks−a ⊗K (Sy)lt−b = Mi(−da/se)⊗K Nj(−db/te)
where i ≡ −a mod s for 0 ≤ i ≤ s− 1 and j ≡ −b mod t for 0 ≤ j ≤ t− 1.
By [2] the relative Veronese modules over a polynomial ring have a linear reso-
lution over the Veronese algebra. Hence 5.5.3 yields
regS∆˜,x(S(−a,−b)∆˜) = da/se.
This concludes the proof. 
Corollary 5.5.5. We have:
(i) For s 0, t ∈ N and ∆˜ = (s, t) one has regS∆˜,x(R∆˜) = 0.
(ii) For t 0, s ∈ N and ∆˜ = (s, t) one has regS∆˜,y(R∆˜) = 0.
CHAPTER 6
Koszul cycles
In this chapter we compute the Koszul cycles of graded K-algebras defined by
a-stable ideals and bigraded K-algebras defined by bistable ideals. In both cases we
obtain formulas for the Betti numbers.
6.1. Rings defined by bounded stable ideals
Let S = K[x1, . . . , xn] be the standard graded polynomial ring over a field K
in n variables. In 1.7.12 we gave a formula for the graded Betti numbers of stable
ideals. We extend this result to a larger class of ideals following the proof in [4] for
the case of stable ideals.
We fix a vector a = (a1, . . . , an) where 2 ≤ ai ≤ ∞. Let I ⊂ S be a graded ideal.
In this section K(k) = K(xn, . . . , xn−k+1;S/I) and H(k) = H(xn, . . . , xn−k+1;S/I)
will always denote the Koszul complex and the Koszul homology of S/I with respect
to the sequence xn, . . . , xn−k+1 (see 1.3 for details).
Definition 6.1.1. Let I ⊂ S be a monomial ideal. I is said to be a-bounded if for all
xu ∈ G(I) and all i ∈ [n] one has ui < ai. The ideal I is called a-stable if, in addition
for all xu ∈ G(I) and all j ≤ m(u) with uj < aj − 1, we have xjxu/xm(u) ∈ I.
It is easy to see that if I is a-stable, then for all xu ∈ I and all j ≤ m(u) with
uj < aj − 1 we have xjxu/xm(u) ∈ I.
Remark 6.1.2. Let I ⊂ S be a monomial ideal with G(I) = {xu1 , . . . , xut}. Bruns
and Herzog proved in [17, Thm. 3.1] that for all i ≥ 1, u ∈ Nn and 0 6= βSi,u(S/I)
one has xu|lcm(xu1 , . . . , xut). Consequently, if I is a-bounded, then we have u ≺ a
for these u.
Proposition 6.1.3. Let I ⊂ S be an a-stable ideal. Then:
(i) H0(n) ∼= K.
(ii) For i > 0 a K-basis of Hi(n) is given by the homology classes
[xu/xm(u)eL ∧ em(u)]
where xu ∈ G(I), L ⊆ [n], |L| = i − 1, m(L) < m(u) and ul < al − 1 for
l ∈ L.
Proof. Statement (i) is trivial, therefore assume that i > 0. By 6.1.2 we only have
to compute Hi(n)v for v ≺ a.
In the proof we need the following fact: Let xu ∈ G(I), L ⊆ {n− k + 1, . . . , n},
|L| = i − 1, max{n − k,m(L)} < m(u) and ul < al − 1 for l ∈ L. It follows that
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xlx
u/xm(u) ∈ I for l ∈ L because I is a-stable. Hence we have
∂((xu/xm(u))eL∧em(u)) =
∑
l∈L
(−1)α(l,L)(xlxu/xm(u))eL−{l}∧em(u) +(−1)i−1xueL = 0.
This means that all elements (xu/xm(u))eL ∧ em(u) are cycles in Ki(k).
We prove by induction on k ∈ [n] that, for all v ≺ a and all integers i > 0, the
K-vector space Hi(k)v has a K-basis given by the homology classes
[xu/xm(u)eL ∧ em(u)]
satisfying
(∗) xu ∈ G(I), L ⊆ {n− k + 1, . . . , n}, |L| = i− 1, max{n− k,m(L)} < m(u),
ul < al − 1 for l ∈ L and u+
∑
l∈L
εl = v.
The case k = n gives the proposition.
Let k = 1. We have the following exact sequence
0→ H1(1)v → (S/I)v−εn xn→ (S/I)v → (S/(xn + I))v → 0.
We claim that the kernel of the multiplication map with xn has a K-basis in degree
v˜ = v − εn consisting of the elements
(∗∗) [(xu/xm(u))] with xu ∈ G(I), m(u) = n and u = v.
We may choose [(xu/xm(u))en] as a preimage in H1(1)v and the assertion follows for
k = 1. It remains to prove the claim (∗∗). Observe that every element satisfying (∗∗)
is in the kernel. On the other hand let xv˜ 6∈ I with xnxv˜ ∈ I. There exists xu ∈ G(I)
such that xnxv˜ = xuxu
′ for some monomial xu′ . It follows that max{m(u),m(u′)} =
n. If m(u′) = n, then xv˜ = xu(xu′/xn) ∈ I, which is a contradiction. Thus m(u) =
n. Furthermore, we have xu′ = 1 because otherwise xv˜ = (xu/xn)xu
′ ∈ I since
v˜  v ≺ a and I is a-stable. This is again a contradiction. Hence xv˜ = xu/xn
satisfies (∗∗).
Let k > 1. By the induction hypothesis we have for all considered elements in
Hi(k − 1) satisfying (∗) that m(u) > n− k + 1. This implies that all the maps
Hi(k − 1)v−εn−k+1
xn−k+1→ Hi(k − 1)v
are zero maps for i ≥ 1 because v ≺ a and I is a-stable.
For i = 1 we obtain the exact sequence
0→ H1(k − 1)v → H1(k)v → (S/(xn−k+2, . . . , xn) + I)v−εn−k+1
xn−k+1→ (S/(xn−k+2, . . . , xn) + I)v → (S/(xn−k+1, . . . , xn) + I)v → 0.
By the induction hypothesis the K-vector space H1(k − 1)v has a K-basis given by
the elements
[xu/xm(u)em(u)] such that xu ∈ G(I), n− k + 1 < m(u) and u = v.
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Similarly as in the case k = 1 the kernel of the multiplication map with xn−k+1 has
a K-basis consisting of
0 6= [xu/xm(u)] ∈ (S/(xn−k+2, . . . , xn) + I)v−εn−k+1
satisfying xu ∈ G(I), m(u) = n− k + 1 and u = v. We may choose
[xu/xm(u)en−k+1]
as a preimage in H1(k)v of this element. Thus we get the desired K-basis for H1(k)v.
For i > 1 the long exact sequence of the Koszul homology splits into short exact
sequences of the following form:
0→ Hi(k − 1)v → Hi(k)v → Hi−1(k − 1)v−εn−k+1 → 0.
We may apply the induction hypothesis to Hi(k − 1)v and Hi−1(k − 1)v−εn−k+1 . A
K-basis of Hi(k − 1)v is given by the homology classes
[xu/xm(u)eL ∧ em(u)]
such that xu ∈ G(I), L ⊆ {n− k + 2, . . . , n}, |L| = i− 1, max{n− k + 1,m(L)} <
m(u), ul < al − 1 for l ∈ L and u +
∑
l∈L εl = v. Similarly the K-vector space
Hi−1(k − 1)v−εn−k+1 has a K-basis
[xu/xm(u)eL ∧ em(u)]
satisfying xu ∈ G(I), L ⊆ {n− k + 2, . . . , n}, |L| = i− 2, max{n− k + 1,m(L)} <
m(u), ul < al − 1 for l ∈ L and u +
∑
l∈L εl = v − εn−k+1. Observe that un−k+1 <
an−k+1 − 1 because v ≺ a. We may choose
[xu/xm(u)en−k+1 ∧ eL ∧ em(u)]
as a preimage in Hi(k)v of [xu/xm(u)eL ∧ em(u)]. The union of all given homology
classes in Hi(k)v is the desired K-basis of Hi(k)v. This concludes the proof. 
Let a, b ∈ Z. We make the convention that (a0) = 1 and (ab) = 0 for a < 0, b 6= 0.
Furthermore,
(
a
b
)
= 0 for 0 ≤ a < b or b < 0 ≤ a respectively. If xu ∈ S with u ≺ a,
then we define
l(u) = |{i : ui = ai − 1, i < m(u)}|.
The following corollary was independently discovered by Gasharov, Hibi and Peeva
[29].
Corollary 6.1.4. Let I ⊂ S be an a-stable ideal and i, j ∈ N. One has, independent
of the characteristic of K,
βSi,i+j(I) =
∑
xu∈G(I), |u|=j
(
m(u)− 1− l(u)
i
)
.
As a consequence we are able to determine the regularity for a-stable ideals.
Corollary 6.1.5. Let I ⊂ S be an a-stable ideal. Then
regS(I) = max{|u| : xu ∈ G(I)}.
In particular, if I is generated in degree d, then I has a d-linear resolution.
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Example 6.1.6. Let S = K[x1, . . . , x4] and I = (x2x4, x2x3, x1x2, x21). We see that
I is not stable because x2x3 ∈ I and x22 6∈ I. Let a = (3, 2, 3, 2). Then I is a-stable.
By 6.1.4 we have βSi,i+j(I) = 0 for all i, j ∈ N with j 6= 2. For j = 2 we get
βSi,i+2(I) =
(
2
i
)
+ 2
(
1
i
)
+
(
0
i
)
.
Hence the Betti diagram of I is:
I 0 1 2
1 - - -
2 4 4 1
3 - - -
6.2. Rings defined by bistable ideals
In this section we always denote the standard bigraded polynomial ring with
S = K[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym]. Recall that we regard the (bigraded) polynomial
rings Sx = K[x1, . . . , xn] and Sy = K[y1, . . . , ym] as subrings of S. In contrast
to the other chapters we set mx = (x1, . . . , xn) ⊂ S, my = (y1, . . . , ym) ⊂ S and
m = mx + my ⊂ S. Let J ⊂ S be a bistable ideal. We want to compute the Koszul
cycles of R = S/J with respect to xn, . . . , x1, ym, . . . , y1. For k ∈ [n] and l ∈ [m] let
K(k, l) = K(xn, . . . , xn−k+1, ym, . . . , ym−l+1;R)
and
H(k, l) = H(xn, . . . , xn−k+1, ym, . . . , ym−l+1;R)
be the Koszul complex and the Koszul homology of R with respect to the sequence
xn, . . . , xn−k+1, ym, . . . , ym−l+1 (see 1.3 for details). Here for all integers i the mod-
ules Ki(k, l) and Hi(k, l) are Nn × Nm-graded. We need the following property of
bistable ideals.
Lemma 6.2.1. Let J ⊂ S be a bistable ideal and xuyv ∈ J .
(i) If (xu/xm(u))yv 6∈ J , then xuyv 6∈ mxJ .
(ii) If xu(yv/ym(v)) 6∈ J , then xuyv 6∈ myJ .
Proof. By symmetry it suffices to prove (i). Without loss of generality |u| > 0.
Assume that xuyv ∈ mxJ . Then
xuyv = xqyrxq
′
yr
′
where |q| > 0, xq′yr′ ∈ G(J).
It follows that max{m(q),m(q′)} = m(u). If m(q) = m(u), then
(xu/xm(u))yv = (xq/xm(u))yrxq
′
yr
′ ∈ J
and this is a contradiction to the assumption that (xu/xm(u))yv 6∈ J . If m(q′) =
m(u), then
(xu/xm(u))yv = xqyr(xq
′
/xm(u))yr
′ ∈ J
because |q| > 0 and J is bistable. This is again a contradiction. Thus xuyv 6∈
mxJ . 
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First we consider the Koszul homology with respect to xn, . . . , x1. Let k ∈ [n]
and i ∈ [k]. Define N (i, k) as the set consisting of the elements:
(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u) ∈ Ki(k, 0)
with |L| = i−1, max{m(L), n−k} < m(u), L ⊆ {n−k+ 1, . . . , n}, xuyv ∈ J\mxJ .
Finally, let N˜ (i, n) ⊆ N (i, n) be the subset of elements where in addition xuyv ∈
G(J).
Lemma 6.2.2. Let J ⊂ S be a bistable ideal and R = S/J . We have:
(i) H0(n, 0) = S/(mx + J).
(ii) Let i ∈ [n]. Then all elements of N (i, n) are cycles in Ki(n, 0).
(iii) Let i ∈ [n], s ∈ Nn and t ∈ Nm. Then Hi(n, 0)(s,t) has a K-basis consisting
of the homology classes
[(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)]
where (xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u) ∈ N (i, n) with u+
∑
j∈L εj = s and v = t.
(iv) The homology classes of the elements in N˜ (i, n) form a minimal system of
generators of the Sy-module Hi(n, 0).
Proof. Statement (i) is trivial. It remains to prove (ii), (iii) and (iv). We show:
(1) Let k ∈ [n] and i ∈ [k]. Then every element of N (i, k) is a cycle in Ki(k, 0).
(2) We prove by induction on k ∈ [n], that for all i ∈ [k], all s ∈ Nn and all
t ∈ Nm, Hi(k, 0)(s,t) has a K-basis consisting of the homology classes
[(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)]
where (xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u) ∈ N (i, k) with u+
∑
j∈L εj = s and v = t.
(3) The assertion of (iv).
Then (ii) and (iii) follow from (1) and (2) for k = n. Finally, (3) gives (iv).
Proof of (1): Let (xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u) ∈ N (i, k). For l ≤ m(u) we have
(xlxu/xm(u))yv ∈ J because J is bistable. Since m(L) < m(u), one has
∂((xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u))
=
∑
l∈L
(−1)α(l,L)xl(xu/xm(u))yveL−{l} ∧ em(u) + (−1)i−1xm(u)(xu/xm(u))yveL = 0.
It follows that (xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u) is a cycle.
Proof of (2): For k = 1 we have the exact sequence
0→ H1(1, 0)(s,t) → (S/J)(s−εn,t) xn→ (S/J)(s,t) → (S/(xn + J))(s,t) → 0.
Suppose that [xu′yv′ ] 6= 0 in (S/J)(s−εn,t) and xu′yv′xn = xuyv ∈ J . It follows that
m(u) = n and xu′yv′ = (xu/xn)yv 6∈ J . By 6.2.1 one has xuyv 6∈ mxJ . Thus
xuyv ∈ J\mxJ . By (1) we may choose the homology class of (xu/xn)yven ∈ N (1, 1)
as a preimage in H1(1, 0)(s,t) of [xu
′
yv
′ ]. Hence we proved the case k = 1.
Let k > 1. By the induction hypothesis we have for all homology classes
[(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)] ∈ Hi(k − 1, 0)
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where (xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u) ∈ N (i, k − 1), that m(u) > n − k + 1. This implies
that all the maps
Hi(k − 1, 0)(s−εn−k+1,t)
xn−k+1→ Hi(k − 1, 0)(s,t)
are zero maps for i ≥ 1 because xn−k+1(xu/xm(u))yv ∈ J since J is bistable.
Hence for i = 1 we have the exact sequence
0→ H1(k − 1, 0)(s,t) → H1(k, 0)(s,t) → (S/(xn−k+2, . . . , xn) + J)(s−εn−k+1,t)
xn−k+1→ (S/(xn−k+2, . . . , xn) + J)(s,t) → (S/(xn−k+1, . . . , xn) + J)(s,t) → 0.
By the induction hypothesis a K-basis of H1(k − 1, 0)(s,t) is given by the elements
[(xu/xm(u))yvem(u)]
where (xu/xm(u))yvem(u) ∈ N (1, k − 1) with u = s and v = t. Similarly as in the
case k = 1, the kernel of the multiplication map with xn−k+1 has a K-basis in degree
(s− εn−k+1, t) consisting of the elements
0 6= [(xu/xm(u))yv] ∈ (S/(xn−k+2, . . . , xn) + J)(s−εn−k+1,t)
with xuyv ∈ J\mxJ , m(u) = n − k + 1, u = s and v = t. By (1) we may choose
[(xu/xm(u))yven−k+1] as preimages in H1(k, 0)(s,t) of the last elements. Combining
all these homology classes, we get the desired K-basis for H1(k, 0)(s,t).
For i > 1 the long exact sequence of the Koszul homology splits into short exact
sequences of the form:
0→ Hi(k − 1, 0)(s,t) → Hi(k, 0)(s,t) → Hi−1(k − 1, 0)(s−εn−k+1,t) → 0.
We may apply the induction hypothesis to the Koszul homology Hi(k−1, 0)(s,t) and
Hi−1(k − 1, 0)(s−εn−k+1,t). A K-basis of Hi(k − 1, 0)(s,t) is given by the homology
classes
[(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)]
such that (xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u) ∈ N (i, k − 1) with u +
∑
j∈L εj = s and v = t. A
K-basis of Hi−1(k − 1, 0)(s−εn−k+1,t) consists of the elements
[(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)]
where (xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u) ∈ N (i− 1, k − 1) with u+
∑
j∈L εj = s− εn−k+1 and
v = t. By (1) we may choose the elements
[(xu/xm(u))yven−k+1 ∧ eL ∧ em(u)]
as preimages in Hi(k, 0)(s,t) of the K-basis of Hi−1(k − 1, 0)(s−εn−k+1,t). All these
homology classes together form the desired K-basis of Hi(k, 0)(s,t). This implies (2)
for i > 1.
Proof of (3): First observe the following. Let w ∈ myHi(n, 0) be an Nn × Nm-
homogeneous element. By (iii) we may write
w =
∑
(xu/xm(u))yveL∧em(u)∈N (i,n), j∈[m]
λu,v,L,jyj[(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)]
for some λu,v,L,j ∈ K. If xuyjyv ∈ J\mxJ , then (xu/xm(u))yjyveL ∧ em(u) is again an
element of N (i, n).
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Otherwise we have xuyjyv ∈ mxJ . By 6.2.1 we get that xu/xm(u)yjyv ∈ J .
Then (xu/xm(u))yjyveL∧ em(u) = 0 in Hi(n, 0) because the coefficients of this Koszul
complex are taken in R.
Hence we get an expression
w =
∑
(xu/xm(u))yveL∧em(u)∈N (i,n), xuyv 6∈G(J)
λu,v,L[(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)]
for some λu,v,L ∈ K. We will use this fact later in the proof.
It follows from (iii) that all homology classes of elements of N˜ (i, n) form a system
of generators of the Sy-module Hi(n, 0). It remains to show that the residue classes
are K-linearly independent in Hi(n, 0)/myHi(n, 0).
Assume that ∑
(xu/xm(u))yveL∧em(u)∈N˜ (i,n)
λu,v,L[(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)] ∈ myHi(n, 0)
where λu,v,L ∈ K. Without loss of generality all considered homology classes have
the same Nn × Nm-degree. By the preceding remark we get∑
(xu/xm(u))yveL∧em(u)∈N˜ (i,n)
λu,v,L[(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)]
=
∑
(xu˜/xm(u˜))yv˜eL˜∧em(u˜)∈N (i,n), xu˜yv˜ 6∈G(J)
λu˜,v˜,L˜[(x
u˜/xm(u˜))yv˜eL˜ ∧ em(u˜)]
for λu˜,v˜,L˜ ∈ K. Since all elements in the second sum satisfy xu˜yv˜ 6∈ G(J), they are
different from the homology classes of the first sum. It follows from (iii) that∑
(xu/xm(u))yveL∧em(u)∈N˜ (i,n)
λu,v,L[(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)] = 0 in Hi(n, 0).
Then again by (iii) all λu,v,L = 0. The assertion follows. 
Observe that each Hi(n, 0) is a finitely generated Nn × Nm-graded Sy-module.
Let
Ki,j(k) = Kj(ym, . . . , ym−k+1;Hi(n, 0))
and
Hi,j(k) = Hj(ym, . . . , ym−k+1;Hi(n, 0))
be the jth-module of the Koszul complex and the jth-Koszul homology of Hi(n, 0)
with respect to ym, . . . , ym−k+1. We set Hi,j(k) = 0 for i < 0. Note that Hi,0(k−1) =
Hi(n, 0)/(ym−k+2, . . . , ym)Hi(n, 0).
Furthermore, we define for k ∈ [m]
H˜i,0(k − 1) = (0 :Hi,0(k−1) ym−k+1) ⊆ Hi,0(k − 1).
For c ∈ Hi(n, 0) we write [c] for the homology class in Hi,0(k−1). For example, if by
6.2.2 we have [(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)] ∈ Hi(n, 0), then [[(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)]] is
the corresponding homology class in Hi,0(k−1). In the next proposition we describe
the modules H˜i,0(k − 1) explicitly.
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Proposition 6.2.3. Let J ⊂ S be a bistable ideal, R = S/J and i ∈ [n]:
(i) For k ∈ [m] we have mH˜i,0(k − 1) = 0.
(ii) For k ∈ [m] a K-basis of H˜i,0(k − 1) is given by the homology classes:
(a) [[(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)]] where L ⊆ [n], |L| = i − 1, m(L) < m(u),
xuyv ∈ G(J), m− k + 1 < m(v),
(b) [[(xu/xm(u))(yv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u)]] where L ⊆ [n], |L| = i − 1, m(L) <
m(u), m − k + 1 = m(v), xu(yv/ym(v)) ∈ J\mxJ , (xu/xm(u))yv ∈
J\myJ .
Proof. Fix i ∈ [n] and k ∈ [m]. To prove this proposition, we show that the elements
of type (a) and (b)
(1) belong to the socle of Hi,0(k − 1),
(2) are K-linearly independent,
(3) form a system of generators of H˜i,0(k − 1).
From (1) it follows that the elements of type (a) and (b) lie in H˜i,0(k − 1). Then
(1), (2) and (3) imply (i) and (ii).
Proof of (1): Let [c] ∈ Hi,0(k−1) with c ∈ Hi(n, 0) is of type (a) or (b). We have
to show that mx[c] = 0 and my[c] = 0. Since mxHi,0(k−1) = 0 and ylHi,0(k−1) = 0
for l ≥ m− k + 2, it remains to prove that for l ≤ m− k + 1 one has yl[c] = 0.
Fix l ≤ m− k + 1. Let
c = [(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)]
where L ⊆ [n], |L| = i − 1, m(L) < m(u), xuyv ∈ G(J), m − k + 1 < m(v). This
means [c] is of type (a). We have to show that
ylc ∈ (ym−k+2, . . . , ym)Hi(n, 0).
If (xu/xm(u))(ylyv/ym(v)) ∈ J , then
ylc = ym(v)[(xu/xm(u))(ylyv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u)] = 0 in Hi(n, 0).
Otherwise one has (xu/xm(u))(ylyv/ym(v)) 6∈ J . But xu(ylyv/ym(v)) ∈ J because
xuyv ∈ J and J is bistable. Thus by 6.2.1 the element xu(ylyv/ym(v)) 6∈ mxJ . It
follows that
[(xu/xm(u))(ylyv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u)]
is of the form as described in 6.2.2. Hence
ylc = ym(v)[(xu/xm(u))(ylyv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u)] ∈ (ym−k+2, . . . , ym)Hi(n, 0)
because m(v) > m− k + 1.
Now consider an element [c] of type (b) with
c = [(xu/xm(u))(yv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u)]
where
L ⊆ [n], |L| = i− 1, m(L) < m(u), m− k + 1 = m(v), xu(yv/ym(v)) ∈ J\mxJ,
(xu/xm(u))yv ∈ J\myJ.
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Since J is bistable, we have (xu/xm(u))(ylyv/ym(v)) ∈ J . Therefore
ylc = 0 in Hi(n, 0).
Proof of (2): Assume that
0 =
∑
u,v,L
λ
(a)
u,v,L[[(x
u/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)]] +
∑
u,v,L
λ
(b)
u,v,L[[(x
u/xm(u))(yv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u)]]
where λ(a)u,v,L, λ
(b)
u,v,L ∈ K, the first sum is taken over elements of type (a) and the
second sum of those elements of type (b). We may assume that all terms have the
same Nn × Nm-degree. It follows that
(∗)
∑
u,v,L
λ
(a)
u,v,L[(x
u/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)] +
∑
u,v,L
λ
(b)
u,v,L[(x
u/xm(u))(yv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u)]
∈ (ym−k+2, . . . , ym)Hi(n, 0).
Observe that by 6.2.2 the non-zero terms in the summation can not cancel each
other. If the sum is zero in Hi(n, 0), then we get that all λ
(a)
u,v,L = λ
(b)
u,v,L = 0.
Assume that the sum is not zero. For all homology classes of type (b) we have
supp(degy([(x
u/xm(u))(yv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u)])) ⊆ {1, . . . ,m− k + 1}.
Thus all λ(b)u,v,L = 0 because for elements 0 6= c ∈ (ym−k+2, . . . , ym)Hi(n, 0) one has
supp(degy(c))∩{m−k+2, . . . ,m} 6= ∅. By 6.2.2 all elements of type (a) are part of
a minimal system of generators of Hi(n, 0). We get that the K-linear combination
0 6=
∑
u,v,L
λ
(a)
u,v,L[(x
u/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)] 6∈ myHi(n, 0).
This is a contradiction to (∗). Therefore the sum is zero and also all λ(a)u,v,L = 0.
Proof of (3): Let [c] ∈ H˜i,0(k−1) be an arbitrary Nn×Nm-homogeneous element
with c ∈ Hi(n, 0) and ym−k+1c ∈ (ym−k+2, . . . , ym)Hi(n, 0). We may write
c =
∑
u,v,L
λu,v,L[(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)]
where 0 6= λu,v,L ∈ K and the summation is taken over the K-basis elements in
6.2.2(iii), which are of degree deg(c). We claim that for all v with m(v) ≥ m−k+2,
we may assume that xuyv ∈ G(J). Otherwise let xuyv 6∈ G(J). By 6.2.2 one has
xuyv ∈ J\mxJ . We may write xuyv = xuyv′yv′′ where v′, v′′ ∈ Nm, |v′′| > 0,
xuyv
′ ∈ J . If m(v′′) ≥ m(v′), then m(v′′) > m− k + 1 and therefore
ym(v′′)[(xu/xm(u))yv
′
(yv
′′
/ym(v′′))eL ∧ em(u)] ∈ (ym−k+2, . . . , ym)Hi(n, 0),
which is zero in Hi(n, 0)/(ym−k+2, . . . , ym)Hi(n, 0). We subtract this term from c
and get an element c′ with [c′] = [c] in Hi,0(k− 1). Hence without loss of generality
we may replace c by c′. If m(v′′) < m(v′), then m(v′) > m − k + 1. Since J is
bistable, we have
xu(yv
′
/ym(v′))yv
′′ ∈ J.
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It follows that
ym(v′)[(xu/xm(u))(yv
′
/ym(v′))yv
′′
eL ∧ em(u)] ∈ (ym−k+2, . . . , ym)Hi(n, 0),
which is zero in Hi(n, 0)/(ym−k+2, . . . , ym)Hi(n, 0). We also subtract this term from
c.
Since the elements [[(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)]] with m(v) ≥ m− k + 2 and xuyv ∈
G(J) are of type (a), we may assume that
c =
∑
u,v,L
λu,v,L[(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)] ∈ Hi(n, 0)
with m(v) ≤ m− k + 1 for all v. One has∑
u,v,L
λu,v,L[(xu/xm(u))ym−k+1yveL ∧ em(u)] = ym−k+1c ∈ (ym−k+2, . . . , ym)Hi(n, 0).
Since
supp(degy([(x
u/xm(u))ym−k+1yveL ∧ em(u)])) ⊆ {1, . . . ,m− k + 1},
we get
(∗∗)
∑
u,v,L
λu,v,L[(xu/xm(u))ym−k+1yveL ∧ em(u)] = 0.
Assume that there exist u, v such that (xu/xm(u))ym−k+1yv 6∈ J . By 6.2.1 it follows
that xuym−k+1yv ∈ J\mxJ . Therefore
[(xu/xm(u))ym−k+1yveL ∧ em(u)]
belongs to the K-basis given in 6.2.2. Then (∗∗) leads to a contradiction. Thus we
obtain (xu/xm(u))ym−k+1yv ∈ J for all u, v.
Without loss of generality we may therefore assume that
c = [(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)] = [(xu/xm(u))(ym−k+1yv/ym−k+1)eL ∧ em(u)]
where xuyv ∈ J\mxJ , (xu/xm(u))ym−k+1yv ∈ J and m(v) ≤ m− k + 1.
We havem(v+εm−k+1) = m−k+1. By 6.2.1 we get (xu/xm(u))ym−k+1yv ∈ J\myJ
because (xu/xm(u))yv 6∈ J . Hence [c] is of type (b). This concludes the proof. 
In the sequel we need the following observation.
Remark 6.2.4. Let J ⊂ S be a bistable ideal and R = S/J . Let xuyv ∈ J\mxJ ,
L ⊆ [n], m(L) < m(u), |L| = i− 1 and l ≤ m(v). It follows that xu(ylyv/ym(v)) ∈ J
because J is bistable. Either we have that xu(ylyv/ym(v)) ∈ J\mxJ and then
(xu/xm(u))(ylyv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u) ∈ N (i, n). In particular this element is a cycle
in Ki(n, 0) and we may consider the corresponding homology class in Hi(n, 0). Oth-
erwise xu(ylyv/ym(v)) ∈ mxJ . It follows from 6.2.1 that (xu/xm(u))(ylyv/ym(v)) ∈ J .
Then (xu/xm(u))(ylyv/ym(v))eL∧em(u) = 0 in Ki(n, 0) because the coefficients in this
Koszul complex are taken in R. Again we may write [(xu/xm(u))(ylyv/ym(v))eL ∧
em(u)] = 0 to be the corresponding homology class in Hi(n, 0).
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Let i ∈ [n], k ∈ [m] and j ∈ [k]. Define M(a)(i, j, k) as the set of elements:
[(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)]fF+
(−1)j
∑
l∈F
(−1)α(l,F )[(xu/xm(u))(ylyv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u)]fF−{l} ∧ fm(v) ∈ Ki,j(k)
where L ⊆ [n], |L| = i − 1, m(L) < m(u), xuyv ∈ G(J), max{m − k + 1,m(F )} <
m(v), |F | = j and F ⊆ {m− k + 1, . . . ,m}.
Let M(b)(i, j, k) be the set of elements:
[(xu/xm(u))(yv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u)]fF ∧ fm(v) ∈ Ki,j(k)
where L ⊆ [n], |L| = i − 1, m(L) < m(u), xu(yv/ym(v)) ∈ J\mxJ , (xu/xm(u))yv ∈
J\myJ , max{m− k,m(F )} < m(v), |F | = j − 1 and F ⊆ {m− k + 1, . . . ,m}.
Lemma 6.2.5. Let J ⊂ S be a bistable ideal, R = S/J , i ∈ [n], k ∈ [m] and j ∈ [k].
(i) All elements of M(a)(i, j, k) and M(b)(i, j, k) are cycles in Ki,j(k).
(ii) The homology classes of the elements ofM(a)(i, j, k) andM(b)(i, j, k) lie in
the socle of Hi,j(k).
Proof. Let
c = [(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)]fF+
(−1)j
∑
l∈F
(−1)α(l,F )[(xu/xm(u))(ylyv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u)]fF−{l} ∧ fm(v) ∈M(a)(i, j, k).
Then
∂(c) =
∑
l∈F
(−1)α(l,F )[(xu/xm(u))(ylyv)eL ∧ em(u)]fF−{l}+
(−1)j∂(
∑
l∈F
(−1)α(l,F )[(xu/xm(u))(ylyv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u)]fF−{l}) ∧ fm(v)
−ym(v)
∑
l∈F
(−1)α(l,F )[(xu/xm(u))(ylyv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u)]fF−{l} = 0.
Hence we proved (i) for all elements ofM(a)(i, j, k). For (ii) it suffices to show that
the homology classes of these elements are annihilated by yl˜ for all l˜ < m − k + 1
because mxHi,j(k) = 0 and yl˜Hi,j(k) = 0 for l˜ ≥ m − k + 1. Fix l˜ < m − k + 1.
Observe that m(v) > m− k + 1. By 6.2.4 we have
[(xu/xm(u))(yl˜y
v/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u)]fF ∧ fm(v) ∈ Ki,j(k).
Hence
yl˜c = ∂((−1)j[(xu/xm(u))(yl˜yv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u)]fF ∧ fm(v))
and therefore
[yl˜c] = 0 in Hi,j(k).
Thus the assertion of (ii) follows for all elements of M(a)(i, j, k).
Consider c = [(xu/xm(u))(yv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u)]fF ∧ fm(v) ∈ M(b)(i, j, k). Observe
that m(v) > m− k. Let l ≤ m(v). We have
yl[(xu/xm(u))(yv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u)] = 0 in Hi(n, 0)
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because (xu/xm(u))(ylyv/ym(v)) ∈ J since J is bistable. This implies that c is a cycle
because m(F ) < m(v) and thus
∂(c) = (−1)j−1[(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)]fF+∑
l∈F
(−1)α(l,F )yl[(xu/xm(u))(yv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u)]fF−{l} ∧ fm(v) = 0.
Since mxHi,j(k) = 0 and yl˜Hi,j(k) = 0 for l˜ ≥ m − k + 1, it follows similar that
m[c] = 0 in Hi,j(k). This concludes the proof. 
Next we study the homology groups Hi,j(k) for i ≥ 1.
Proposition 6.2.6. Let J ⊂ S be a bistable ideal, R = S/J and i ∈ [n]:
(i) Hi,0(m) has a K-basis consisting of the homology classes
[[(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)]]
where L ⊆ [n], |L| = i− 1, m(L) < m(u) and xuyv ∈ G(J).
(ii) For k ∈ [m] and j ∈ [k] we have mHi,j(k) = 0.
(iii) For k ∈ [m] and j ∈ [k] a K-basis of Hi,j(k) is given by the homology classes
of the elements of M(a)(i, j, k) and M(b)(i, j, k).
Proof. Fix i ∈ [n] for the rest of the proof. Statement (i) follows from 6.2.2 (iv) and
the fact that Hi,0(m) = Hi(n, 0)/myHi(n, 0).
We prove by induction on k ∈ [m] that for all j ∈ [k] the assertion of (iii) holds.
Finally, (ii) follows from this and 6.2.5 (ii).
For k = 1 we have the exact sequence
0→ Hi,1(1)→ H˜i,0(0)(0,−εm)→ 0.
By 6.2.3 and 6.2.5 (i) preimages in Hi,1(1) of a K-basis of H˜i,0(0) are:
[[(xu/xm(u))(yv/ym)eL ∧ em(u)]fm]
where L ⊆ [n], |L| = i − 1, m(L) < m(u), xu(yv/ym(v)) ∈ J\mxJ , (xu/xm(u))yv ∈
J\myJ , m = m(v). Hence the assertion follows.
Let k > 1. By 6.2.5 (ii) and our induction hypothesis we have mHi,j(k− 1) = 0.
It follows that for j ≥ 1 the multiplication maps
Hi,j(k − 1)(0,−εm−k+1) ym−k+1→ Hi,j(k − 1)
are zero maps.
For j = 1 we get the exact sequence
0→ Hi,1(k − 1)→ Hi,1(k)→ H˜i,0(k − 1)(0,−εm−k+1)→ 0.
By the induction hypothesis the homology classes of the elements ofM(a)(i, 1, k−1)
and M(b)(i, 1, k − 1) are a K-basis of Hi,1(k − 1). By 6.2.3 and 6.2.5 preimages in
Hi,1(k) of a K-basis of H˜i,0(k − 1) are:
(A) [[(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)]fm−k+1−
[(xu/xm(u))(ym−k+1yv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u)]fm(v)] where L ⊆ [n], |L| = i − 1,
m(L) < m(u), xuyv ∈ G(J), m− k + 1 < m(v).
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(B) [[(xu/xm(u))(yv/ym(v))eL∧ em(u)]fm−k+1] where L ⊆ [n], |L| = i− 1, m(L) <
m(u), xu(yv/ym(v)) ∈ J\mxJ , (xu/xm(u))yv ∈ J\myJ , m− k + 1 = m(v).
We see that the homology classes of the elements of M(a)(i, 1, k) and M(b)(i, 1, k)
are a K-basis for Hi,1(k).
Let j > 1. The long exact sequence of the Koszul homology splits in short exact
sequences of the following form:
0→ Hi,j(k − 1)→ Hi,j(k)→ Hi,j−1(k − 1)(0,−εm−k+1)→ 0.
By the induction hypothesis a K-basis of Hi,j(k − 1) is given by the homology
classes of the elements ofM(a)(i, j, k−1) andM(b)(i, j, k−1). Analogously a K-basis
of Hi,j−1(k−1) is given by the homology classes of the elements ofM(a)(i, j−1, k−1)
and M(b)(i, j − 1, k − 1).
Applying 6.2.5 we may choose the following preimages in Hi,j(k) of a K-basis of
Hi,j−1(k − 1):
(A) [(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)]fF˜+
(−1)j∑l∈F˜ (−1)α(l,F˜ )[(xu/xm(u))(ylyv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u)]fF˜−{l} ∧ fm(v) where
F˜ = F ∪˙{m − k + 1}, L ⊆ [n], |L| = i − 1, m(L) < m(u), xuyv ∈ G(J),
max{m− k + 1,m(F˜ )} < m(v), |F | = j − 1, F ⊆ {m− k + 2, . . . ,m}.
(B) [[(xu/xm(u))(yv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u)]fF˜ ∧ fm(v)] where F˜ = F ∪˙{m − k + 1},
L ⊆ [n], |L| = i− 1, m(L) < m(u), xu(yv/ym(v)) ∈ J\mxJ , (xu/xm(u))yv ∈
J\myJ , max{m− k,m(F˜ )} < m(v), |F | = j − 2, F ⊆ {m− k+ 2, . . . ,m}.
We conclude that the homology classes of the elements of M(a)(i, j, k) and of
M(b)(i, j, k) form a K-basis for Hi,j(k). Thus we proved the proposition. 
In the following we describe the homology groups H0,j(k).
Proposition 6.2.7. Let J ⊂ S be a bistable ideal and R = S/J . Then:
(i) H0,0(m) = K.
(ii) For k ∈ [m] we have mH˜0,0(k − 1) = 0.
(iii) For k ∈ [m] a K-basis of H˜0,0(k − 1) = 0 is given by:
[(yv/ym(v))]
where m− k + 1 = m(v) and yv ∈ G(J).
(iv) For k ∈ [m] and j ∈ [k] we have mH0,j(k) = 0.
(v) For k ∈ [m] and j ∈ [k] a K-basis of H0,j(k) is given by:
[(yv/ym(v))fF ∧ fm(v)]
where F ⊆ {m − k + 1, . . . ,m}, |F | = j − 1, max{m − k,m(F )} < m(v)
and yv ∈ G(J).
Proof. This follows from [4] and the fact that S/(mx+J) ∼= Sy/I where I is a stable
ideal with minimal generators yv ∈ G(J). 
We are ready to prove the main theorem of this section.
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Theorem 6.2.8. Let J ⊂ S be a bistable ideal and R = S/J . Then for 0 ≤ i ≤ n+m
we have
m⊕
j=0
Hi−j,j(m) ∼= Hi(n,m)
as graded K-vector spaces.
Proof. At the beginning we define homogeneous S-module homomorphisms from
Hi,j(k) to Hi+j(n, k). These maps will be used to prove the theorem. For i, j ∈ N
we distinguish the cases:
(1) i > 0 and j > 0.
(2) i > 0 and j = 0.
(3) i = 0 and j > 0.
(4) i = 0 and j = 0.
Case (1): Let i ∈ [n], k ∈ [m] and j ∈ [k]. We define the map
ϕi,j,k : Hi,j(k)→ Hi+j(n, k)
which is induced by
ϕi,j,k([[(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u)]fF+
(−1)j
∑
l∈F
(−1)α(l,F )[(xu/xm(u))(ylyv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u)]fF−{l} ∧ fm(v)])
= [(xu/xm(u))yveL ∧ em(u) ∧ fF+
(−1)j
∑
l∈F
(−1)α(l,F )(xu/xm(u))(ylyv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u) ∧ fF−{l} ∧ fm(v)]
and
ϕi,j,k([[(xu/xm(u))(yv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u)]fF ∧ fm(v)])
= [(xu/xm(u))(yv/ym(v))eL ∧ em(u) ∧ fF ∧ fm(v)].
Observe that the expressions on the right hand sides are well defined homology
classes in Hi(n, k). As in the proof of 6.2.5 one checks, that the image of these maps
belong to the socle of Hi(n, k).
Case (2): For all i ∈ [n] and k ∈ [m] there exists a natural homogeneous S-
module homomorphism from Hi(n, 0) to Hi(n, k) induced by the inclusion of Koszul
complexes. This map factors through
Hi,0(k) = Hi(n, 0)/(ym−k+1, . . . , ym)Hi(n, 0)
because
(ym−k+1, . . . , ym)Hi(n, k) = 0.
Thus we obtain
ϕi,0,k : Hi,0(k)→ Hi(n, k)
with
ϕi,0,k([[(xu/xm(u))eL ∧ em(u)]]) = [(xu/xm(u))eL ∧ em(u)]
for [(xu/xm(u))eL ∧ em(u)] ∈ Hi(n, 0) as described in 6.2.2.
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Case (3): Let k ∈ [m], j ∈ [k] and [(yv/ym(v))fF ∧ fm(v)] be an element as
described in 6.2.7. Similarly [(yv/ym(v))fF ∧ fm(v)] belongs to the socle of Hj(n, k).
Then we define a homogeneous map
ϕ0,j,k : H0,j(k)→ Hj(n, k)
by
ϕ0,j,k([(yv/ym(v))fF ∧ fm(v)]) = [(yv/ym(v))fF ∧ fm(v)].
Case (4): Note that for k ∈ [m] one has
(∗) H0(n, k) = S/(mx + (ym, . . . , ym−k+1) + J) = H0,0(k).
Set ϕ0,0,k = idH0(n,k).
All these ϕi,j,k are said to be the natural maps from Hi,j(k) to Hi+j(k). By (∗)
the assertion of the theorem follows for i = 0. Hence we may assume that i ≥ 1.
We prove by induction on k ∈ [m] that for all i ∈ [n+ k]
k⊕
j=0
Hi−j,j(k) ∼= Hi(n, k)
where the isomorphism is given by the direct sum of the ϕi−j,j,k. The case k = m
will prove the theorem.
Let k = 1. One has the long exact sequence
. . .→ Hi(n, 0)(0,−εm) ym→ Hi(n, 0)→ Hi(n, 1)
→ Hi−1(n, 0)(0,−εm) ym→ Hi−1(n, 0)→ . . . ,
and therefore the exact sequence
0→ Hi,0(1)→ Hi(n, 1)→ H˜i−1,0(0)(0,−εm)→ 0.
We have H˜i−1,0(0)(0,−εm) ∼= Hi−1,1(1). Thus we get the exact sequence
0→ Hi,0(1)→ Hi(n, 1)→ Hi−1,1(1)→ 0.
Denote the map between Hi(n, 1) and Hi−1,1(1) with α. We see that α ◦ ϕi−1,1,1 =
idHi−1,1(1). Hence this sequence splits and this implies the case k = 1.
Let k > 1. We have the long exact sequence
(∗∗) . . .→ Hi(n, k − 1)(0,−εm−k+1) ym−k+1→ Hi(n, k − 1)→ Hi(n, k)
→ Hi−1(n, k − 1)(0,−εm−k+1) ym−k+1→ Hi−1(n, k − 1)→ . . . .
By the induction hypothesis it follows that for i ≥ 1
k−1⊕
j=0
Hi−j,j(k − 1) ∼= Hi(n, k − 1)
and the isomorphism is given by the direct sum of the ϕi−j,j,k−1. We also know that
H0(n, k− 1) = H0,0(k− 1). By 6.2.6 and 6.2.7 one has mHi−j,j(k− 1) = 0 for j ≥ 1.
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Therefore by calculating the kernel and cokernel of the multiplication maps with
ym−k+1 in (∗∗), we obtain the exact sequence
0→ Hi,0(k)⊕
k−1⊕
j=1
Hi−j,j(k − 1)→ Hi(n, k)
→ H˜i−1,0(k − 1)(0,−εm−k+1)⊕
k−1⊕
j=1
Hi−1−j,j(k − 1)(0,−εm−k+1)→ 0.
Let ϕ =
⊕k
j=0 ϕi−j,j,k. We have the following commutative diagram
0 0y y
Hi,0(k)⊕
⊕k−1
j=1 Hi−j,j(k − 1) Hi,0(k)⊕
⊕k−1
j=1 Hi−j,j(k − 1)y y
Hi,0(k)⊕
⊕k−1
j=1 Hi−j,j(k)⊕Hi−k,k(k)
ϕ−−−→ Hi(n, k)y y
C Cy y
0 0
where
C = H˜i−1,0(k − 1)(0,−εm−k+1)⊕
k−1⊕
j=1
Hi−1−j,j(k − 1)(0,−εm−k+1).
This implies that ϕ is an isomorphism and thus
⊕k
j=0Hi−j,j(k) ∼= Hi(n, k). 
The following corollary was first discovered in [3].
Corollary 6.2.9. Let J ⊂ S be a bistable ideal and R = S/J . Then:
(i) regx(R) = max{mx(J)− 1, 0}.
(ii) regy(R) = max{my(J)− 1, 0}.
Proof. By symmetry it suffices to prove (i). Observe that for xuyv ∈ J\mxJ one has
|u| ≤ mx(J). Then (i) follows from 6.2.6, 6.2.7 and 6.2.8. 
Finally, we compute all total Betti numbers of a bigraded algebra R which is
defined by a bistable ideal. Let a, b ∈ Z. Recall the convention that (a0) = 1 and(
a
b
)
= 0 for a < 0, b 6= 0. Furthermore, (a
b
)
= 0 for 0 ≤ a < b or b < 0 ≤ a
respectively.
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Corollary 6.2.10. Let J ⊂ S be a bistable ideal and R = S/J . For 1 ≤ i ≤ n+m
one has, independent of the characteristic of K,
βSi (R) =
∑
{(u,v) : xuyv∈G(J)}
m−1∑
j=0
(
m(u)− 1
i− j − 1
)(
m(v)− 1
j
)
+
∑
{(u,v) : xu(yv/ym(v))∈J\mxJ, (xu/xm(u))yv∈J\myJ}
m∑
j=1
(
m(u)− 1
i− j − 1
)(
m(v)− 1
j − 1
)
.
Proof. The formula follows from 6.2.6, 6.2.7 and 6.2.8. 
Example 6.2.11. Let S = K[x1, x2, y1] and
J = (x31, x
2
1x2, x1x
2
2, x
2
1y1, x1x2y1, x
2
2y1).
To apply 6.2.10 we have to find those monomials xuyv ∈ S with xu(yv/ym(v)) ∈
J\mxJ and (xu/xm(u))yv ∈ J\myJ . We see that this condition is only satisfied for
the monomials
x1x
2
2y1, x
2
1x2y1 and x
3
1y1.
We get
βSi (S/J) =
[
4
(
1
i− 1
)
+ 2
(
0
i− 1
)]
+
[
2
(
1
i− 2
)
+
(
0
i− 2
)]
.
Hence we obtain
βS1 (S/J) = 6, β
S
2 (S/J) = 7, β
S
3 (S/J) = 2 and β
S
i (S/J) = 0 for i ≥ 3.
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(M :N I) {f ∈ N : If ⊆M} 27
u  v ui ≤ vi for all integers i where u, v ∈ Nn
α(F,G) |{(f, g) : f > g, f ∈ F, g ∈ G}| for F,G ⊆ [n] 21
Ass(M) set of associated primes of a module M
βRi,j(M) ith-graded Betti number of M in degree j ∈ Z 17
βRi,(a,b)(M) i
th-bigraded Betti number ofM in degree (a, b) ∈ Z2 20
βRi,u(M) ith Zn-graded Betti number of M in degree u ∈ Zn 20
βk,lini (M) β
S
i,i+dk(M)
(M) for i ≥ k and a graded S-module M 59
B upper triangular matrices of GL(n;K) 28
bigin(J) bigeneric initial ideal of J with respect to revlex 29
C(v;M) Cartan complex of M with respect to v ⊂ E1 23
deg(u) degree of a homogeneous element u ∈M 13
degx(u) a if deg(u) = (a, b) 14
degy(u) b if deg(u) = (a, b) 14
dk(M) min({j ∈ Z : βSk,k+j(M) 6= 0} ∪ {regS(M)}) 59
∆ simplicial complex 30
∆∗ Alexander dual of a simplicial complex ∆ 30
depth(M) depth of a module M
dim(M) (Krull-) dimension of a module M
E an exterior algebra 14
eJ ej1 ∧ . . . ∧ eji ∈ E 21
εi ith-basis vector of Zn 14
ExtiR(M,N) ith-extension module of M by N 17
F a graded complex 16
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symbol definition page
(F lin, ∂lin) linear part of the complex (F , ∂) 47
F∨ [n]− F for F ⊆ [n] 30
(G,+) an abelian group 13
G(I) minimal system of generators of a monomial ideal I 27
gin(I) generic initial ideal of I with respect to revlex 28
grm(R)
⊕
i∈Nm
i/mi+1 16
GL(n;K) invertible n× n-matrices with entries in a field K
hdeg homological degree 20
H im(M) i
th-local cohomology module of a module M 24
indeg(M) min{d ∈ Z : Md 6= 0} for a f. g. graded module M 14
in>(U) initial module of U with respect to a term order > 27
in>(g) initial monomial of g with respect to a term order > 27
I(d, k) a special ideal in S with parameters d, k ∈ N 65
J(d, k) a special ideal in S with parameters d, k ∈ N 65
K an infinite field 13
K(j;M) the Koszul complex ofM with respect to l1, . . . , lj ∈ S1 21
|L| |{i : i ∈ L}| for L ⊆ [n]
lcm(xu1 , . . . , xut) least common multiple of monomials xu1 , . . . , xut
l(u) |{i : ui = ai−1, i < m(u)}| with u ≺ a where a, u ∈ Nn 85
L(xu) lex-segment of a monomial xu 65
lpd(M) linear part dominates 47
m graded maximal ideal 14
[n] {1, . . . , n}
N non-negative integers
Mbi(R) category of f. g. bigraded R-modules 14
MZ(R) category of f. g. graded R-modules 14
MZn(R) category of f. g. Zn-graded R-modules 14
M〈d〉 submodule generated by the degree d elements ofM 19
m(u) = m(xu) max{i : xi divides xu} for a monomial xu 28
mx(xuyv) m(u) for a monomial xuyv 29
my(xuyv) m(v) for a monomial xuyv 29
m(L) max{i : i ∈ L} for L ⊆ [n] 29
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mij(R) sup({a : (0 :R/(xn,... ,xi+1)R xi)(a,j) 6= 0} ∪ {0}) 74
mx(J) max{ai : deg(zi) = (ai, bi), zi ∈ G(J)} 29
mx graded maximal ideal of Rx 15
my(J) max{bi : deg(zi) = (ai, bi), zi ∈ G(J)} 29
my graded maximal ideal of Ry 15
Ωk(M) kth-syzygy module of a f.g. graded module M 18
ωR canonical module of a ring R
pdR(M) projective dimension of a module M 18
R(xu) revlex-segment of a monomial xu 65
R(I) Rees algebra of an ideal I 25
regR(M) regularity of a f.g. graded module M 18
regR,x(M) x-regularity of a f.g. bigraded module M 20
regR,y(M) y-regularity of a f.g. bigraded module M 20
S a polynomial ring 14
socle(M) socle of a module M
Rad(I) radical ideal of an ideal I
rank(F ) rank of a free module F
R∆˜ bigraded Veronese algebra of a bigradedK-algebraR 80
Rx
⊕
a∈NR(a,0) for a bigraded K-algebra R 15
Ry
⊕
b∈NR(0,b) for a bigraded K-algebra R 15
Spec(M) spectrum of a module M
supp(a) {i : ai 6= 0} for a ∈ Nn
S(I) symmetric algebra of an ideal I 25
SQ(E) category of square-free E-modules 33
SQ(S) category of square-free S-modules 32
TorRi (M,N) ith Tor-module of M and N 17
|u| u1 + . . .+ un for u ∈ Zn
W∨ HomK(W,K) where W is a K-vector space 41
x x1, . . . , xn 14
xu xu11 · · ·xunn for u ∈ Nn 26
Z integers
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